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ÖZET

Yüksek Lisans Tezi

KONAKLAMA İŞLETMELERİNDE YÖNETİMSEL RAPORLAMA:

İZMİR’DE FAALİYET GÖSTEREN BEŞ YILDIZLI BİR OTELDE DURUM

ANALİZİ

Ümit DEMİRTAŞ

İzmir Kâtip Çelebi Üniversitesi

Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü

Turizm İşletmeciliği Anabilim Dalı

Bu çalışmada, konaklama işletmelerinde finansal planlama ve kontrol amaçlı

kullanılan yönetimsel raporlar ve raporlama akışı belirlenmeye çalışılmıştır.

Çalışmanın amacı, konaklama işletmelerinde kullanılan yönetimsel rapor türlerini,

içerdikleri bilgileri, oluşturulma ve sunum süreçlerini, ve yönetimsel raporların

konaklama işletmeleri için önemini ortaya koymaktır. Bu amaçla, literatüre ve

sektöre katkı sağlamak hedeflenmiştir.

Çalışma nitel araştırma deseninde, durum analizi yöntemiyle

gerçekleştirilmiştir. Veriler, altı yönetici ile yarı yapılandırılmış görüşme formu

kullanılarak yapılan yüzyüze mülakatlar aracılığıyla toplanmıştır. Katılımcı seçimi

için ölçüt örneklem metodu uygulanmıştır. Bulgular, tematik analiz yöntemi ile

değerlendirilmiştir. Araştırma, İzmir’de faaliyette bulunan beş yıldızlı bir otelde

gerçekleşmiştir.

Araştırmanın yapıldığı otelde, belirli bir raporlama ilişkisi doğrultusunda,

aşağıdan yukarıya üç yönlü bir sistem mevcuttur. Rapor türleri dört ana başlık altında

toplanmıştır ve bu başlıklar altında 80 adet ayrı, ve aynı zamanda birbiriyle bağlantılı

rapor türleri bulunmaktadır. Bu rapor türleri temel olarak üç değişken altında

sınıflandırılmıştır. Bu değişkenler; raporlama periyodu, raporlanacak veriler, ve

raporlanacak taraflar olarak saptanmıştır. Raporların hazırlanmasında çok çeşitli bilgi

teknolojilerinden yararlanılmaktadır. Rapor taslakları, otelin bağlı bulunduğu zincir

işletmenin ana merkezi tarafından sağlanmakta olup otel yönetiminin ihtiyaç

duyacağı verilere göre bu taslaklar üzerinde işlem yapılabilmektedir. Raporlamalar,
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zamanlama açısından günlük, haftalık, aylık, üç aylık ve yılsonu olarak

yapılmaktadır ve raporlamanın yapılacağı tarafların türüne göre telekonferans

yoluyla veya yüz yüze yapılmaktadır. Yönetimsel raporlar, planlama ve kontrol, veri

tabanlı karar verme, performans takibi yapma, strateji belirleme, tahminleme,

üretkenliği ve verimliliği analiz etme ve rekabet analizi gibi konularda yöneticilere

faydalı olmaktadır.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Konaklama İşletmelerinde Finansal Başarı, Finansal Raporlama,
Yönetimsel Raporlama, Karar Verme, Otel Yönetimi.



ABSTRACT

Master’s Program Thesis

MANAGERIAL REPORTING IN HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES: CASE

STUDY OF A FIVE-STAR HOTEL OPERATING IN IZMIR

Ümit DEMİRTAŞ

İzmir Kâtip Çelebi University

Graduate School of Social Sciences

Department of Tourism Management

Tourism Management Program

The present study attempts to ascertain a wide range of managerial reports

and modernized reporting flow utilized in hospitality enterprises for financial

planning and control. The purpose of the research is to identify managerial reports

utilizing in hospitality enterprises, recognize data on these reports, reveal the process

of creation and presentation, lastly, to reveal the importance of these reports for

hospitality enterprises. In this context, it is aimed to contribute to both literature and

hospitality enterprises.

The research was designed in a qualitative study through the case study

method. Data were collected from six managers with face-to-face interview

technique by conducting to semi-structured interviewing form. In the selection of the

participants, the criterion sampling method was adopted. Findings were evaluated

with the thematic analysis technique. The research was conducted in a five-star hotel

operating in Izmir.

Findings reveal that the sample hotel conducts a 3-way reporting structure

based on a standardized relation from the bottom to the top. The reports are merged

into four main titles. All of them are related to each other. Also, 80 types of

particular reports are involved in the four reports files. The reports mainly have three

variables; reporting period, data to be reported and the authority to be reported. The

reports are prepared by utilizing a wide range of information systems. The report

drafts are provided by the Head Office but operated in information systems
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according to the management’s informative needs. The reporting is handled in daily,

weekly, monthly, quarterly, and end-of-year periods. The reporting method is

realized in live meetings and teleconferencing that depends on to whom they are

reported. The reports allow the managers to plan and control, data-driven decision-

making, monitor the performance, set strategies, predict the future, analyse the

productivity, efficiency, and competition.

Keywords: Financial Success in Hospitality Enterprises, Financial Reporting,

Managerial Reporting, Decision-Making, Hotel Management.
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INTRODUCTION

Hospitality enterprises have unique financial challenges such as high running

costs (particularly payroll), slim profit margins, sensitivity to economical downturns,

and demand volatility. Therefore, hospitality enterprises heavily rely on financial

accounting and managerial accounting practices for financial planning and control.

Moreover, Yoopetch & Mingkwan (2014:167) demonstrated that managers should

attempt to improve their knowledge about systematic financial management practices.

They also proposed the managers to be well-equipped with more financial tools to

support cash management, reduce bankruptcy risk, and improve profits in the future.

Consequently, identifying and contributing the techniques (skills) and tools for the

success of hospitality enterprises is the primary goal of current research.

Managerial accounting has a very essential practice that is referred to as

“managerial reporting” is considered with high importance and brings together the

information about customers, operations, and finance that management utilizes to

manage the organization, make business decisions, and monitor progress. Financial

statements are compliance-oriented and used for external shareholders such as

investors, creditors, or debtors. They include historical data and encompass the

standard monthly, quarterly, and annual reports that the organizations receive. It

mainly includes Income Statement and Balance Sheet. These reports are mandatory

for all businesses (GrowthForce, 2018). Unlike financial statements, managerial

reports provide historical, current, and forecast data for future assumptions in the

market to optimize the sales, pricing, demand, and capacity predictions. They are

used by the internal (within the departments) and external parts (the owner, the Head

Office, area president) of the hotels as data-providers. The enterprises do not have to

follow Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) guidelines when

producing these reports. Instead of an overall evaluation of the organization,

managerial reporting is focused on segments of the business. Segmenting allows the
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managers to get into the details and analyse the dynamics of the organization

(GrowthForce, 2018). The findings of the current study provide valuable insights into

managerial reporting techniques (skills) and tools that hospitality enterprises require

for financial planning and control.

Over the past century, some studies are conducted to reveal the tools and

skills for financial planning and control that are required by hospitality enterprises.

These studies focus on the management of cash, accounts receivable, accounts

payable, and inventory (Cooley & Pullen, 1979: 7; Khoury et al., 1999: 2),

hospitality management accounting issuing current problems and future opportunities

(Potter & Schmidgall, 1999: 388), analysing of financial ratios (Filbeck & Lee, 2000:

207; Lazaridis, 2004: 429), financial reporting practices (Pajrok, 2008: 4) and

financial accounting practices (McMahon, 2001: 161) as the tools and skills in

hospitality enterprises. Furthermore, there is little attempt in terms of quantity of

managerial reports and modernized reporting flow to discuss managerial reporting

though they are so prominent reports for financial planning and control. Despite the

importance of managerial reporting, it is considered in a few studies as a tool and/ or

skill for financial planning and control (Graham, 1995: 185; Hales, 2005: 6; Harris &

Mongiello, 2006: 226; DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 27).

Due to the few attempts for managerial reporting in previous studies, the aim

of the current study is (1) to examine the different types of managerial reports within

the departments, (2) recognize data that are presented on these reports and the role

and importance of these data, (3) reveal the technological methods used in preparing

these reports, (4) find out the presentation process of these reports, (5) find out the

reasons to utilize the managerial reports for hospitality enterprises. Managerial

reports are useful for top management related to planning and control, and decision-

making. After implementing a comprehensive reporting flow in the entire hotel, these

reports would assist how to enhance the profit, how to manage successfully

seasonality of sales, making reliable decisions, and able to look beyond every

segmentation of an organization. Besides, it is beneficial for the practical

implications of reporting in hospitality enterprises.

Briefly, the thesis is organized into three chapters as follows; the first chapter

introduces the concept, scope, and characteristics of hospitality enterprises, financial
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management in hospitality enterprises, financial challenges of hospitality enterprises,

the role of financial planning and control in hospitality enterprises, financial

reporting, and limitations of financial management in hospitality enterprises. The

second chapter embarks on managerial accounting with its concept, scope, objectives,

and role in hospitality enterprises, its relationship with financial accounting, the

practices of managerial accounting in hospitality enterprises, the concept of

managerial reporting and its relationship with financial reporting, and previous

studies in managerial reporting practice. Also, the importance of managerial

reporting is emphasized by a comparison between hospitality enterprises and hospital

institutions. The third chapter evaluates the research methodology, problem of

research, research question and sub-questions, the importance of research, method of

research, the process of data collection, and data analysis with details. Also, findings

from the sample hotel about the managerial reports are explored by associating with

each research sub-question. The recommendations and results of studying managerial

reports are discussed by expanding findings. Lastly, the different types of managerial

reports are presented in the Appendix.



CHAPTER 1

The chapter identifies the concept, scope, and characteristics of tourism and

hospitality enterprises, financial management in hospitality enterprises, financial

skills and challenges of hospitality enterprises, the role of financial planning and

control in hospitality enterprises, financial reporting, and limitations of financial

management in hospitality enterprises.

TOURISM, HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES, AND FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT

Tourism is a broad concept and consists of diverted components globally.

Hospitality enterprises are the essence of the tourism industry and the most dynamic

sector in modern society. Due to its competitive environment, unique features, and

dynamic nature, hospitality enterprises conduct plenty of financial challenges.

Financial challenges arose from its key characteristics. Financial management in

hospitality enterprises is a major subject to deal with the challenges. To deal with

these challenges, hospitality enterprises eventually require some basic skills.

Financial planning and control is one of these skills and it is related to financial

reporting practices. Nevertheless, financial management practices have some

limitations based on internal and external factors in an organization. Thus, financial

management practices in hospitality enterprises need to be supported by diverted

tools and techniques.

1.1. THE CONCEPT OF TOURISM

Tourism is a social and economic phenomenon of contemporary civilization,

very anchored in society, and highly influenced by its development. It is also a factor

in individual and social equilibrium, a source of fulfillment of own pleasures, which

develop in harmony with the individuals, natural and cultural environment and to
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enroll in a context of sustainable development (Pearce, 1996: 6). Tourism is a

phenomenon that means the movement of individuals within and across the national

borders (Kendra, 2014: 5). Over the years, the definition of both tourism and tourist

has significant changes. Yet, there is no globally accepted definition of tourism, and

the term was defined by different authors.

Hunziker & Krapf (1942: 28) stated that tourism is the sum of phenomena

and relationships arouses from the travel and stay of travellers, and they do not lead

to permanent residence and are not connected with earning activity. Morrison &

Christie-Mill (1985: 12) described that tourism is the sum of the relations and

services connected with a temporary and voluntary change of residence for non-

commercial or non-professional reasons. Sinclair & Stabler (1991: 17) argued

tourism as a social movement with a view to rest, satisfaction and diversion of

cultural needs. Vellas & Becherel (1995: 28) pointed out tourism is a temporary

movement to destinations outside of permanent residence and workplace, the

activities that are undertaken during the stay, and facilities created to cater for the

needs of tourists’. According to United Nations World Tourism Organization

(UNWTO, 2018) definition, tourism is described as individuals who travel to and

stay in places outside their usual environment for a minimum period of 24 hours and

not more than one consecutive year for the sole purpose of leisure, pleasure, business,

and other purposes but not related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from

within the place visited.

From the above definitions, tourism represents various types of short-term

travel and is variably defined for a specific purpose of the travel, its duration, and

other criteria. Therefore, the travel needs to be classified as tourism is that an

individual has to move out of the living area and also the purpose may be for

pleasure, business, health, leisure, or any other reason as per the needs of the

individual concerned with the time frame. When individuals leave their usual place

of residence and work to have a change from their usual routine for a short time, they

are called tourists (Burkart & Medlik, 1981: 6).
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1.2. THE COMPONENTS OF TOURISM

Tourism is an industry in which the structure of demand is extremely volatile

and the supply is solid. Tourism exists for various reasons such as pleasure, business,

health, education, etc. Individuals want to travel and willing to spend money,

consequently, they create demand for tourism products and services. Hence, the

decision to travel precedes is the acts of consumption. Travellers are willing to

consume a large variety of goods and services produced and supplied by various

industries, among which the most important are transports, hotel and restaurant

services, segments of activity related to entertainment, culture, and sports (Bathia,

2006: 10).

The tourism industry is a mixture of various sectors. The tourism industry

assumes a complex structure comprising of a wide variety of businesses/other

organizations. In the development of the countries, the tourism industry largely

depends on the various components of tourism. The tourism industry is composed of

numerous components ranging from accommodation to recreation industries. The

essential components include but are not limited to transport accommodation,

infrastructure, facilities, and auxiliary or support services. Individuals need various

services depending on the needs and desires of travel (Cooper et al., 1993: 298).

The major components of the tourism industry allow the tourism market to

extend globally. (1) Transportation is one of the most significant factors to have

contributed to the international development of tourism. Transportation provides

both the essential link between the tourism origin and destination areas and facilitates

the movement of holiday-makers, business travellers, individuals visiting friends and

relatives. A tourist needs a mode of transport to reach the destination, whether by

road, rail, air, and sea. (2) Food & Beverage (F&B) is a sector that specializes in the

conceptualization, the making of, and delivery of foods and beverages. Most of F&B

employees work in restaurants, bars including and/or excluding hotels, resorts and

casinos. (3) Accommodation is a fundamental requirement for tourists who stay

overnight in a location and it comprises a significant sector of the tourism industry.

Hotels, resorts, lodges, motels, rest houses are to be built for attracting all classes of

tourists. The other significant feature of the accommodation is the provision of food.
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Any tourist destination attracts diverse customers with different food tastes and

preferences, it is essential to bring uniformity in the offerings to satisfy the diverse

interests of the tourist. (4) Travel agencies are the broad concept of wholesale tour

operators and retail travel agencies in which kinds of tours and other services

(ticketing, reservation, information, etc.) are offered in a destination. (5) Recreation-

Attraction is an essential part of the tourism industry which consists of

establishments offering entertainment-recreational, natural, sports, cultural, and any

other activities for individuals to enjoy (Cooper et al., 1993: 313; Kendra, 2014: 8).

1.3. HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES

Hospitality enterprises experience constant development for centuries. The

development is aroused from being the leader of an economically-expanding market

that is called the “tourism industry”. Hospitality enterprises are operated under the

tourism industry all around the world. These enterprises have the largest share as the

operating capacity within the global tourism market. Hospitality enterprises are a

broad concept that encompasses many organizations such as hotels, motels, holiday

villages, pensions, camps, sport, and health facilities. Hospitality is the principal

sector of tourism. The hospitality sector is the most dynamic sector of contemporary

society and plays an increasing role in the globalization process (Fagbile, 2006: 12;

Ekechukwu, 2006: 27).

Hospitality enterprises basically meet traveller’s needs for accommodation

during their travels to a destination. Toskay (1989: 28) defined hospitality enterprises

based on their importance for travellers. Accommodation is one of the most

significant needs for travellers when they travel out of the permanent residence.

Hospitality enterprises are establishments where travellers meet their need for

accommodation for temporary relocation. A destination becomes more attractive and

visible due to supplying for accommodation. Moreover, Barutçugil (1989: 37)

proposed that hospitality enterprises are the economic units that are working on a

non-stop production band not only to supply the need for accommodation but also to

serve as a complex of facilities.

The hotels are the primary establishments within hospitality enterprises. The

hospitality sector is complex and diverse that each hotel has unique products and
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services to carve out a niche for itself. A hotel is described as an establishment in

which the primary purpose is to provide accommodation services to the travellers

and other services such as food & beverage services, house-keeping services, laundry

services, and Spa. Hotels can be categorized variously depending on the services

offered, targeted market (customers), or location. The main advantage of

classification is to allow the hotels to have a uniformity in services and sets the

general standards of a hotel. Hotels are divided into small, medium, large, and very

large hotels related to the size. The location of a hotel describes if it is a down-town

hotel, suburban hotel, resort hotel, airport hotel, and motel. The hotels are classified

as a transient hotel, business hotel, suite hotel, bed and breakfast hotel, resident hotel,

casino hotel, conference and convention hotel depending on the customers’ profile.

The staying duration of a customer determines whether a hotel is a resort,

commercial, semi-residential, residential/apartment, and extended-stay hotel. The

level of services distinguishes a hotel as a luxury, mid-scale, and budget. Based on

ownership, the hotels are classified as a management contract, franchise, time-share,

and independent (Jones & Lockwood, 1989: 3; Jones, 2000: 17; Kendra, 2014: 19).

On the other hand, Chibili (2010: 28) summarized the dynamic nature of

hospitality enterprises. The production of services is inseparable from its delivery,

the services are created and sold at the same time. It is challenging to deal with the

perceived quality as it is highly affected by numerous aspects such as weather,

construction sites, other customers, etc. The main product (room space) is highly

perishable, it can not be warehoused, refunded, or resold once it is produced. Once a

customer is provided with a service product, another customer can not utilize the

same product thereafter. The customers are regarded as guests who must always be

satisfied by the staff in around the clock (24/7) environment. A lot of ethnic, cultural,

and religious diversity of both guests and staff emerge with the industry. The

industry has some barriers to entry because of high capital and labour requirements,

high fixed capital costs, and high operating costs. A high sales volatility within the

day, week, season is another challenge in the industry.

In summary, hospitality enterprises deliver many services such as food and

beverage, Spa, wedding and banquet facilities, etc. both for travellers and local

individuals. Due to fierce competition aroused from the growing market day by day,
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hospitality enterprises require professional and progressive management practices.

Implementation of the practices emerges with a collaboration of different functions

within each enterprise. The functions are parts of enterprises such as very-well

known departments of sales and marketing, food and beverage, human resources,

engineering, room divisions, security, and accounting and finance.

1.4. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL CHALLENGES IN

HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES

Financial management is one of the most important aspects that is related to

reasonable and effective use of funds such as the capital and debts in the business

(Paramasivan & Subramanian, 2009: 3). Gitman (2007: 4) defines financial

management as a part of business management, endeavours to reasonable use of

capital and a careful selection of sources of capital, to allow an organization to move

in the direction of reaching its goals. According to Paramasivan & Subramanian

(2009: 3), financial management evokes planning for the future of a business

enterprise to obtain positive cash flow. Brinckmann et al. (2011: 219) define

financial management as managerial activities, concerning the acquisition of

financial resources and the assurance of their effective and efficient uses. In other

words, financial management embraces planning, organizing, leading, and

controlling financial activities. Papp & Pajrok (2010: 5) concluded that managers

have to possess five functions. The five functions are Planning, Organizing, Leading,

Coordinating, and Controlling. Controlling is described in the sense that a manager

receives feedback on a process to make necessary adjustments. Good financial

management is essential to the success of any business. The capability to have the

right financial practices in an organization and to plan financial issues effectively

support an organizational growth and easily adapt to a changing economic

environment (Hassan et al., 2012: 2). The scope of financial management is decision-

making, value creation, and managing cash flow in the long-term. The main

objectives of financial management are making investment decisions, financing

decisions, and dividend decisions. Investment decisions involve determining which

project or assets to be invested with limited financial sources. Financing decisions

involve deciding on the most cost-effective method of financing the chosen
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investment. Dividend decisions involve deciding whether the profit is distributed or

retained for shareholders. At least, it is aimed to maximize the profit and wealth of an

entity (McMenamin, 1999: 22).

Financial activities in hospitality enterprises are performed by staff at all

levels, from line employees and supervisors to top management (Schmidgall, 2012:

2). The financial activities range from recording transactions and creating a variety of

financial reports to summarize data and strategic planning (Scapens & Jayazeri, 2003;

as cited in Yuan, 2014: 2). Hospitality enterprises need comprehensive financial

management rules due to the challenges related to their dynamic nature (DeFranco &

Lattin, 2007: 8). The basic differences between hospitality enterprises and other

enterprises emerge with the financial characteristics of hospitality enterprises such as

cost and capital structure (Süer, 2020: 149). Financial management in hospitality

enterprises has a great value in the course of decision-making for critical cases

related to the financial challenges of hospitality enterprises. Hospitality enterprises

certainly require some skills and practices to deal with the challenges. The skills are

essential for the management in controlling internal and external factors.

Met (2013: 16) summarized the peculiar characteristics and financial

challenges of hospitality enterprises in terms of capital intensive, short operating

cycle, fixed asset-intensive, labour-intensive, seasonality of sales, and reliance on

discretionary income. Capital intensive is a challenge for hospitality enterprises

which refers to the requirement of a large amount of capital in long-term investment.

According to Kahraman (1986), investment in hospitality enterprises refers to the

activities of gathering all necessary equipment, furnishings, and land to provide

accommodation service to the customers (as cited in Met, 1987: 45). The capital

structure of hospitality enterprises is generally consisted of equity by 40%-60%,

liabilities by 50%-60% (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 27). Hospitality enterprises

require a large amount of capital both in the investment stage and after-opening

activities. Most of the capital is employed for fixed assets such as buildings,

operating systems, guest room furniture, and restaurant equipment. For such reasons,

capital budgeting is vital in effective decision-making (Çetiner, 1989: 7; DeFranco &

Lattin, 2007: 8). As a result, it is recommended to use “leasing” as a financing

method for hospitality enterprises (Met, 1987: 47). Moreover, Civelek (2004: 50)
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stated the acquisitions and mergers are other options to optimize the capital

requirement.

Hospitality enterprises significantly rely on fixed assets, and fixed assets

require huge capital in the pre-opening stages (Saraç, 1989: 18; DeFranco & Lattin,

2007: 8). Ceylan (2005) examined assets in the balance sheet of hospitality

enterprises that are consisted of fixed assets by 85%- 90% and current assets 10%-

15%, as a result, depreciation expenses increase immensely. Fixed assets such as

furniture, land, equipment, and buildings have a long-life cycle, and cause a high

amount of amortization expense (as cited in Kahraman, 2012: 76). Due to requiring a

huge amount of money for fixed assets, amortization expenses increase and the

liquidity decreases. This is a risk for accounts payable (Çetiner, 1989: 7). Besides,

the challenge of capital-intensive requirements and high operating expenses causes

low-profit margins (Türksoy, 2007:103). The cost of rooms represents a major

investment in hospitality enterprises between 55%-85% of the total (Süer, 2020: 150).

In the case of bankruptcy, it is very difficult for hospitality enterprises to sell fixed

assets at desired prices. Fixed assets that are specially established or bought for

hospitality enterprises may not able to use for another industrial enterprise every time

(Şener, 1997: 45).

Achieving financial targets depends on having the capability to predict

revenues and control expenses, however, fluctuating sales volumes is another

challenge in hospitality enterprises to be successful in making predictions. (DeFranco

& Lattin, 2007: 8). Hospitality enterprises are highly affected by climate changes,

economics, politics, and security problems in a market. The effects conduct a serious

impact on sales activities. Sales activities in hospitality enterprises may vary by days

and weeks, even hours. Hospitality enterprises have an inelastic (unchangeable)

supply (room capacity) and it can not increase at a certain time. In contrast, demand

(number of tourists) is elastic and fluctuated related to the effects as mentioned.

While a factory meets the needs of customers by increasing production capacity, it is

not possible to sell the 201st room in a hotel that has 200 rooms. In that case, the

management attempt to sell the rooms at the best prices to increase overall revenue in

a certain time (Usal & Kurgun, 2006: 12). Hospitality enterprises require solid

financial planning and control skills to manage sales activities due to their
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seasonality. Preparing budgets and financial statements are the proposals to reduce

the uncertainty in terms of sales activities and financial issues.

Hospitality enterprises depend on labour force while delivering services to the

customers. Hosting customers is based on service quality and labour skills to meet

their needs. Therefore, hospitality enterprises conduct a detailed employment process

in hiring and planning human resources ( Çetiner, 1989: 7). Human resources

represent a source of competitive advantage for hospitality enterprises. Failte (2005)

conducted a survey among 3, 4, and 5-star hotels in Dublin to analyse successful

practices in hotels and found the industry relies on the know-how of employees, the

knowledge and understanding of the customers’ requirements that would make the

customer feel at home (as cited in Maria et al., 2014: 215). Hospitality enterprises

recruit a huge amount of employees. Many businesses take advantage of automation

and mechanization opportunities due to industrialization and producing goods. On

the other hand, hospitality enterprises utilize the automation technology in broad

areas. In this context, hospitality enterprises are called labour-intensive businesses

(Civelek, 2004: 49). Labour costs in the enterprises occupy a large part of the overall

cost (Süer, 2020: 150).

Hospitality enterprises rely heavily on the disposable income of individuals.

Disposable income refers to the amount of money to spend for luxury needs after

meeting the household needs by an individual. If there is not a strong economic

condition, individuals will not be able to spend on luxury needs. They would only be

able to afford their basic needs. Luxury entities such as hotels and restaurants,

normally feel the effects of a weak economy first, but eventually, the entire industry

feels the financial hardship. However, as soon as the economy takes a turn for the

better, the customers return, disposable income increases, and the industry gets better

financially. When predicting these economic fluctuations, and knowing when to buy

and sell hospitality assets, can be financially vital for the hospitality investor

(DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 8).

The intangible services provided by hospitality enterprises are not stored and

warehoused. The services are offered by the enterprises and consumed by customers

simultaneously (Saraç, 1989: 12). Being perishable is related to the operating cycle

of hospitality enterprises. The cycle begins with the purchasing of raw materials and
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equipment, converts them into food and beverage services, and continues with the

sale, ending with the collection of the receivables. The short operating cycle is

related to operating by a small amount of inventory. Hospitality enterprises are

operated as a daily operation cycle so there is no need for a huge inventory.

Controlling of inventory is linked to the proper planning and managing of working

capital. The assets of hospitality enterprises have an intensity for fixed assets rather

than current assets and operational inventory (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 10).

Ceylan (2005) claimed other challenges to consider that the hospitality

enterprises operate on a non-stop basis known as 24/7. Due to its operating system,

the monetary transactions of bookkeeping in the accounting department are followed

through daily without any delay. For instance, room rates are charged on the

customer’s account after midnight to gather room revenue every night (as cited in

Kahraman, 2012: 76). Avcı (2005) stated the customers depart from the hotel at a

time of day when they want. Therefore, the accounts of customers are proposed to

become available upon their departures (as cited in Kahraman, 2012: 76). Credit card

is widely used than cash for the customer’s consumption in the hotel. Hospitality

enterprises are proposed to keep receivables accounts at a minimum level within

current assets such as only 2% and should not exceed this percentage. Several

revenue centres such as rooms, food and beverage, Spa, rental services,

telecommunications, etc. are operated within a hospitality enterprise. The overall

performance of an enterprise is more crucial than the units’ performance (Usal &

Kurgun, 2006: 135).

Yield management or the management of capacity is another challenge in

hospitality enterprises and refers to manage a complicated relationship between

demand, supply, and marginal cost. It aims to set the most profitable revenue

generation method from the different markets based on various prices, elasticity, the

different customers with different payment capabilities. Yield management skills

provide an excellent tool for managers to understand the implementation of various

economical approaches to gain the maximum profit from the combination of services

in hospitality enterprises (Ingold et al., 2000: 29). Withiam (2001: 3) introduced a

strategy that is 4-Cs for yield management. 4-Cs stands for the strategic levers of

yield management as Calendar, Clock, Capacity, and Cost. These levers are
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surrounded by the customer. Depending on the customers (demand), the management

should be able to sell a product by forecasting demand (calendar), with true timing

(clock), by optimizing the production (capacity) and considering the cost of service

and/or product delivery. This strategy aims to match the demand with maximum

revenue and availability.

Pricing in hospitality enterprises deserves high attention together with other

financial challenges. Enz et al. (2015: 8) stated that competitive pricing is vital to the

hotel by tracking Average Daily Rate (ADR) fluctuations within competitors. ADR

is the key metric in competitive pricing. Enoch (2015: 85) claimed that proper

pricing would ensure service delivery at a competitive price and increase sales

volume. Yield (or Revenue) management is all about the efforts for price and

demand optimization. Matviienko (2019: 122) also stated yield management is the

implementation of formal analytic that forecast consumer behaviour at the micro-

segment levels and optimize product availability and price to maximize revenue

growth. Collins & Parsa (2006: 93) stated that there are three fundamentals of pricing

in hotels. (1) Customer-driven pricing is based on the market and type of demand, (2)

Cost-based pricing is a financial approach that gives the minimum rate structure for

minimum profit, (3) Competition-driven pricing is based on the market and the

competitor’s approach to the market share. Enz et al. (2009: 14) found that the luxury

hotel guests are not sensitive to the room rates so the luxury hotels do not need to

decrease their rates lower than the competitors even in economical turn-down. Mid-

scales hotels are keen on lower prices and higher demand but it reduces the Revenue

Per Available Room (RevPAR) at all. Luxury hotels should be keeping high rates

since the findings present that there is no gain in higher occupancy rate due to given

lower rates. Moreover, Isler (2011) made the point that yield management does not

apply the cost-based pricing method at all. By contrast, revenue maximization is

achieved only by implementing the different prices for the different customers (as

cited in Akmeşe & Aras, 2017: 345). Akmeşe & Aras (2017: 356) also proposed the

dynamic pricing structure to the hotels for maximum revenue. Dynamic pricing is

based on offering the prices regarding the occupancy rate of a period and seasonality

of sales. As long as the season or demand is higher than the optimized occupancy,

the rates could be higher than the low season or occupancy. On the other hand, if the
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demand is lower, the hotels may reduce the room rates to capture the potential

demand to achieve the target occupancy rate. Dunn & Brooks (1990: 83) developed

the model of Market Segmentation Profit Analysis (MSPA) that would help the

managers to approach the development of the accounting-marketing matters in the

hotels by improving the current situation of demand analysis and decision-making.

The main feature of the MSPA system is the identification and reporting of direct,

indirect costs (overhead), and profit margin by market segment. In order to create an

MSPA model it is necessary to complete three stages of analysis. The stages are to

identify market segments for profit reporting, report all revenues by market segment,

and distribute overhead costs to market segments. Therefore, hospitality enterprises

could be able to improve operational success by taking advantage of the useful

pricing information and able to have an effective plan and budget structures (Sarı &

Çam, 2014: 263).

On the other hand, performance phases in hospitality enterprises are a

considerable subject (Colliers International, 2014: 3). Opening and stabilization

phase compass the pre-opening and developing stages from opening to three years.

The over-estimated sales targets, misaligned marketing, and business development

plan, and investor’s lack of hotel opening experience in a destination are the key

risks in this phase. Prime performance refers to the second phase from the fourth to

sixth year and the board of management focuses on operational flow, setting the

short-term strategy, and building a long-term strategy. The operational cost, lack of

renovation, and positioning plan in the market are the key risks in this phase. Peak

performance, which is between the seventh and ninth year, conducts to high

operational efficiency, stable demand, and strong profitability. Operational cost and

lack of equity funded are the key risks. Negative growth refers to exceed the tenth

year in the operations. The fixed assets’ value decrease in this phase. The property’s

age increases. The loss of market share, and decreasing of assets are the key risks in

this phase unless having a renovation strategy.
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1.5. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS OF HOSPITALITY

ENTERPRISES

The skill refers to a competency related to tasks, and it is indicated in abilities

and knowledge. The managers’ competency involves how they plan and control the

financial strategies of an entity (Ambarriani, 2013: 4). Financial management skills

encompass understanding revenue and expense figures, having the ability to analyse

the figures, and applying the decisions to develop operational excellence. The

management in an entity is proposed to have financial management skills. The skills

are generally grounded on evaluating revenues and expenses, comparing actual

results to budgets and forecasts, and making adjustments to improve operational

efficiency. Additionally, the board of management revises its financial management

skills according to the requirements of its business line (Hales, 2005: 4). The basic

and specific skills of financial management required by hospitality enterprises are

focused on the financial characteristics and challenges of hospitality enterprises

(Süer, 2020: 152). Süer (2020: 152) also claimed the main objective of an entity is to

generate profit and provide revenue more than expenses. Likewise, every successful

hospitality enterprise needs solid financial management rules to maintain its growth

and profitability.

Hospitality enterprises are under the pressure of a competitive and fast-paced

environment. Papp & Pajrok (2010: 2) figured out hospitality enterprises must be

flexible to respond rapidly to competitive and market changes, and the managers

need adequate and accurate information. Met (2013: 16) has classified the financial

challenges of hospitality enterprises. Süer (2020: 152) developed the basic and

specific financial management skills according to the financial characteristics of

hospitality enterprises as shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Financial Management Skills for Hospitality Enterprises

Financial Characteristics of
Hospitality Enterprises

Basic Skills Specific Skills

Capital intensive Long-term investment decision-
making

Capital budgeting
Project planning and evaluation
Acquisitions and mergers

Short operating cycle Short-term investment
decision-making

Working capital management

Fixed asset-intensive Financing decision-making Fixed-asset management
Determining the sources of funds
Selecting an optimal capital
structure
Assigning the cost of capital
Dividend policy
Corporate taxation

Labour intensive Profit analysis Cost-volume-profit analysis
Operating leverage

Seasonality of sales Financial planning and control Projected financial statement
preparation
Cash budget preparation

Reliance on discretionary income Risk management Risk and return analysis

Source: (Süer, 2020: 153)

Table 1.1 lists the financial characteristics of hospitality enterprises and the

basic financial management skills followed by the specific skills required to perform

financial targets, and deal with financial challenges. By utilizing the basic skills of

financial management, the management in hospitality enterprises will be able to

obtain the information required to improve the efficiency and profitability of the

enterprise (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 8). Understanding these basic and specific

financial skills and applying them to the challenges and opportunities, the financial

performance of hospitality enterprises will be controlled.

Moreover, information technologies aim to support core financial skills in

hospitality enterprises. Mbogo (2011: 128) stated that decision-makers who have

good financial skills are interested in the use of computers to produce financial

information. However, if they have limited financial skills, they do not highly

consider the financial statements produced by their external accountants. Also,

accounting information technologies would allow managers to make inventory

decisions, income statement decisions, investment decisions, cash-related decisions,

and dividend decisions. On the other hand, the information system should be

developed in terms of the optimal need for accounting and learned-practised by

senior managers (Jawabreh & Alrabei, 2012: 185). Litan & Wilson (2000) stated a
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proposal about technological usage for the presentation of financial information.

Information technologies would generate good quality financial reporting based on

the better technology usage of the systems. They also proposed utilizing the

technological capabilities more efficiently allows the managers for future predictions,

gathering not only historical data but also obtaining a more accurate picture of the

entity’s current and future targets (as cited in Tehmina, 2007: 38).

1.6. FINANCIAL PLANNING AND CONTROL IN HOSPITALITY

ENTERPRISES

Financial management in hospitality enterprises place emphasis on financial

planning and control. Financial planning reveals the anticipating of financial effects

and implications on profits, cash flows, and shareholder value in an entity. Therefore,

cash planning and profit planning are two critical aspects of financial planning.

Financial planning is considered as a determining tool of financial feasibility,

optimal volume, financial risk evaluation, and resource allocation (McMenamin,

1999: 585). Financial planning is a process to ensure that appropriate funding is

available at the right time and right place to meet the needs of the organization for

short, medium, or long-term capital. Also, financial control is an evaluation of the

financial planning whether it is coherent for the objectives of the organization

(Agyei-Mensah, 2011: 1). Components of financial management are identified as

crucial to the performance of hospitality enterprises, including financial planning and

control, financial analysis, financial accounting, capital budgeting, and working

capital management (Osman, 2007: 71; Maseko & Manyani, 2011: 175). Moreover,

Süer (2020: 155) explained the main objectives of financial planning and control in

hospitality enterprises. Financial planning and control is related to making decisions

for the future by evaluating the position of an enterprise with assisting of financial

statements, to anticipate the future and improve effective policies, and determine the

short and long-term financial goals.

Financial planning and control launches with gathering financial data and

information. Financial information has a very important role in the decision-making

process because it aids the managers to find necessary decisions and actions, and

contributes to the improvement of the shareholders’ value. The reason for financial
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planning and control is revealed by Süer (2020: 154) forging a link to managing the

seasonality of sales for hospitality enterprises. Furthermore, Yoopetch & Mingkwan

(2014: 152) found the same answer in their research and examined the precautions in

case of a low season of sales. Seasonality of sales has a strong impact on financial

success. So, the managers highly consider financial planning and control for all time

(Burgess, 2007: 165). Due to the nature of hospitality enterprises, seasonal factors

influence sales and operational profits. The managers collect and analyse financial

information to estimate costs and sales more accurately. The managers attempt to

improve their knowledge about systematic financial management practices and they

should be well-equipped with more financial tools to support their cash management,

reduce bankruptcy risk from the use of debt, and improve potential profits in the

future (Yoopetch & Mingkwan, 2014: 152).

Previous studies about the techniques of financial planning and control in

hospitality enterprises are described in Table 1.2. Additionally, kind of tools and

specific skills that hospitality enterprises need for financial planning and control are

discussed.

Table 1.2: Techniques of Financial Planning and Control Used by Hospitality Enterprises

Author Year Techniques of financial planning and
control

Cooley & Pullen,
McMahon & Davies
(1991)
Khoury et al.,

1979: 7
(as cited in McMahon, 2001:
156)
1999: 2

Cash management
Accounts receivable, payable, and inventory
management

McMahon & Davies
(1991)

(as cited in McMahon, 2001:
156)

Financial budgets
Operating budgets

Ghosh & Yoke 1997: 16 Standard costing, Just in time (JIT), Activity-
based costing (ABC), Balanced scorecard

McMahon 2001: 161 Balance sheet, Income statement, Cash flow
statement

Thomas & Evanson 1987: 563 Current ratio, Quick ratio, Operating profit
margin, Return on asset (ROA), Return on
equity (ROE), Debt ratio

Filbeck & Lee
Lazaridis

2000: 207
2004: 429

Rate of return (ROR), Internal rate of return
(IRR), Payback period, Net present value,
Profitability index

Yoopetch & Mingkwan 2014: 151 Cash, Debt, and Profitability management

Süer 2020: 153 Projected financial statement preparation
Cash budget preparation

In Table 1.2 from the early to recent studies, the skills and tools needed by

hospitality enterprises are listed. Financial accounting practices are widely used but
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limited to financial planning and control. Khoury et al. (1999: 2) sorted out cash

management, accounts receivable management, inventory management, and accounts

payable management as the skills and tools of financial planning and controls used

by hospitality enterprises. However, McMahon (2001: 161) stated that balance sheet,

income statement, and statement of cash flows are the best tools for financial

planning and control, therefore the managers are proposed to have the ability to

understand and manage properly. Ghosh & Yoke (1997:16) criticized managerial

accounting practices as tools for financial planning and control. Financial ratios are

proposed to utilize for financial planning and control (Thomas & Evanson, 1987: 563;

Filbeck & Lee, 2000: 207; Lazaridis, 2004: 429). Yoopetch & Mingkwan, 2014: 151)

found cash, debt, and profitability management as a comprehensive tool for financial

planning and control. In addition, Süer (2020: 153) stated to prepare projected

financial statements and a cash budget.

1.7. FINANCIAL REPORTING IN HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES

Baldvinsdottir et al. (2010: 80) described a financial statement as a structured

presentation of financial data and information provided to beneficiaries of different

disciplines and levels. Financial statements are reports prepared by the financial

accounting team of an entity to present the financial performance and situation at a

certain time. The statements are some of the most important sources of information

about the efficiency of any business. Traditionally, financial statements are prepared

(1) to reveal the financial situation of an entity; (2) to evaluate the results of an

entity’s activities based on a period; (3) to forecast cash flow for the future.

Preparing these statements regarding financial transactions of an entity is called

“financial reporting” (Kalmış, 2006: 2).

Kwansa et al. (1999) stated that the Uniform System of Accounts for the

Lodging Industry (USALI) was published by the Hotel Association of New York

City in an attempt to establish a uniform accounting system for member hotels. The

first edition of the uniform system for hotels was issued in 1926. It was one of the

earliest attempts by any industry in the United States to create guidelines for

preparing accounting standards and financial reporting practices. The document

reflects its cost accounting view because the appearance of the document was the
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answer to the management needs. In 1961 the American Hotel and Motel Association

(AH&MA) developed a uniform system of accounts for small and medium-sized

hotels and motels (as cited in Pajrok, 2008: 2). Recently, more editions are available

and the 10th edition was published in October 2006. It was harmonized with the

requirements of US GAAP according to experts. The global convergence of

accounting standards is increasingly moving ahead. Today, more than 130 Countries

allow or require the implementation of IAS/IFRS according to the International

Federation of Accountants (IFAC, 2020). The Financial Accounting Standards Board

(FASB), together with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), established

the rules and regulations that govern all accounting and financial reporting. These

principles are known as Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). As a

result of the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act, hospitality enterprises are now investing

large sums of financial and human resources to ensure these principles are correctly

followed (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 23).

The objective of financial statements is basically to provide reliable financial

information about the assets and liabilities of an entity. Moreover, providing

appropriate information that meets the requirements for external beneficiaries,

delivering information that assesses an entity’s ability to generate cash flows,

supplying information on the financial performance of the entity during the period

are the other objectives. Financial statements are the result of the accounting process

which begins with recording of transactions. Accounting process involves recording,

classifying, and summarising business transactions (Beg, 2018: 12; IFRS, 2019).

Financial statements are interim reports and generally computed at the termination of

the fiscal year. Financial statements reflect the progress and position of the business

at frequent intervals (Arroyo, 2012: 290). These financial statements include Balance

Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Cash Flows, Statement of Fund Flows,

Statement of Change in Equity, Statement of Retained Earnings (IFRS, 2019).

1.7.1. Balance Sheet

The balance sheet is also referred to as the statement of financial position

(IFRS, 2019). It provides comprehensive financial data of an entity’s financial

situation on a certain date. It consists of three categories of accounts: assets,
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liabilities, and equity. Total assets are equal to the sum of total liabilities and total

equity (Lazol, 2011: 25). Assets refer to items of value the entity owns such as cash,

inventories, land, buildings, and equipment. Assets are divided into current assets

and fixed assets (Çetiner, 2009: 10). Current assets have a life of one year or less,

while the life of a fixed asset is more than one year. Assets are sorted in the order of

their liquidity. An asset’s liquidity means how easily and quickly it can be converted

into cash (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 25). Liabilities are debts of the company owes

to the government, lenders, vendors, suppliers, and employees (Çetiner, 2009: 10).

Liabilities are divided into the current and long-term. Current liabilities are the debts

due within one year, while long-term liabilities have due dates longer than one year.

The difference between assets and liabilities is called equity. Equity is the amount of

capital invested in the business and retained earnings. Retained earnings are prior-

year profits that were not distributed to owners as dividends. (DeFranco & Lattin,

2007: 25).

1.7.2. Income Statement

The income statement, which is often referred to as profit and loss statement,

presents the operating results of a business over a specific period, usually a month, a

quarter, or a year (IFRS, 2019). It allows the management to have a dynamic review

of the business so DeFranco & Lattin (2007: 26) indicated that the results on Income

Statement usually presents current month performance and year-to-date performance,

with a budget and prior year results that providing a comparison to the management.

The income statement includes revenues, operating expenses, capital expenses, and

net income or net loss for the period. All income statements begin with a revenue

section. Revenues are the sales generated by the business (Lazol, 2011: 28). The

primary sales categories of a hotel are rooms, food and beverage, and other operating

departments such as Spa, telephone, Internet, gift shop, etc. The second section of an

income statement is operating expenses. Operating expenses include expenditures,

the cost of goods sold, payroll, marketing, repair and maintenance, and utilities

expenses. They are also called controllable expenses since the management can

directly control them (Çetiner, 2009: 10).
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For a hotel, operating expenses are divided into two sections; departmental

expenses and unallocated expenses. Departmental expenses are the costs that can be

charged directly to one department or profit centre, while unallocated expenses are

the costs that allocate to two or more departments of the hotel. Unallocated expenses

as DeFranco & Lattin (2007: 26) linked for the hotels are generally called

“Undistributed Expenses and/or Overhead Expenses” in the hospitality business. For

instance, the front office manager’s salary is charged directly to the rooms

department, while the general manager’s salary is an unallocated expense. The four

standard departmental expense categories are rooms, food and beverage, telephone,

and others. The standard unallocated expense categories are administrative and

general, marketing, property operations and maintenance, and utilities. The last

section of an income statement involves capital expenses. Capital expenses are

primarily fixed costs related to the physical structure and include interest expense,

property taxes, insurance, and depreciation expense. The last line on an income

statement often referred to as the bottom line, is net income, or profit and loss. If

revenues exceed expenses, the business obtains a profit. If revenues fall short of

expenses, the business results a loss (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 26).

1.7.3. Statement of Cash Flows

Statement of cash flow is utilized to determine the amount of generated and

allocated cash considering the income statement and balance sheet during a period

usually a month, a quarter, or a year (IFRS, 2019). It is also known as the sources

and uses of funds statement (DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 38). The statement presents

cash flow from operations, cash flow from investing activities, and cash flow from

financing activities. Thus, the statement of cash flow is divided into three sections;

operating activities, investment activities, and financing activities. The first section

conducts net income from the income statements. The second section indicates the

cash used for investment. The third section presents the flow of cash between the

entity and its investors (Soudani, 2012: 140). The statement reports the net cash

inflow or outflow for each activity and the entity.
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1.7.4. Statement of Fund Flows

Statement of fund flow also refers to the statement of source and application

of funds, presents the movement of funds, and allows to understand the changes in

the structure of assets, liabilities, and equity (IFRS, 2019). The information required

for the preparation of the statement of fund flows is obtained from the balance sheet

and income statement. The most commonly accepted form of fund flow is the one

prepared on working capital basis. Based on these backgrounds, it is essential to

analyse the movement of assets, liabilities, funds from operations and capital

between the components of two-year financial statements (Srivastava & Lognathan,

2016: 173).

1.7.5. Statement of Change in Equity

Statement of change in equity involves the shareholder contribution, and

movement in equity, and equity balance at the end of the fiscal period (IFRS, 2019).

The statement includes the classification of share capital, total share capital, retained

earnings, dividend payment, and other related state reserves. Statement of change in

equity is the result of the income statement and balance sheet. If the income

statement and balance sheet are correctly prepared, the statement of change in equity

would be corrected as well. The statement reflects all changes in equity between the

beginning and the end of the reporting period arising from transactions (Joseph &

Lipka, 2006: 298).

1.7.6. Statement of Retained Earnings

Statement of retained earnings encompasses beginning and ending retained

earnings amounts, adjustments made to retained earnings within the reporting period,

and the detail for all equity accounts (IFRS, 2019). This statement is relatively short

but crucial financial statement. It is an overview of changes in the amount of retained

earnings during a given accounting period. Broadly, an entity’s retained earnings are

the profits left over after paying out dividends to shareholders. If there are retained

earnings, owners might utilize all of the earnings to reinvest in the business (Vokshi,

2017: 326).
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1.8. LIMITATIONS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN HOSPITALITY

ENTERPRISES

The primary goal of an entity is to maintain its activities successfully. The

more competition in the market causes more obstacles to survive its entity and gather

financial success. Many factors have impacts on the entity’s success and the factors

appear as internal and external factors. Aktaş (1997) described the failure in the

entities as a financially negative position in the business. The failure begins with a

lack of cash flow. Even though bankruptcy is the most obvious evidence of failure,

the loss from sales and revenues in an entity is another variation of failure (as cited in

Kul, 2012: 3). Any successful entity may experience a financial failure as a result of

the deterioration of financial structure due to internal and external factors. In that

case, insufficient financial control and unsuccessful organizational activities bring

the entity into a financial failure. Some proposals for an entity to recover from

financial failure are examined by Türksoy (2007: 100). The proposals are to inject

the cash (liquid) into the entity from banks or stakeholders, merge with another

organization, and re-launch the business with a different organizational structure.

Due to the proposals, the entity may obtain a better financial position.

Table 1.3: Factors Leading to Financial Failures in Hospitality Enterprises

Author Year Factors
Boer
Kwansa & Parsa

1988
1990

Sector
Business Season
Management Faults
Amiss Location
Non-effective Financial Practices
Uncontrolled Sales and Marketing Policies

Moncarz & Kron 1993 Decrease in Sales and Revenues
Increase in Cost
High Level of Staff Turnover
Needed for More Working Capital

Adams
English

1995
1996

Wrong Selection of Employees
Marketing Matters-Business Season
Financial Structure
Obligations
High Cost-Low Profits

Adopted from: Türksoy (2007: 102)

Table 1.3 presents factors leading to financial failure in hospitality enterprises.

Findings of previous studies reveal the factors are mostly linked as internal such as

wrong selections of employees, amiss location, non-effective financial practices, and
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uncontrolled sales and marketing policies. Türksoy (2007: 102) researched factors

leading to financial failures in hospitality enterprise comprehensively. The data

sample involves hospitality enterprises (15 business hotels) in Turkey. The findings

indicate that the factors are; insufficient yield management practices, the uncertainty

of demand and supply, difficulty of finding qualified employees, increasing

operational costs. Moreover, the factors were summarized as internal and external in

the research.

According to Türksoy (2007: 103), external factors causing financial failures

in hospitality enterprises are (1) Gross Domestic Product: Due to the increase of

GDP in a country reflects increasing income per capita. It enables individuals to

spend their disposable incomes on luxury needs like travelling. It naturally generates

additional revenue for hospitality enterprises. (2) Demand: The demand (number of

tourists) for the country and/or region where hospitality enterprises are located may

have a vital role both in financial failure or financial success due to its fluctuating

based on economic, political, security, and physiological impacts for individuals. (3)

Supply: In case of low demand in a period, occurs an idle capacity within hospitality

enterprises, and causes low sales activities. (4) Interest rates: Interest rates along with

the economic conjuncture may increase the cost of funds in hospitality enterprises. It

causes to result in loss and financial failures with excessive borrowings. (5) Inflation:

Due to interest rates, public prices tend to increase in economics, and it may affect

the cost of sales in hospitality enterprises negatively. Hence, the management

increases the sales prices in order to provide a profit margin at the desired level. (6)

Foreign Exchange Rates: The lack of stability caused by the continual changes in

exchange rates between currencies creates uncertainty. (7) Employment: The

increasing payroll cost in overall cost and the difficulties in hiring qualified

employees are challenging, and lead hospitality enterprises to financial failure. (8)

Regulations and legislations: The improper policies implemented by the public

authority adversely affect hospitality enterprises as negative.

Aksu (2000: 21) stated that internal factors are more controllable than

external factors in hospitality enterprises. Some internal factors leading to financial

failures in hospitality enterprises are found in various studies. Tavlin et al. (1989: 74)

figured out that the causes of financial failure are incompetency of board of
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management, lack of staff training, not monitoring the market changes, the

inadequacy of working capital, excessive growth, lack of internal control in activities,

and management practices. Kwansa & Parsa (1990) indicated the causes as

incompetency of the managers, lack of marketing abilities, lack of a proper sales

policy which are considered as the most important causes of failure (as cited in

Kütüklü, 2019: 22). Ceylan (2005) argued that lack of cash, not collecting the

receivables on time, increased cost of sales as the major causes of financial failure

(as cited in Kütüklü, 2019: 22). Atrill (2006) found that weak financial management,

particularly poor working capital management and inadequate long-term financing, is

a primary cause of failure in hospitality enterprises (as cited in Yoopetch &

Mingkwan, 2014: 152). Individuals who launching a business do not engage

themselves in financial matters. The reasons include a lack of knowledge or interest

in recording transactions, preparation, and analysis of financial statements, or they

are extremely involved in other aspects of business like managing people, sales,

purchasing, and production (Yoopetch & Mingkwan, 2014: 154).

In summary, internal and external factors together with financial challenges

have a great impact on financial management in hospitality enterprises. Financial

planning and control is an essential skill for minimizing financial failures. The risk of

financial failure mainly arose from the obstacles (factors and challenges). Financial

accounting practices are widely utilized but limited to deal with all obstacles.

Therefore, financial management in hospitality enterprises needs to be supported by

diverted tools and techniques such as managerial accounting and its practices for

more effective financial planning and control.



CHAPTER 2

The chapter embarks on managerial accounting with its concept, scope,

objectives, and role in hospitality enterprises, its relationship with financial

accounting, the practices of managerial accounting in hospitality enterprises, the

concept of managerial reporting and its relationship with financial reporting, and

previous studies in managerial reporting practice. Also, the importance of managerial

reporting is emphasized by a comparison between hospitality enterprises and hospital

institutions.

MANAGERIAL REPORTING IN HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES

Managerial accounting is a process of identification, measurement,

accumulation, analysis, preparation, interpretation, and communication of

information (both financial and operating) used by management to plan, evaluate,

and control within an organization and to assure use of accountability for its

resources. Managerial accounting is concerned with demonstrating accounting

information in the most effective and valuable manner to the management, hence, its

scope (budget control and forecasting, decision making, planning and control,

controlling of inventories, performance measurement) is comprehensive and

compasses all aspects of business processes. Managerial accounting is linked to

helping the management to perform its duties and responsibilities efficiently and

effectively by providing relevant information necessary for internal decisions, with a

focus on planning and control, to maximize profits and avoid the least amount of

management losses. Managerial accounting has a very important role in the reporting

of financial and non-financial information related to the important changes that are

essential both in supporting the organization’s strategies and competing effectively.

Financial accounting and managerial accounting are interrelated, however, some

differences in terms of their purposes, tools, data and information provided for board
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of management are obvious. Managerial accounting is primarily responsible for

arranging the information produced by financial accounting. Thus, the management

would be unable to have full control and coordinate the operations without an

efficient financial accounting system. A range of practices (budgeting, deviation

analysis, activity-based costing, target costing, balanced scorecards, customer

profitability analysis, financial analysis, managerial reporting) is optionally utilized

under managerial accounting to support the management in achieving the desired

goals. Managerial accounting has a very essential practice that is referred to as

managerial reporting is considered with high importance that brings together the

information about customers, operations, and finance that management uses to run

the organization, make business decisions, and monitor progress. Managerial reports

are utilized by hospitality enterprises at all levels to determine where the

organization needs to reduce cost, focus on developing future product or service,

increase sales volume and revenue, pricing strategy, develop products, product

viability, discontinuation of product or department. Thus, financial statements reveal

the overall performance and position of an organization, managerial reports

emphasize on the details of operational costs, inventories, products, processes, and

decisions.

2.1. THE CONCEPT AND SCOPE OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

Managerial (or management) accounting conducts primarily on data obtaining

from internal and external sources, analysis, interpreting, and communicating the

resulting information to be used within the organization so that management can

effectively plan, make decisions, and control operations. It is an internal accounting

concerned with the provision of both financial and non-financial information to assist

the managers in appropriate planning, controlling, performance appraisal, and

decision-making (Jones, 2006: 18). Managerial accounting refers to providing

operating results related to revenues and expenses to assist the board of management

in terms of decision-making, preparing forecast and budget reports, and controlling

budget/ actual results (Koç, 1986: 4; DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 27). Managerial

accounting is concerned with providing financial information for the managers to
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achieve organizational goals. The fundamental objective of managerial accounting is

to support the management to maximize profits and/or minimize losses. Additionally,

it provides useful information in planning processes, in the decision-making process,

reporting, etc. (Papp & Pajrok, 2010: 3). According to the Chartered Institute of

Managerial Accounting (CIMA, 2009), managerial accounting is essential for

professional knowledge in the preparation and presentation of accounting

information to assist management in the formulation of policies. It is an aid to

planning and controlling the activities of business enterprises. IFAC (2019) defined

managerial accounting as a process of identification, measurement, accumulation,

analysis, preparation, interpretation, and communication of information (both

financial and operating) used by management to plan, evaluate, and control within an

organization and to assure use of accountability for its resources.

Managerial accounting is concerned with demonstrating accounting

information in the most effective and valuable manner to the management (Zeudong,

2018: 18). Hence, its scope is comprehensive and compasses all aspects of business

processes. Managerial accounting supports the management function. The crucial

purpose of managerial accounting is to provide adequate information for the business

(Manyaeva et al., 2016: 258). Budget control and forecasting techniques are also

involved in managerial accounting to assist management in the implementation and

formulation of business strategies. Forecasting is an initial step to budgeting, which

ends with expectations of potential sales events (Franceschetti et al., 2013: 210). The

budget control system embarks that performance and costs are controlled in different

levels of the business through creating budgets, comparing actual versus budget

collection, and taking corrective actions by budgetary review (Walther & Skousen,

2014: 32). Controlling inventories is the systematic control and the essence of

managerial accounting. It is the cycle of the purchase, storage, and use of the

materials in a manner that maintains an equal flow of production while avoiding

excessive investment in inventory (Hall, 2011: 76). Saeidi & Prasad (2014: 414)

noted that performance evaluation is considered as a significant function of

managerial accounting. However, performance evaluation provides information for

managers to support the accomplishment of strategic objectives (Misterek et al., 2004:

31).
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Hall (2011: 88) argued that in recent years organizations have developed

more comprehensive performance measurement systems to provide the information

for managers and employees to assist in managing their operations. Uyar et al. (2017:

13) confirmed that effective decision making is a critical factor in today’s fast and

changing competitive environment. It is also stated that the decision analysis process

could be classified into short-term and long-term analysis. McLellan & Moustafa

(2015: 62) argued that managerial accounting would apply cost-volume-profit (CVP)

analysis, product profitability analysis, customer profitability analysis, and stock

control models for regular or short-term decisions. However, for long-term capital

investment decisions, managerial accounting practices can provide and evaluate

accounting rates of return and payback periods in addition to complex signals based

on cash flow. Controlling and reporting is another scope of managerial accounting

and Epsrein & Lee (2006: 17) defined control as the procedure of assuring that

resources are obtained and consume effectively in the accomplishment of the

organization’s goals. It is a function that compares achieved outcomes with planned

objectives. The control function is the process of ordering, evaluating, and providing

feedback (reporting) to the management system of an organization (Walther &

Skousen, 2014: 27).

2.2. THE CHARACTERISTICS, OBJECTIVES, AND ROLE OF

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

Surender (2016: 7) described the key characteristics of managerial accounting

which is a decision-making system that refers to providing accounting information to

assist the management in the creation of policy and oversee day-to-day operations. It

helps in planning and control for financial and non-financial current-future decisions.

The utilizing of managerial accounting principles and techniques is optional, not

mandatory. It is useful to the management in taking various decisions on different

aspects of the business. Managerial accounting information (plans, advises, reports,

etc.) is submitted to the management and primarily intended for internal use by the

management for effective planning, decision-making, and control. Ahmeti (2008: 23)

argued the objectives of managerial accounting. It allows managers for decision-
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making by giving information. It assists the managers in managing operational

control activities. Managerial accounting is linked to helping the management to

perform its duties and responsibilities efficiently and effectively by providing

relevant information necessary for internal decisions, with a focus on planning and

control, to maximize profits and avoid the least amount of management losses

(Walther & Skousen, 2014: 26). It relies on the allocation of responsibilities to

implement plans and budgets. Its analysis of all financial transactions enables the

organization to make a valid comparison between forecasts and actual performance

(Collier, 2003: 33). The other main objectives of managerial accounting are planning

and formulation of future policies, interpretation of financial information, assistance

in the decision-making process, controlling performance, reporting, coordination of

operations (Purwati et al., 2014: 67). Potter & Schmidgall (1999: 389) stated that

managerial accounting has been valued less than financial accounting by hospitality

managers up to the 21st century. A few innovations occurred in the practical

implications of managerial accounting. Yet, many issues deserve to be researched by

the managers such as the behaviour of operating costs, the usefulness of performance

measures, allocation of overhead costs, and acceptance and usage of the Uniform

System of Accounts based on using managerial accounting practices. Drury (2001)

stated that in the past practices, managerial accounting has only focused on financial

reports that contain the monetary information generated by the teams of financial and

cost accounting. Today, managerial accounting has a very important role in the

reporting of financial and non-financial information related to important changes that

are essential both in supporting the organization’s strategies and competing

effectively (as cited in Durgut, 2017: 246).

2.3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING AND

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Managerial accounting is primarily responsible for arranging the information

produced by financial accounting. Thus, the management would be unable to have

full control and coordinate the operations without an efficient financial accounting

system (Saukkonen et al., 2018: 190). Financial accounting is related to the recording
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of business transactions directly after the operation (Nguyen, 2018: 37). Financial

accounting refers to producing financial statements that present the financial position

of a company and its operational results. Therefore, financial accounting is external-

oriented (Koç, 1986: 4; DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 46). Financial accounting deals

with the business transactions and operations of the organization as a whole.

Managerial accounting evaluates an organization in its various units and segments,

and also attempts to trace the impact and effect of the business transactions and

events through its various divisions (Kaplan & Atkinson, 1998: 244).

Financial accounting is external-oriented such as government, creditors,

investors, owners, etc. Managerial accounting is concerned with generating

information for the use of internal management (Drury, 2004: 3). Financial

accounting compasses historical data. Managerial accounting analyses the current

and future operations along with predictions. The periodicity of reporting in

financial accounting is operated on year to year basis. In managerial accounting,

daily, weekly, and even monthly reporting is utilized (Garrison & Noreen, 2003:

482).

Table 2.4: Comparison Between Financial Accounting and Managerial Accounting

Features Financial Accounting Managerial Accounting
Who Principally outsiders of the organization

(investors, creditors, the state, analysts, and
reporters)

Principally insiders of the organization
the management and operators

What General information on the whole
organization

Internal information on the subunits of
the organization

Type Financial and monetary data Economic, financial, and physical data
such as data related to employees,
sales volumes, and customers, etc.

Rules Regulated by the various accounting
standards’ boards and based on the GAAP

Unregulated but mostly based on
cost/benefit analysis

Characteristics Factual information based on reliability,
objectivity, accuracy, and consistency

Estimated information to ensure
efficiency, relevance, and timeliness

Time Historical perspective Historical, current as well as forward-
looking such as sales budgets and cash
flow forecasts

Format Determined by different regulatory elements
such as company law, accounting standards,
and the stock exchanges

No pre-determined format but aligned
to the specific wishes of management

Frequency Delayed with emphasis on annual reports Continuous reporting
Source: Chibili (2010: 18)

In conclusion, financial accounting and management accounting are

interrelated, however, some differences in terms of their purposes, tools, data and
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information provided for the board of management are obvious. Financial data are

aroused from financial accounting. Financial accounting is responsible for producing

financial statements that refer to financial reporting. It is possible to make a financial

analysis by using financial statements. Likewise, managerial accounting also utilizes

the data which arouse from financial accounting but managerial accounting allows

the management to have different financial perspectives of the business. Kinds of

tools and ratios allow comprising and evaluating an organization and stated in

managerial reporting.

2.4. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING PRACTICES IN HOSPITALITY

ENTERPRISES

As a consequence of several challenges of the hospitality enterprises, the

information required by managers to make decisions is different from other

industries. Hospitality enterprises have two sources of information; market research

and accounting information. The information could be aligned and coordinated for

supporting the managers (Downie, 1997: 306). According to Pavlatos & Paggios

(2009: 267), a growing desire to understand the practices of managerial accounting in

hospitality enterprises emerges over two decades because managerial accounting

techniques have an important role in their decision-making process. Utilizing

managerial accounting information allows the optimization of the decision-making

processes by hotel managers (Downie, 1997: 307). Korosec (2003) researched about

the accounting and financial skills of Slovenian hotels. After practising a survey for

16 hotels, the most important methods and skills for effective analysis, and preparing

information for decision-making are mentioned. These methods and skills are

budgeting, deviation analysis, rolling budgeting, strategic managerial accounting,

fixed costs based valuation, total quality management, economic value added (EVA),

balanced scorecard (BSC), activity-based costing (ABC), and costs movement

analysis (as cited in Kavcic & Mihelcic, 2006: 27). Georgios & Marios (2008: 62)

researched managerial accounting applications and practices. Managerial accounting

makes extensive use of budget and performance measurement techniques to support
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operational and strategic decisions but the effectiveness depends on hotel size and

sales mix structure.

A range of tools, practices, and techniques are utilized under managerial

accounting to support the management in achieving the desired goals. Components

of managerial accounting practices in hospitality enterprises are divided into two

sections; formal components and informal components. Formal components are

practices, tools, and techniques. Informal components are routines, norms, and

shared experiences. These components are the basics of managerial accounting and

provide information for decision-making (CIMA, 2009). Decision-making is one of

the most important managerial accounting practices. The success of planning

depends largely on the management’s decision-making ability. Making a decision

means selecting the best one among different alternative actions. However, choosing

the best alternative among the different options requires an assessment of all possible

alternatives to which the pertinent quantitative and qualitative information are

obtainable mainly for the management (Bhattacharyya, 2011: 703). Business

performance could be developed grounded on data-driven decision-making, big data

technologies, and data-science techniques based on data corpus. Data science

supports data-driven decision-making and allows organizations to make decisions

automatically at a massive scale. Data-driven decision making (DDD) is the practice

of basing decisions on the analysis of data rather than considering perceptions

(Provost & Fawcett, 2013: 58).

Cruz (2007: 580) stated that planning is an essential tool for the management

and budgets as a part of the process. They should not be rigid but flexible. Due to the

internationalization of hotel chains operations, a common accounting technique is

Benchmarking, allows the comparison among different business units (hotels). Cruz

(2007: 580) also suggested other techniques to have a good influence in the

management of hotels such as balanced scorecard, activity-based budgeting, activity-

based costing, and customer profitability analysis. A budget is a financial plan for the

short term and likely to be expressed mainly in financial terms and convert the

strategic plans into actionable phases for the immediate future (Atrill & Mclaney,

2009: 143). Hospitality enterprises evaluate their performance, objectives’

accomplishment, and other important issues with the help of budget deviation
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analysis (Uyar & Bilgin, 2011: 402). The basic concept of activity-based costing

(ABC) is that activities enforce resources to produce an output (Stephanie, 2008: 3).

The ABC system is essential to determine which services the hotel should provide,

which customer categories are profitable, which product mix is successful, and

provide opportunities for cost reduction (Persic et al., 2001: 817). Yoshikawai et al.

(1993: 35) defined target costing practice as the process to set and support the

attainment of cost levels expressed as product costs, which will contribute effectively

to the achievement of an organization’s planned financial performance. Customer

profitability analysis (CPA) is the process of assigning revenues and costs to

customer sections or individual customer accounts so that profitability for those

segments or accounts can be easily calculated (Zager, 2006: 37). The performance

measurement can be divided into two different categories; financial performance and

non-financial performance. In hospitality enterprises, it is crucial to identify several

financial and non-financial variables that should be monitored for performance

improvement (Georgios & Marios, 2008: 53).

Key performance indicators (KPIs) consist of tools for performance

measurement in hospitality enterprises. Demirtaş (2019: 37) claimed that KPIs could

be defined as a set of particular ratios to measure the results of the operational efforts

and generally applicable for internal control in hospitality enterprises. Also, it is

operated for financial analysis. Moreover, once the KPI analysis is performed, the

results of analysis are prepared as a report and considered as a managerial report.

Graham (1995: 46) stated that operational analysis would allow the managers to

recognize and isolate financial issues. Furthermore, Walsh (1996) maintained that

key performance indicators provide vital information to the management for

following and predicting real business performance against strategic objectives in a

way that complements financial measures. Each department or section evaluates

some indicators as the most representative sources for successfully describing its

performance (as cited in Demirtaş, 2019: 37). KPI analysis is perceived as a tool of

managerial accounting. Philippatos (1973) stated that financial analysis is related to

various calculations such as determining profitability and solvency of the business,

relative ratios by investors and lenders, and estimation of capital cost and future

earnings of the business. Decision-makers use financial statements and examine the
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items in these statements for analysis. At the same time, the analysis of financial

statements is about examining the financial position of the business and the timely

changes in the items on the statements (as cited in Kahraman, 2012: 40).

Performance management includes ongoing reporting activities in

international hotel chains. The activities aim to achieve transparency at work

provided by the help of software packages and mobile technology. Quality

improvement is the main purpose of the performance management system. Growing

in quality requires further improvement of performance standards, customization of

the measurement system, new analyses of the results and information. Hence,

performance management is a dynamic system that operates cyclically, constantly

following the changes in the internal and external environment. International hotel

chains adopt the changes in their performance management systems through re-

branding and creating new services. In this way, they reposition themselves in the

market, become more attractive partners in the field of franchising and management

business, and achieve a greater share in the global market (Kosar et al., 2016: 197).

2.4.1. The Practice of Managerial Reporting and Its Relationship with Financial

Reporting

Managerial accounting has a very essential practice that is referred to as

managerial reporting and considered with high importance bringing together the

information about customers, operations, and finance that management uses to run

the organization, make business decisions, and monitor progress. Managerial reports

are utilized by hospitality enterprises at all levels to determine where the

organization needs to reduce cost, focus on developing future product or service,

increase sales volume and revenue, pricing strategy, develop products, product

viability, discontinuation of product or department. The reports also assist the

managers in monitoring activities such as comparing the budgeted results with actual

to determine the level of deviation (Enoch 2015: 87).

Managerial reporting is focused on segments of the business. These reports

are produced for the needed information by the board of management so there may

be many variations in each business. By segmenting, it allows the managers to get

the details and analyse the dynamics of the organization (GrowthForce, 2018).
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Managerial reports aim to inform the managers about the different aspects of a

business in order to allow them to make better-informed decisions. The managers

gather data from each department of the organization following key performance

indicators (KPIs) and understandably operate them on the reports. KPIs illustrate the

position of the business in a specific period by examining financial and operational

information. Reporting for management allows the managers to go insights into how

the organization is performing, empowering decision-makers to find the right way to

increase operational efficiency, and make reliable decisions to maintain its

competitiveness (DataPine, 2019). Mndzebele (2012: 3) claimed that internal

controls are realised to ensure the achievement of operational goals and performance.

Due to managerial reports, it contributes to internal controls in the hotels and also

allow the management to have the opportunity in order to cut down on the budget

and failures. As a result of better internal controls, the hotels can achieve their

operational and financial goals and performance.

Turcic (2001) argued that segment reporting is vital for managerial

accounting. It refers to finding out each departments’ data and information stated on

financial statements and managerial reports. Thus, top management could easily

understand the position of each department and its contribution to overall revenue

and/or expenses. It aids the managers to understand more comprehensively previous

periods, make an effective assessment of risks and potentials of an organization, and

a more realistic assessment of the organization entirely (as cited in Papp & Pajrok,

2010: 4).

Table 2.5: The Model of the Hotel Enterprise by Responsibility Centres

Responsibility Centres Segments of Hotel
Investment & Profit Centres Rooms Department

Food and Beverage (F&B) Department
Other Operated Departments

Revenue Departments Front Office & Sales Departments
F&B Sales and Pool, Spa, Other Services

Cost Centres Housekeeping
F&B Preparation Areas (bar, kitchen, restaurants, room service)
Unoperated Departments (marketing, finance, human resources)

Adopted from: Turcic (2001: 57)

The preparation of financial statements such as Balance Sheet, Income

Statement, Statement of Cash Flow, etc. regarding financial transactions of an
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organization is called financial reporting (Kalmış, 2006: 2). These reports are

generally present “after the fact” and follow a very clear and established set of

guidelines known as GAAP. Such reports are useful for legal purposes but are not

sufficient for decision-making. They provide historical information for the operations

(DataPine, 2019). Thus, financial statements reveal the overall performance and

position of an organization, managerial accounting reports emphasise on the details

of operational costs, inventories, products, processes, and decisions.

Table 2.6: The Main Differences Between Financial Reporting and Managerial Reporting

FINANCIAL REPORTING MANAGERIAL REPORTING
1- External Users: Banks, Regulators, Investors. 1-Internal Users: CEOs, Owners, Managers.
2-Mandatory: There must add all standards
required by regulations.

2-Optional: Not needed but it may help the
organization improve itself.

3-Overall: Presents an overall performance at a
given time.

3-Segmented: It may be selected exactly what is
needed such as P&L by class, team, department,
etc.

4-IFRS & GAAP: Must follow these guidelines. 4-Not needed for a guideline, it may be prepared up
to the user (manager).

5-Past: It helps the management evaluate how the
organization has performed.

5-Future: It helps the management make
predictions about future performance and
profitability.

Source: GrowthForce (2018)

Besides, managerial reports have a great value on non-financial planning and

control to oversee the performance. Wadongo et al. (2010: 860) and Mjongwana &

Kamala (2018: 19) found that decision-makers do not pay enough attention, and use

very rarely some non-financial data such as evaluations of attitude, behaviour and

training of employees, guest evaluations of design facilities, renovations and

maintenance, and guest evaluations such as relaxation, exercise, and refreshment. As

a result, several customers do not visit such a hotel again due to insufficient service

quality. Simons & Hinkin (2001: 66) revealed employee turnover as a dramatic cost.

There is a positive correlation between profits and employee turnover. The higher

turnover rate is also correlated with the average room rate. The higher room rate

causes higher employee turnover. Frankly, if the hotel has many rooms, employee

turnover rate becomes higher. Lastly, Akbaba (2006) investigated measuring service

quality in the hotel industry in Turkey. The importance of internal business processes

related to non-financial performance has an important role in service quality. Also,
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response to guests’ requests within the required time is highly considerable (as cited

in Günaydın, 2015: 13).

2.5. LITERATURE REVIEW OF MANAGERIAL REPORTING IN

HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISES

Several diverted studies of managerial reporting proposed, pointing out

numerous different managerial reports utilized in hospitality enterprises. The

previous studies mentioned managerial reports as a financial and non-financial data

provider in decision-making, a comprehensive view of the operational measures.

Some other studies consider managerial reporting to manage a hospitality enterprise

in an international environment to examine and evaluate operations and to plan daily

and weekly future operations. A few studies designate managerial reporting as a tool

for market segments and customer profitability analysis. Some studies detailed

managerial reporting with other reports while others suggest managerial reporting

covers key result indicators. Another study proposes managerial reporting enfolds

segment reporting including financial and non-financial information that help

managers in the decision-making process to fulfil the goals of an organization.

The research problem of the current study is to elicit the managerial reporting

that supports top management to oversee the situation of the hotel’s financial and

non-financial performances in detail. Thus, managerial reporting supports the

managers in terms of analysing, predicting, forecasting, budgeting and strategically

planning for now and future. Consequently, the contribution of the study to the

literature is in terms of reporting flow, the practical implications of reporting,

intended purpose, versions, and amount of the reports.
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Table 2.7: The Studies About Managerial Reporting in Hospitality Enterprises

AUTHORS RESEARCHES PRACTICES OF MANAGERIAL
REPORTING

1- The Uniform Systems of
Accounts for Hotels (USAH) (1946,
as cited in Manachynska, 2016)

Decentralized Reporting at Hotel
Industry Enterprise

General Reports
Structural Reports
Cost Statements

2- Moncarz (1988) Understanding Annual Reports of
Hospitality Firms

Annual Reporting

3- Kaplan & Norton (1992) The Balanced Scorecard: Measures
That Drive Performance

Balanced Scorecards

4- Graham (1995) Accounting and Finance for the
International Hospitality Industry

Budgetary Control Reports

5- Walsh (1996) Finding Key Performance Drivers:
Some New Tools

KPO Reports

6- Hales (2005) Accounting and Financial Analysis
in the Hospitality Industry

Performance Reports
Planning Reports

7- Harris & Mongiello (2006) Accounting and Financial
Management: Developments in the
International Hospitality Industry

Business Plan
Budget and Forecast Reports

8- DeFranco & Lattin (2007) Hospitality Financial Management Daily Revenue Report
Daily Payroll Cost Report
Rooms Revenue Forecast
Food and Beverage Menu Abstract
Accounts Receivable Aging
Schedule

9- Parmenter (2010) Key Performance Indicators:
Developing, Implementing and
Using Winning KPIs

Performance Measures Reporting
(daily, weekly, monthly)
Team Balance Scorecards

10- Ricaurte (2011) Developing A Sustainability
Measurement Framework for Hotels:
Toward An Industry-wide Reporting
Structure

Sustainability Reports

11- Persic et al. (2012) Implementation of Segment
Reporting Standards in the
Hospitality Industry: A Comparative
Study

Segment Reporting

12- Okutmuş & Uyar (2014) Case Study: Detection of Fraud in
Food and Beverage Department in
Hospitality

Detection of Frauds in Operations

13- Özdemir & Yılmaz (2016) A Practical Study on
Accommodation Companies in
Nevşehir About Determining Factors
of Competitive Advantage

Analysis Reports of Competition Set

14- Doğan & Altınkaynak (2019) Reporting Issues of Service
Production Costs in Tourism
Companies

Periodic Cost Reports

Georgiev (2016: 155) conducted a survey in hospitality enterprises of Varna

(Bulgaria) in 2014 to find out what the level of knowledge is for USALI (Uniform

System of Accounts for Lodging Industry) that financial specialists have in

hospitality enterprises. Yet, a small share of the specialists knows USALI. Uniform

System of Accounts for Hotels was created in 1926 to adopt a successful and useful

worldwide model for generating accounting information for the purposes of financial

accounting and managerial accounting for the enterprises in the hospitality industry.
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The first edition of the USAH belongs to the Hotel Association of New York City

(HANYC) in 1926.

Hospitality enterprises need a uniform methodology for preparing reports

which should provide a piece of uniform information based on performing a

comparative analysis of financial results achieved by the individual properties and

their pertaining departments. So far, there are 11 versions of USAH and all of them

are preserving the system’s underlying principles today. Until 1961, USAH standards

were mostly applied by large hotels but following some queries on the part of the

American Hotel and Motel Association and the National Association of Accountants

commissioned the system’s adaptation to the needs of small and medium-sized

enterprises. From 1961, the American Hotel and Lodging Association (AH&LA),

periodically publishes the new editions of USAH in cooperation with the Hospitality

Financial and Technology Professionals.

USAH (1946) aimed to meet the informational needs of the managers in

making managerial decisions. Manachynska (2016: 210) claimed that special

attention is paid to the system of data processing in reporting forms when fixing data

on losses, revenues, and financial results of a hotel. The need for modernization of

the current accounting model and structural forms of internal reporting at hotel

industry enterprises is proved.

Table 2.8: The Reporting for the Enterprises of the Hotel Industry According to Requirements of
USAH

GENERAL REPORTS
1. Balance (Report on a financial position)

2. The profit and loss report (in separate hotel complexes)
3. The report about the capital flow/partner of the report of the capital/report on the owner of the capital (how the

divided property of hotel)
4. Report on capital flow
5. Report on cash flow

STRUCTURAL REPORTS
1. Report on the number numbers (NR)

2. Report on the activity of public catering hotel
3. Report on the efficiency of service (phone)
4. The report about the garage and the parking
5. The annual report a laundry for guests
6. The report about platforms for golf
7. Report on the activity of commercial
8. Report on the activity of fitness club

9. Report on the activity pool, sauna, instructors
10. Report on the activity of other centres of return
11. Report on the income of rent and other income
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COST STATEMENTS
1. The report about administrative and the general operational costs

2. Statement of information expenses (data processing)
3. Report on human resources
4. Report on transportation costs

5. Report on expenses of Service / Entertainment of guests/marketing expenses
6. Report on energy expenses

7. Report on expenses on the support of internal and external hotel type (routine maintenance and overhaul repairs)
8. The report about the fixed expenses

9. The report about national and local taxes
10. Report on a salary and other remunerations to workers

11. The report on the taxes connected with remuneration of employees
12. The report on a laundry (the division, whose services are included)

13. The report on polygraph (the printing of booklets, the managements for hotel services, attractions of visitors of
the card, etc.)

Adopted from: USAH (1946) (as cited in Manachynska, 2016: 214)

Moncarz (1988:33) defined the annual reporting as a financial and non-

financial data provider that is proposed to issue in each 90-days for the public

security holders for hospitality enterprises. In the study, the annual reporting was

observed as a part of managerial reporting not only it provides any information for

the public but also the management is also responsible for preparing it. During the

preparation, the managers have an interrelation with each other and require

integrated managerial information. A typical annual report of hospitality enterprises

consists of three sections as presented in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9: The Sections of Annual Report for Hospitality Enterprises

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3
General President's letter,
Operational and financial review,
Summary of selected financial
data,
Graphs and charts,
Other company information.

Financial data,
Financial statements,
Auditor’s opinion letter
Company’s representation
Management’s discussion and
analysis.

Supplementary Data
Corporate information,
Investors’ data,
Development activities,
Segment reporting,
Environmental and other social
costs.

Adopted from: Moncarz (1988:33)

Kaplan & Norton (1992: 72) reported that there was a year-long research

project with 12 companies since it was focused on finding a set of measures that

allow the managers to have a balanced presentation of financial and operational

efforts. The “balanced scorecard” was devised by Kaplan & Norton for businesses

and academia. It gives the information to the managers from four different

perspectives and lets them set the goals with the performance measures related to

understanding whether the companies achieve their goals. Evaluating, comparing,

and developing these perspectives along with the managerial endeavours in an
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organization are stated as managerial reporting studies in the research. These

perspectives are given in Table 2.10.

Table 2.10: The Perspectives for Reporting

Perspectives Questions
Customer perspective How do customers see us?
Internal perspective What must we excel at?
Innovation and learning perspective Can we continue to improve and create value?
Financial perspective How do we look to shareholders?

Adopted from: Kaplan & Norton (1992: 72)

In addition to the study of Kaplan & Norton (1992), Aktürk & Ersan (2011:

31) researched the application of a balanced scorecard in terms of frequency of use in

hospitality enterprises in Turkey. It was stated that the balanced scorecard is not

often used by managers when they measure the result of their departmental efforts.

The authors proposed that the balanced scorecard is an appropriate tool to track guest

satisfaction while the cost of sales is under pure control for all time. Also, it is useful

for overall performance measurement. Broad in scope, the organization may find out

the opportunity to improve itself related to the skill of finance, customer relation,

service process, and staff training. Furthermore, the balanced scorecard would

provide a cooperative relation to understand overall performance rather than looking

for the micro relations within the owner and the management.

According to Graham (1995: 186), the reporting is a stage to evaluate the

actual results comparing to the desired performance, identify the results in a database,

record, and document on a framework. For effective management control, the

reporting stage must be understandable, timely, directed, and flexible and must be

designed with plenty of control systems such as budgetary control and performance

measures in order to achieve effective management control. It was considered that

managerial reports are operated under budgetary control and sorted as daily, weekly,

monthly, and annually. Those reports include revenue from sales, cost of sales, end-

of-day sales activities, gross operating profit, net operating profit, occupancy rate,

average room rate, revenue per available room, cash flow forecast, sales and

marketing program reports, benchmark analysis, and KPI. Graham (1995: 185)

claimed that the reporting is a component of management control as shown in Figure

2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Components of Control

Source: Graham (1995: 185)

Walsh (1996: 514) developed a model of performance measure and argued

that once process measures of an organization are assumed as a performance

indicator, there exists a type of managerial report that is called Key Performance

Outcomes (KPO). These measures are determined with help of the organizations’

mission. After, the key areas to evaluate are clarified, and corporate objectives are set

by the organization for the future. As long as an organization evaluates its objectives,

utilizes a set of indicators. Additionally, these indicators can be particular for a

business and reported with its outcomes. For instance, any reservation agency may

measure its “response time to call” and use it as a performance indicator. The agency

selects a period such as a day, week, or month and commences to follow the

indicator. After a certain time, the response time to call is evaluated for each

reservation agent. Once the agency management investigates the relation between the

response time and customer satisfaction, evokes useful information to develop for the

business. After all, the agency prepares a report about the outcomes grounded on its

evaluation.

Hales (2005: 111) expressed the managerial reports as a tool for evaluating

past operation outcomes and planning daily and weekly future operations. It is called

internal management reports that are prepared by the accounting team of a hotel as

per the departments’ requirements and distributed to the hotel managers. Hales (2005:

112) also defined managerial reporting under the financial management cycle.

Operation departments produce numbers (revenue and cost). Accounting team

records, sorts and prepares the numbers on the managerial reports. Operation

departments and the accounting team analyse the numbers. Operations departments

apply the numbers to change and/ or improve operations. It is included in the reports

daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly information that allows the managers to

understand actual operating results, financial information for previous periods, and

Planning Standard Setting Implementing Measuring

ReportingActing
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detailed planning for future periods. Table 2.11 presents the types and uses of

internal management reports.

Table 2.11: Internal Management Reports

Performance Reports- The Past Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Annually
Daily revenue report 
Daily labour report 
Weekly financial report 
Monthly P&L 
Profitability measurement   
Planning Reports—The Future Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Annually
The daily room count 
The daily banquet Schedule 
Weekly revenue forecast 
Weekly labour forecast 
Monthly revenue forecast 
Quarterly revenue forecast 
End-of-year revenue forecast 

Adopted from: Hales (2005: 113)

It is divided into Performance Reports and Planning Reports. Daily reports

focus on providing the actual operating results for the previous day and comparing

those results with forecasts, budget, and the previous years’ performance. Hales

(2005:130) defined these reports as follows:

 Daily Internal Management Reports: Daily Revenue and Daily Labour Reports;

 Daily Revenue Report: The report is generated day by day and presents all

of the operating information for the previous day. It can be described as

Sales and Occupancy Report, Daily Revenue Report, or Gross Revenue

Report depending on the organization. The report includes the information

of; (1) hotel daily revenue by the department, (2) hotel daily room statistics,

(3) restaurant and banquets summary, and (4) hotel market segment

information. The daily revenue by the department is organized in a similar

format as the P&L Statement. It also indicates month-to-date accumulated

revenue for actual, budgeted, and last year’s totals.

 Daily Labour Reports: Daily revenue report also includes daily labour

productivity and wage cost information. The report encloses detailed

information and observes the labour expenses for the previous day. These

results are compared to budget or forecast numbers to determine if estimated

labour expenses are met. Each department manager focuses on her or his
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specific department results. There are two indicators to analyse labour and

wage costs: labour hours and wage cost percentages.

 Weekly Internal Management Reports: These are Weekly Revenue Forecast,

Weekly Wage and Cost Scheduling, and Weekly Financial-Profitability

Forecasting Reports. These reports are utilized to review and examine the

previous day and the last week, and to forecast and prepare for the next week.

These weekly reports are the main reports used by the managers because the

operations and functions are planned for weekly periods. The revenues and sales

are forecasted for the whole week, wages are scheduled for the week, staff

schedules are declared, and all operations are planned in weekly planning

meetings.

 Weekly Revenue Forecast: As mentioned, the weekly revenue forecast is the

first step in planning operations for the week. The weekly forecast is

distributed to all managers for their use in planning the week.

 Weekly Wage and Cost Scheduling: The next step is to take the weekly

revenue forecast and schedule the wages required for each day’s operations.

 Weekly Financial-Profitability Forecasting: The last step to forecast is

profitability. It is calculated by adding other operating expenses to the

forecast. It is generally based on historical averages. Forecasted profit is

calculated by subtracting all the forecasted expenses from the forecasted

revenues.

 Monthly Internal Management Reports: It is analysed in great detail to measure

financial performance and describe the operations for the month.

 Monthly P&L Statement: It describes the operational performance and

financial results of a department. The P&L is a common ground for

discussion of financial performance because it is the financial statement that

is used by the internal and external decision-makers of an organization. The

monthly Consolidated P&L Statement provides a summary of each

department’s revenues and profit for the revenue centres, a summary of each

department’s total expenses for the expense centres, and used to review the

overall performance of a hotel by presenting the big picture. It also identifies
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which departments are under-performing and which departments are over-

performing.

 Profitability, Retention, and Flow-Through: It is used to go beyond

comparing the monthly financial results of a department with the budget and

forecast, additionally comparing them to last month or last year. It involves

identifying revenue, expense, and profitability changes from the budget or

the forecast. There is an expected relationship between increases and

decreases in revenues and how they increase or decrease expense and

profitability.

 Quarter and Annual Internal Reports are operated in the same process as

mentioned above only if the time series should be changed for three-months and

one-year.

Harris & Mongiello (2006: 226) reported the findings of different kinds of

managerial reports which are utilized by an international hotel group. All of these

reports are utilized for yield management, developing policies, adjusting a room

pricing strategy grounded on such competencies as know-what, know-how, know-

where, know-why, know-when. The materials utilized by the managers are named as

tangible resources as follows; (1) business plan including rate positioning diagram,

rate effectiveness tool, accounts performance tool, stay and spend tool, market

outlook report, displacement analysis tool, forecasting tool, (2) budget and forecast.

DeFranco & Lattin (2007: 25) noted the managerial reports as a part of

financial analysis. It is considered as the managerial reports as follows:

 Daily Revenue Report: This report is the primary one and consists of the hotel’s

occupancy, average daily rate, and revenue per available room for each day, also

allows the managers to analyse how current performance compares with last

year’s performance, and to the budget.

 Daily Payroll Cost Report: The payroll cost is controlled daily due to being a

significant expense in hospitality enterprises. The report details include the daily

and month-to-date regular hours, overtime hours, and total payroll by the

department. The totals are also compared to the budget. The report also includes

rooms sold and food service covers to measure labour productivity. Three
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common productivity measures are labour cost per room, labour cost per cover,

and labour cost per guest.

 Rooms Revenue Forecast: It is the summary table of forecasted room revenue at

a certain time.

 Food and Beverage Menu Abstract: It is a useful report for food and beverage

operations. The menu abstract summarizes the popularity and the profitability of

menu items to assist management make menu changes as appropriate.

 Accounts Receivable Ageing Schedule: The receivable accounts are followed

based on how long they are in the collection process.

Parmenter (2010: 155) introduced some new technological reporting

templates for performance measures. It is stated that the results and measures must

be reported for the managers in a time frame such as daily, weekly, and monthly. It is

proposed that organizations should have different dashboards to accommodate the

required information. These dashboards are considered as a managerial report and

include customer satisfaction rate, employee satisfaction, net profit, cash flow, and

operational efficiency. Furthermore, team balanced scorecards are identified as a

managerial report related to evaluating employees’ capabilities along with the

different aspects of an organization.

Ricaurte (2011: 12) researched the reporting case in terms of the consumption

of natural resources by hospitality enterprises and its impacts on the city nature

within 20 hotels from the different chain groups in New York. The reports are named

sustainability reports and should be considered as a managerial report as generated

by an interrelation of the managers in a hotel. There was developed a set of

measurement criteria such as gas emission rate, energy usage, water usage, waste

generation, and disposal, materials purchasing, toxicity/ biodegradability of cleaning

supplies, wastage of food and beverage items. All of the hotels are examined related

to these criteria. The results are; (1) sustainability reporting is a part of the

management and corporate social responsibility reporting, (2) number of sold rooms

and number of guests during a period count on the sustainable environment in New

York City, (3) all of the hotels should work collaboratively to reduce the carbon

footprint for sustainability, (4) food and beverage consumption must be taken under

the control and must be applied the projects such as Happy Planet by Intercontinental
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Hotels or Planet 21 by Accor Hotels to make aware the guests and employees in

terms of less plastic usage, respect to nature, and taking care of electricity and water

overuse.

Persic et al. (2012: 32) suggested that responsibility accounting information

systems should be used to judge each managers’ performance by how well they

manage the department under their control. In the study, only large hotel companies

and hotel chains were represented with a sample of 103 hotels in Croatia. It is

assumed that segment reporting is a solid solution in responsibility accounting that

allows the top management to look at the departmental cost and revenue from a

personal control standpoint by personalizing accounting information for each

manager. The step to control the reporting problem lies in standard costing. The cost

standards include the cost of the time or materials should be. In attempting to control

costs and to optimize the output, the managers in hospitality enterprises have many

different cases to make decisions. Each manager is assigned responsibility for the

items of revenues and costs under their control, and deviations between budgeted

goals and the actual results. To design a more effective segment reporting system,

hospitality enterprises need to begin reporting profit centre performance that

provides a more realistic view of the resources consumed by the operating

departments and allocations of undistributed operating costs to the operating

departments. The allocation of these costs results in financial statements reflecting

profit before income tax expenses by profit centres. Persic et al. (2013: 4) also

defined the responsibility accounting tools as a unit of managerial accounting and

provide the managers to delegate the department that they can control based on

authority permission and responsible for decisions related to the economic factors of

the organization.

Okutmuş & Uyar (2014: 43) examined a case study at the food and beverage

department of a hotel operating in the Cappadocia region (Turkey) in terms of

detecting a fraud in the department. The analytical analysis technique was conducted

in 2013 between the months of January and July. The reporting of this fraud was

considered as managerial reporting in the study. It is revealed that the fraud was the

executive chef of the sample hotel and was ordering any amount of meat from the

supplier. The supplier provided less than 5-6 kilograms of the ordered amount since
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the missing amount was given to the executive chef for some personal relations. Yet,

the supplier was billing the ordered meat exactly to the accounting department. In

concise, the hotel was exactly paid for the meat including the amount that the

executive chef has stolen with cooperation from the supplier. Therefore, the study

suggests performing a good control system on inventory management to strictly

analyse the flow of materials. Dumanoğlu (2005) proposed a strict-internal control

system must be implemented in hospitality enterprises considering a huge number of

employees. It is found that the frauds and mistakes may increase due to the number

and diversity of employees. Hospitality enterprises, particularly hotels, have many

operating departments and it requires an internal control process that the

management should keep employees under surveillance. The process must be a

corporate culture in the entire hotel and work without requiring any cost (as cited in

Bulut, 2014: 25).

Özdemir & Yılmaz (2016: 77) researched the competitive factors in Nevşehir

(Turkey) region including 55 hotels to find out which competitive factors are utilized

by accommodation companies to compare their performance against others. The

processes of determining, evaluating, and utilizing the competitive factors require a

collaboration within the managers. During the processes, it needs a set of interrelated

reporting between each department in a hotel. The factors are clarified as marketing,

operational, financial, and service quality. The hotels perceive that the competitive

advantage factors are important to achieve. The competitiveness was reviewed

mostly in boutique hotels in Nevşehir.

Doğan & Altınkaynak (2019: 1901) assumed that hospitality enterprises have

some reporting issues about the cost of sales considering its non-stop service

production. In the study, accounting records were made over sample applications for

the accounting of service production costs. Hospitality enterprises, that have a basic

reporting structure apart from financial statements and their versions, will have the

advantage to predict the next operational costs. It must be grounded on the

management requirements and should particularly be able to utilize the specific

structures of the reporting method. Periodic cost reporting is vital for each

department in the hotel because it provides a general overview of performance for
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top management about the departments’ position. Also, it must allow the managers to

consolidate all the cost reports as one to reach the whole picture at all.

2.6. PRACTICES OF MANAGERIAL REPORTING IN OTHER

INDUSTRIES: EXAMPLE OF HOSPITAL INSTITUTIONS

Hospitals are socio-economic, complex, and diverted organizations that have

an important role in modern society in terms of medical services, prevention of

diseases, improving health level in society, treatment, and rehabilitation (Sevin, 2018:

451). Hospitals have the characteristics of a health institution due to treatment

services, a business administrated due to economic policy, an educational institution

for staff training, a professional organization with different services and tasks, and a

research institution due to the studies in the medical field (Ateş, 2012: 273).

Hospitals primarily provide medical services while hospitality enterprises meet the

accommodation need of travellers. Hospital services include outpatient clinics,

emergency services, operating rooms, clinical laboratories, preventive services,

pharmacy, and nursing services (Shirzadi et al., 2016:1). However, medical services

are completed by hospitality (hotel) services. Hospitals and hospitality enterprises

have many core functions in common (Zygourakis et al., 2014: 49). Hospitality

enterprises are concerned with enhancing customer (guest) experience/satisfaction

while hospitals are expected to achieve maintaining customer (patient) satisfaction.

During a patients’ stay in a hospital, patients are delivered many hotel services such

as consultation and reception, check-in/ check-out services, patient transportation,

accommodation in patient room, room cleaning, laundry and tailoring

(housekeeping), nutrition and food services, technical services for room maintenance.

(Woo & Alysaa, 2014: 12). Even though the primary goal of a hospital is increasing

the quality of medical treatment for patients, the hotel services highly have a positive

effect on patient satisfaction together with medical services (Sevin, 2018:458).

Hospitals are complex organizations due to their business processes and

consist of two different activities; administrative activities and medical activities.

Medical activities are core activities in a hospital while administrative activities aim

to provide support to core activities. Although, hospitals are the kind of organizations

that primarily intend to provide health service before making profit, financial and
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managerial awareness need to be considered. For this reason, hospital managers

require adequate information to maintain patient safety and satisfaction, and for the

viability of the organization (Ambarriani, 2013: 2). Hospitals have a unique

characteristic that they are operated as a public or private hospital. Public hospitals

are financially funded by the governments. They maintain the activities even in case

of financial loss. Private hospitals need professional management practices because

they operate as profit-oriented organizations in addition to providing health services

(Ambarriani, 2013: 8). Thompson (2007: 357) criticized internal domains of private

hospitals such as employment, budgeting, service quality, patient satisfaction,

physician relations, financial performance, technological acquisition, service

development. As a result, accounting information plays a vital role to manage these

domains.

Managerial accounting practices provide accurate information to the

managers in terms of planning, control, evaluating, and decision making (Hansen et

al., 2007: 16). The purpose of accounting information is to support the managers to

make decisions. Managerial accounting is a branch of accounting that provides

information for the managers. It involves the process of identifying, measuring,

analysing, preparing, interpreting, and communicating information that assists the

managers fulfil organizational objectives (Horngren et al., 2007: 18). Managerial

accounting information has great importance in hospitals. The information is utilized

in the scope of operational decisions, estimating operational costs, performance

measurement, creating budgets, deviation analysis, and reporting. The reports are

prepared for statistical purposes to conduct internal analyses and optimize expenses

of medications and materials used in providing medical services (Kister, 2015: 1489).

Managerial reports assist to reduce cost, obtain patient data, and improve healthcare

processes by utilizing specific KPIs such as average treatment cost, average paper

revenue, patient wait time, average hospital stay, patient satisfaction score (DataPine,

2018). Both private and public hospitals require the reports for overall activities.

Managerial reporting in hospitals measures and summarizes overall business

activities about patients, employees, and financial position for a higher quality of

healthcare. The reports present information about departments, employees, medical

equipment usage, facility operations, and budget (Clear Point Strategy, 2020).
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Managerial reports utilized in hospitals may be classified as fiscal year-end reports,

quarterly financial reports, budget reports, hospital comparative reports, revenue-cost

centres (intensive care, acute care, nursery, clinics) reports, ancillary cost centres

(labour and delivery, surgical services, central services, laboratory services,

diagnostic radiology, pharmacy, respiratory therapy, physical therapy) reports, non-

operated cost centres (dietary and cafeteria, laundry and linen, hospital plant,

housekeeping, fiscal services, administrative services, medical records) reports, KPI

reports (Washington State Department of Health, 2020).

In summary, hospital institutions utilize managerial reports for segment

reporting (administrative departments and medical departments) within the hospital,

performance measurement by using KPIs, competitive analysis (only for private

hospitals), and financial and non-financial planning and control. Information

provided in managerial reports has similarities in hospitality enterprises and hospital

institutions due to providing hotel services in hospitals.



CHAPTER 3

This chapter evaluates the research methodology, the research problem,

research questions and sub-questions, the importance of research, method of research,

the process of data collection, and data analysis with details. Also, findings from the

sample hotel about the managerial reports are explored by associating with each

research sub-question. The recommendations and results of current study are

discussed in findings.

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS

The current study aims to identify managerial reports utilizing in hospitality

enterprises for financial planning and control apart from financial statements by

unveiling research participants’ experiences and perspectives. It is aimed to

contribute to both literature and hospitality enterprises by results of the research

subject. Financial reporting and financial statements are widely recognized while

managerial reporting is considered with less attention in hospitality enterprises. Due

to less attention on the subject, the purpose of the current study is to identify

managerial reports using in hospitality enterprises, recognize data on these reports,

reveal the process of creation and presentation, lastly, to find out the importance of

these reports for hospitality enterprises. The current study embarks significant

differences from previous studies in terms of findings such as reporting flow, the

reasons for using them, the practical implications of reporting, and the versions and

amount of the reports.

The research conducts a qualitative study. The case study method is opted for

providing in-depth understanding. The study also takes advantage of criterion

sampling and face-to-face semi-structured form for data collection as an interview

technique. A five-star international hotel in Izmir was purposely selected for the

research. The participants are six high-level managers in the sample hotel. Data were
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analysed with the thematic analysis technique. Thematic analysis is a coherent

approach to research something about people’s views, opinions, knowledge,

experiences, or values from a set of qualitative data such as interview transcripts,

document analysis, survey responses, and voice records. The thematic analysis

consists of six stages; familiarization of data, generating initial coding, identification

of themes from the initial codes, reviewing themes, defining and naming themes,

producing the report. Data were collected in a method of observation-on-site.

Observation-on-site was applied by joining the management meetings in sample

hotel several times. Research findings were gathered from three different data

sources (observation-on-site, document analysis, and interview) to increase reliability

and validity. Respondent validation is conducted to the answers of participants after

each interview in-depth.

3.1. RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

The study is based on qualitative research design because the research subject

is coherent with the design and the subject was not researched on a qualitative

approach previously. Stake (2010: 11) claimed qualitative researches include

analysing and interpreting the documents and interviews. Likewise, it aims to clarify

the discussed phenomenon to reveal meaningful relationships. Also, it allows the

researchers to investigate in natural settings, attempting to explore phenomena, and

social perception.

Jane & Jane (2003: 7) defined some assumptions of qualitative researches.

Qualitative researchers firstly consider the process more than outcomes, and are

interested in meaning how people review their lives, experiences, and structures of

the world. Qualitative researcher is the first step for data gathering and interpreting.

Qualitative research is based on fieldwork and descriptive in that the researcher is

interested in the process, meaning, and understanding gained through words or

pictures. The researcher physically interviews with people in a setting, site, or an

institution to observe or record behaviour in its natural setting. Data are very

comprehensive and detailed. The samples have generally several group of

participants.
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3.1.1. Purpose and Scope of Research

The current research emerges with the problem of identifying and

contributing some detailed and different techniques (skills) and tools in respect of

financial planning and control both for hospitality enterprises and academia need

today. Due to the limitations of financial statements in terms of financial planning

and control processes in hospitality enterprises, managerial reporting is a vital tool

for supporting top management to oversee the position of a hospitality enterprise’s

financial and non-financial performance with details. Regarding the problem, the

research question is grounded on finding out kinds of managerial reports that assist

the managers in terms of analysing, predicting, forecasting, budgeting, and

strategically planning.

A descriptive research question aims to describe a population, situation, or

phenomenon systematically. It answers ‘‘What, How, When, Where, and Who?’’

questions (Caulfield, 2020). When creating a research question, the research question

is linked with the research problem in a manner that clearly states the need for the

research. Regarding the research question, a set of research sub-questions is

generated from the research problem. The research questions are created based on the

knowledge and background of the area under study by apprehending related literature.

Table 3.12: Research Questions and Aims

QUESTIONS AIMS
1. What are the types of managerial reports regarding

the department?
Examine the different types of managerial reports within
the departments in the sample hotel.

2. What kind of data should managerial reports
consist of?

Recognize data that are presented on these reports and
the role and importance of these data.

3. How do you prepare managerial reports? Reveal the technological methods used in preparing
these reports.

4. In which way do you present the managerial
reports to the related authorities?

Find out the presentation process of these reports.

5. Do you think it is important to prepare the
managerial report? If it is important, why?

Find out the reasons to utilize the managerial reports by
the managers.

The interview questions were based on the literature and developed in

accordance with the aim of the research. Moreover, the purpose of the questions is to

identify managerial reports benefited by hospitality enterprises, recognize data on

these reports, reveal the process of creation and presentation, lastly, to find out the

importance of these reports for hospitality enterprises.
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3.1.2. Importance of Research

Financial planning is a process to ensure that appropriate funding is available

at the right time and right place to meet the needs of the organization for short,

medium, or long-term capital. In this context, financial control is to evaluate whether

the financial plan is coherent with the objectives of the organization (Agyei-Mensah,

2011: 1). Yoopetch & Mingkwan (2014: 167) found that managers may attempt to

improve their knowledge about systematic financial management practices and they

should be well-equipped with more financial tools to support their cash management,

to reduce bankruptcy risk due to debt, and improve potential profits in the future. The

current research is an attempt to explore a set of tools and techniques which are

called “managerial reports” utilized for effective and detailed financial planning and

control in hospitality enterprises. The background of the subject proves a spot of

studies is exactly related to the subject. The studies (USAH, 1946; Hales, 2005;

DeFranco & Lattin, 2007) addressed the researchers’ desire to investigate the actual

scope of the subject. In addition to these theoretical studies, the other studies

(Moncarz, 1988; Kaplan & Norton, 1992; Graham, 1995; Walsh, 1996; Harris &

Mongiello, 2006; Parmenter, 2010; Ricaurte, 201; Persic et al., 2012; Okutmuş &

Uyar, 2014; Özdemir & Yılmaz, 2016; Doğan & Altınkaynak, 2019) are almost

relevant to the subject and have similar findings. Nonetheless, they do not exactly

address what the researcher desired to explore.

Several studies (USAH, 1946; Hales, 2005; DeFranco & Lattin, 2007)

exhibit some common reasons for utilizing managerial reports by hospitality

enterprises. The reports allow the managers to make managerial decisions, provide

information, present the result of financial and operational efforts, assist in budgetary

control and future planning, and aids to analyse the budgeted goals and actual results.

However, the scope of managerial reporting is limited to inter-departments within

hospitality enterprises such as only reporting from the department manager to the

General Manager. Any type of managerial report does not emerge that is utilized for

external decision-makers of hospitality enterprises. On the other hand, managerial

reports found in previous studies (USAH, 1946; Hales, 2005; DeFranco & Lattin,

2007) do not involve the feature of going beyond all segments within the department

of hospitality enterprises, as a result, it is unable to analyse from different
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perspectives. For instance, any report that allows the managers to figure out the

different types of guests in terms of market segmentation was not found.

The importance of current research stands for (1) hospitality managers can

analyse the results of their efforts through a period, (2) owners may have solid

information about their properties with details, (3) managers would have many

different tools to have financial plans and the power of control, (4) hospitality

students may leave their bias against finance and accounting matters by improving

their mindsets, (5) academia may use findings of the research in respect of enriching

other research hypothesizes, (6) hospitality enterprises might understand their strong

and weak points by using the formulations of managerial reports given in the

research.

3.1.3. Method of Research

The case study method was applied to the research. A case study is used to

describe the characteristics of a specific subject. Instead of gathering a large volume

of data to identify patterns across time or location, case studies gather detailed data to

identify the characteristics of a narrowly defined subject. Gomm et al. (2000: 120)

explained that the word “case” means “an instance of” and the purpose of the case

study research design is the examination of the one or more specific ‘‘instances of’’

something that comprise the cases in the study. A case can be an organization, a

group, or an individual, or something more abstract such as an event, a management

decision, or a change program. Merriam (2001), Hatch (2002) and Yin (2003)

expressed other common features of case study that cases are studied in a real-life

context. Understanding how the case influences and is influenced by its context is the

main purpose of case researchers. Cases are naturally occurring in the sense that they

are not manipulated as an experiment. In-depth study of a small number of cases,

often longitudinally (prospectively or retrospectively). Data are collected and

analysed about a large number of features of each case. The use of multiple sources

of data including interviews, observation, and archival documents allow the

researcher to conduct the triangulation of findings (as cited in Hancock & Algozzine,

2006: 15).
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3.1.4. Data Sample

The selection of the sample from the universe is a very critical decision in a

research study. To justify a sample, it is necessary to determine the universe, and

then sample according to all the facts representing the universe (Liamputtong, 2013,

as cited in Baltacı, 2018: 234). Since this is a crucial task, the best selection is to

include a sample with reasonable representation in the phenomenon, settings, or

people (Dobbert, 1982, as cited in Marshall & Rossman, 2016: 220). The universe

generally consists of individuals, groups, social institutions, or events and

phenomena (Patton, 2005, as cited in Baltacı, 2018: 235). After the population is

determined, a sampling frame is created, that reflects the universe best and clarifies

the details required from the study. A sampling frame is the list of items or elements

that fully represent the universe (Neuman, 2014, as cited in Baltacı, 2018: 235).

In the current study, the sampling frame is the employees at the managerial

level positioned in five-star hotels and the universe is the managers recruited in five-

star hotels in the center of Izmir (Konak district). Based on Tripadvisor Travel Portal

data (2020), there are four five-star hotels in this district, and 24 managers are

positioned as the executive committee members composing the universe of the study.

Thus, the sample is the executive committee members employed in a five-star

international hotel in Izmir and the sample is purposely selected for the current study

as the researcher was working as a Food and Beverage Supervisor for a period in the

hotel. The researcher already had a set of knowledge about the research subject. Also,

the researcher was able to communicate with the managers, observe on-site, and take

advantage of interviewing with the managers without any cost for relocation.

Additionally, the hotel was ranked as the best hotel in its district during 2020 for

customer service on Internet-based customer reviews and rankings (Tripadvisor,

2020). Moreover, the hotel has the largest operation for hospitality around the city

due to its capacity and reputation.

The sample hotel is a five-star, deluxe hotel with 402 rooms including 55

Suites, four restaurants, a 7,500 square meter Convention Centre and a 5,500 square

meter Spa & Wellness centre. It is located on 37 acres of landscaped gardens. The

hotel is one of three members of Leading Hotels in Turkey and the first Spa in
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Turkey to be accepted as a Leading Spa of the World. Since opening in May 2008,

the hotel has quickly established itself as the premier hotel in the city of Izmir and

one of the top five-stars hotels in Turkey. The following F&B areas are; (Area 1): the

hotel’s fine dining restaurant with a capacity of 145 covers together with an

exclusive cocktail bar, (Area 2): there is an all-day dining and a la cart restaurant

with a capacity of 240 covers, (Area 3): there is a fish restaurant with a capacity of

100 covers, (Area 4): there is the hotel’s busy lounge area and retail gourmet pastry

outlet, (Area 5): there is a pool bar which is opened in summer months, lastly twenty-

four-hour room service and minibar. The Convention Centre is a state-of-the-art

venue, ideal for all meetings, incentives, conferences, and events. Facilities include

19 meeting rooms with three boardrooms, two ballrooms with a capacity for 1200

guests, and a multi-purpose hall for up to 950 guests. The hotel also caters widely for

social events in its 36 acres of gardens as well as offering an outside catering service.

The data is gathered through interviews with six participants (managers)

from a five-star hotel. In order to gather data, the criterion sampling method was

adopted. Participants were recruited through purposive sampling. Patton (2014)

defined that purposive sampling as a participant selection according to preselected

criteria such as age, gender, job, qualifications, etc. Participants were eligible if they

were: (1) high-level manager of an Operated Department (2) reporting to top

management in financial cases (both for direct revenue and expenses) of the

department. Criterion sampling includes selecting cases that meet some

predetermined criterion of importance (as cited in Başaran, 2017: 491). To express

reporting flow accurately, it is crucial to sort out the parts of sample hotel. The

managers working in the sample hotel are considered as “internal part”. The owner,

head office, and area president are identified as “external part” by hotel management

because they work out of the sample hotel. Demographic information about the

participants (the managers) was sorted as follows.

Table 3.13: Demographic Information of the Managers

LEVEL CODE EDUCATION AGE EXPERIENCE GENDER

General Manager M (1) Master Degree 62 42 years Male

Director of Finance M (2) Bachelor 42 17 years Female

Director of F&B M (3) Bachelor 45 25 years Male
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Director of S&M M (4) Bachelor 39 16 years Female

Director of Revenue M (5) Master Degree 33 13 years Male

Director of Rooms M (6) Bachelor 36 16 years Male

The participants are in the executive committee of the sample hotel and

responsible for reporting to both the General Manager and the Director of Finance.

The General Manager and the Director of Finance are responsible for external

reporting. The executive committee refers to a team of high-level managers that

manage an Operated Department (a department such as food and beverage, rooms,

revenue centres, etc. which provides direct and indirect revenue, and profit) and

directly report to the General Manager. Other department heads are responsible for

the operations of one particular department. Department heads report directly to a

related Executive Committee member. For example, Front Office Manager reports to

the Director of Rooms. The Executive Committee member relies on Department

Heads to follow the daily operations of the department. Examples of key hotel

department heads are the Front Office Manager, Executive Housekeeper, Security

Manager, and Executive Chef. The organization chart of sample hotel is presented in

Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Organization Chart of Sample Hotel
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3.1.5. Data Collection

The research is based on a face-to-face interview technique with a semi-

structured form. Because of providing flexibility, the method is coherent for the

research. Also, the technique allows the researcher to analyse data with details from

each participant and reach different perspectives in the interviews. Before preparing

interview questions, previous studies were reviewed in-depth. Bernard (1988: 205)

defined the characteristics of semi-structured interviews. The researcher and

participants engage in a formal interview, improves and utilizes an interview guide.

The guide is a list of questions and topics that need to be covered during the

conversation, usually in a particular order. The researcher follows the guide but

allows researchers to ask another question related to the topic. The semi-structured

interview guide provides a clear set of instructions for researchers and can provide

reliable, comparable qualitative data. Semi-structured interviews also allow

participants the freedom to express their views on their terms.

Observation-on-site was also applied by joining the management meetings in

the sample hotel several times for data collection. Management meetings were

arranged between (1) department managers, (2) the General Manager and external

decision-makers (the head office and the owner). Managerial reports were closely

investigated in the meetings. Data for the research were collected between the dates

of 10-14 February 2020. Before launching to interview, the statement of the research

and questions was submitted by e-mail to hotel management. After obtaining

confirmation for the interviews, each participant was called by phone and requested

an allowance to visit them in their offices. An allowance form was presented in order

to let participants know about the subject of the study and interview questions.

During the interviews, the participants were informed clearly about the research. The

shortest interview was 15 minutes, the longest one was 23 minutes. In order to keep

the data safe, a recording device was used. Simultaneously, notes were taken on the

semi-structured interview form by the researcher. Two managers let the researcher

use a voice recorder, four managers preferred to interview without a voice recorder

so that the researcher took notes on paper for their answers. All of the interviews

were conducted by the interviewer voluntarily. Also, information forms (informed
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consent form) were distributed indicating that the participants voluntarily

participated in the study, and these forms were filled in by the participants.

A proper interview room was used for the participant’s relaxation. After

interviews, notes and tape recordings were reviewed and listened. Participants were

informed that they were eligible if they would like to listen to records and to read

notes. Also, they were informed that they could change and/or add to their

expressions related to research. The final state of paper was sent to participants and

asked for their confirmation. After their confirmation, the findings were reported for

data analysis. All of these were for an effective communication environment and to

get the most suitable data. The information related to interviews are given in Table

3.14.

Table 3.14: Information about Interviews

Participant Interview Date Duration
M (1) 10th February 2020 18 minutes (voice record)
M (2) 10th February 2020 20 minutes
M (3) 12th February 2020 21 minutes
M (4) 12th February 2020 15 minutes
M (5) 11th February 2020 23 minutes (voice record)
M (6) 14th February 2020 16 minutes

3.1.6. Data Analysis

The interview transcripts and records are examined through the thematic

analysis technique. Thematic analysis is a technique for analysing qualitative data.

The technique allows the researcher to express the collected data accurately and in-

depth. Qualitative approaches are diverse, complex and different (Holloway &

Todres, 2003: 347), and thematic analysis is a comprehensive method for qualitative

data analysis. Braun & Clarke (2006: 79) defined the thematic analysis technique as

a method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within data.

They also suggested that the thematic analysis technique is a flexible and useful

research tool providing rich, detailed, and complex data by sorting them into broad

themes. In essence, the thematic analysis technique involves the search for and

identification of common phrases that extend across an entire interview or set of

interviews (DeSantis & Noel Ugarriza, 2000: 354). Consequently, thematic analysis

is a coherent approach to research something about people’s views, opinions,

knowledge, experiences, or values from a set of qualitative data such as interview
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transcripts, document analysis, survey responses, and voice records. The different

reasoning approaches of thematic analysis such as deductive, inductive, semantic,

and latent are conducted in the studies (Caulfield, 2020). In the current study, an

inductive reasoning approach is adopted to focus on descriptive and in-depth data for

generalization of specific outcomes, and develop a meaningful framework based on

the findings.

After deciding the method to analyse data and the approach, the thematic

analysis technique is applied for data analysis. Braun and Clarke (2006: 19)

developed the process of data analysis in thematic analysis comprised of six stages.

They also suggested creating a thematic map (Braun and Clarke, 2006: 40, 41, 43) in

different stages of the analysis to reach the most appropriate codes and themes. A

frame is created for analysis based on (1) the research questions, (2) the theoretical

framework of research, (3) the observations from interviews. The research questions

and aims of the research are interrelated in the beginning. Familiarization of data is

the first stage and involves transcribing audio, reading through the text, and taking

initial notes to look through the data to get familiar with it. Processing data according

to the framework is the second stage that data are examined and organized along

with the research. The second stage is also called generating initial coding that means

highlighting sections of the manuscript by considering phrases or sentences. It is

created by shorthand labels or “codes” to describe the content. Codes are a feature of

the data that appears interesting to the analyst and refer to the most basic segment or

element of the raw data or information that can be assessed in a meaningful way

regarding the phenomenon (Boyatzis, 1998: 63). Coding involves observing patterns

in the data and labelling these patterns to allow distinctions to be drawn and the

research questions to be answered. Coding progresses, categories are designed by

splitting, splicing, and linking codes. The codes are described in a coding frame,

which should list their labels, detailed definitions, and one or two example text

extracts. Checking the inter-rater reliability of coding ensures that coding decisions

are made explicit and consistent (Marks & Yardley, 2004: 63).

Bauer & Gaskell (2000: 142) stated the construction of a coding frame or

category system is a conceptual issue that bears on the aesthetic value of research. A

coding frame is internally coherent and simple in the sense that all codes flow from a

https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/transcribe-interview/
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single principle, rather than being confused. Coherence in the construction of a

coding frame derives several concepts that organize a coding frame. Identification of

themes from the initial codes is the third stage and data are presented and interpreted

after examination, if necessary, citations from the interviewer’s opinions are applied

to the findings. Generally, several codes are combined into a single theme since the

themes are broader than codes. Before passing to the fourth stage, an initial thematic

map is proposed to review the relationship between codes and themes (Braun &

Clarke, 2006: 20). The objective of the initial map in the early stage is to elaborate

some initial codes that may be in a form of the main theme, whereas others may be in

form of sub-themes, and others still may be rejected. The initial thematic map of

current research is given in Appendix 78.

Reviewing themes is the fourth stage and refers to judging the initial themes

and codes in terms of internal homogeneity and external heterogeneity, and data

within themes should cohere together meaningfully, while there should be clear and

identifiable distinctions between themes (Patton, 1990: 48). Reviewing, explaining,

and correlating of themes are done to make sure whether themes are useful and

accurate for representing the data. The initial thematic map changes into a developed

thematic map in this stage as the candidate themes adequately capture the contours of

the coded data which means the initial themes and codes become broader and more

meaningful with this map. Unless the thematic map is suitable with the dataset, the

researcher is proposed to return to further reviewing and refining coding until having

a devised thematic map (Braun & Clarke, 2006: 22). The developed thematic map of

current research is given in Appendix 79.

Defining and naming themes is the fifth stage that specifics of each theme are

refined for the ongoing analysis generating clear definitions and names for each

theme. The final refinements of the developed thematic map occur in this stage and

the themes that will be employed for the analysis are evaluated in a final thematic

map. The final thematic map of current research is given in Appendix 80. The last

stage is producing the report that sharp extract examples are selected and the final

analysis is also conducted according to the research question and literature, and a

report of analysis is generated. In the research, a narrative method is adopted to bring

coherence to the construction of the coding frame. The narrative metod is a
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stimulating principle that considers a few primary notions such as an interviewer, a

participant, events, a background situation, consequences, and a moral (Bauer &

Gaskell, 2000: 142).

3.1.7. Validity and Reliability of Research

In qualitative research, to generalize the findings of the study requires the

validity and reliability of the research. There are suggested principles for drawing

wider inference of the conducted research. In their widest notion, reliability

expressing ‘‘sustainable’’ and validity expressing ‘‘well-grounded’’ have

convenience for qualitative research since they represent the strength of the data

(Ritchie & Lewis, 2003: 270). Reliability in research gives approximate results when

it is conducted with similar participants in the same environment and conditions

(Özden & Durdu, 2016: 151). Furthermore, interviewing with the same participant

and enabling participants to control the transcripts of the interview and identify any

inconsistency increases reliability. The validity is recognizably considered to refer to

the ‘‘correctness’’ or ‘‘precision’’ of the findings in the study (Ritchie & Lewis,

2003: 273). Several practices proposed to validate or verify qualitative data in studies.

In this study, the validity of qualitative data is obtained by a practice known as

‘‘respondent validation’’. This practice includes testing initial results with

participants to check whether they still accept their expressions genuine. Although

the findings are interpreted and paraphrased, if the participants still recognize the

results as genuine and, in this stage the researcher’s understanding is refined. Thus,

to provide reliability and validity of the raw data and findings, the interview

transcripts and interpretations are submitted to each participant to gather the

confirmation of them.

3.2. FINDINGS

Data were gathered through semi-structured in-depth interviews of the

research questions. The research questions are developed by elaborating on

managerial reporting practice studies and previous literature. The research questions

are closely related to the research problem emphasizing the main purpose of the

current study. The research problem of the study is based on ascertaining the
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managerial reporting tools, procedures, presentations, and uses benefited by the

hospitality enterprise managers. Therefore, unveiling the tools of managerial

reporting to acquire the success of the hospitality enterprises is the primary goal of

current research.

3.2.1. Types of Managerial Reports Regarding the Department

The key aspect of the first research question is to gather the types of

managerial reports which are utilized in the related departments. The findings reveal

that each department manager (including the General Manager) has to report the

results of departmental operations in a certain order. The order structure refers to the

reporting period, the data to be reported and the authorities to be reported. According

to the participants’ answers, there is an internal and external flow of the reporting

that is based on the 3-way flow. It refers to (1) reporting from department managers

to Director of Finance, (2) reporting from department managers to General Manager,

and (3) reporting from General Manager to the external parts. The participants also

stated that the drafts of reports are mostly prepared by the head office of the hotel

group. Besides, they also produce some private reports by themselves as per their

informative needs with the advantage of information technologies. Table 3.15

summarized the relation of the reporting in the sample hotel.

Table 3.15: External Reporting Flow in the Sample Hotel

EXTERNAL REPORTING FLOW
GENERAL MANAGER REPORTS TO (1) WHO, (2) WHAT, (3) WHEN;

THE OWNER THE HEAD OFFICE THE AREA MANAGER
Overall Performance Report (monthly) Human Resources Report

(monthly)
Three Month Outlook

Flow-Through Report (monthly) LQA Report (twice a year) General Overview for F&B and
Rooms (monthly)

Capital and Key Controls Reports
(monthly)

Guest Satisfaction Report
(monthly)

Other Income Departments and
Expenses Performance (monthly)

Summary Statement of Cash Flow
(monthly)

Business Plan Reports File
(annual)

Pacesetter Summary (monthly)

Budget Reports File (annual)

In external flow, the General Manager is responsible to report to the owner,

the head office of the hotel group, and the area president of the hotel group. The

reports are prepared by the Director of Finance and submitted to the General

Manager. After a strict control, the General Manager generates a file under the name
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of the General Manager (GM) Reports, which consists of 11 types of reports, and

forwards it to the external parts. The Business Plan Report File and the Budget

Reports File are also submitted to the head office additionally by the General

Manager. The Director of Finance is the one who directly reports to the General

Manager in every financial case and the primary assistant of the General Manager in

terms of preparing and presenting General Manager Reports.

Table 3.16: Internal Reporting Flow in the Sample Hotel

INTERNAL REPORTING FLOW
WHO REPORTS? TO WHOM? WHAT? WHEN?

Director of Food and
Beverage

Director of Finance F&B Statistics Annual
F&B Department Budget Annual

Director of Food and
Beverage

General Manager Menu Engineering Report As per needed
Operational Feedback Report As per event
Monthly Budget Variance
Report

Monthly

Operational Break-Even Report As per event
Daily Operations Summary Daily
Operational P&L Report Monthly

Director of Rooms Director of Finance Rooms Statistics Annual
Rooms Department Budget Annual

Director of Rooms General Manager Manager Flash Report
Monthly Budget Variance
Report

As per needed
Monthly

Director of Sales and
Marketing

Director of Finance S&M Department Budget Annual

Director of Sales and
Marketing

General Manager Monthly Budget Variance
Report

Monthly

Director of Finance General Manager Daily Revenue Report Daily
Summary Operating Statement Annual
Departmental Profits Report Annual
Master Layout Annual
Other Operating Departments
Summary

Annual

Summary Head counts Annual
Summary Administrative and
General Reports

Monthly, Annual

All Overhead Department
Reports

Monthly

Energy Cost Monthly,
Quarterly

Basic Gross Salary Accounts
and Total Payroll

Monthly, Annual

Food and Beverage Cost
Summary

Monthly

Repair and Maintenance Annual
FF&E Budget Annual
Input of Revenue Monthly
Actual Figures Monthly

Director of Revenue General Manager STR Reports Daily
Business Plan Reports File Annual

In internal flow, the department managers are primarily responsible to report

to the Director of Finance in course of some budgetary reports excluding the Director
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of Revenue. The Director of Revenue directly reports Business Plan Reports to the

General Manager since he is not in charge of preparing the departmental budget.

Moreover, the department managers are responsible to report to the General Manager

about the particular departmental cases and affairs. The reason for reporting to the

Director of Finance by other department managers is to control and revise the

budgetary forms in the Finance and Accounting department in advance, after

controlled by the Director of Finance, these forms are presented to the General

Manager to discuss and revise the budget structure if needed. All types of reports that

are reported to the Director of Finance by the department managers, and the reports

used by the Director of Finance to present to the General Manager are the parts of the

Budget Reports File. The Actual Figures Reports also reveal the actual results of the

budgeted figures in the Budget Reports File monthly. It is only prepared by the

Director of Finance. Other reports are specific to departmental affairs.

There is a standardized relation in terms of the managerial reporting in the

sample hotel. The standardized relation refers to the stages that are included in the

reporting flow and who participates in the flow. Moreover, it refers to determine who

participates in which stage and what kind of managerial reports are used in these

stages. There are two basic reporting files (the Business Plan Reports File and the

Budget Reports File) which are at the bottom of Table 3.17. The bottom line is the

first stage in the figure and called the “planning stage”. All heads of departments (18

managers) must participate in the preparation of these forms. The reporting structure

becomes more particular than the bottom line after the first stage. The second stage is

referred to as the “analysis stage”. This stage is the process of analysing the planned

and forecasted data on the two basic report files based on time frames such as daily,

weekly, monthly, etc. In this stage, the executive committee (six managers) take a

role in analysing the operational outcomes and compared the actual results to

predicted results by using the Actual Figures Reports. The third stage is named as

“control- reaction” stage. This stage evokes the efforts of controlling, making

changes, and implementing new methods for operational excellence in the entire

hotel. All heads of departments must take action in this stage and review their

departmental affairs in terms of short-term and long-term strategies both as verbal

and digital (an example of a verbal report for a review of the operations is given in
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Appendix 33). The fourth and last stage is labeled as the “decision-making stage”.

This stage is the judgement point of all operational efforts during a period such as a

month or a year, grounded on comparing the all prepared reports to the actual

report’s outcomes. The executive committee (six managers) is responsible for final

decision-making. It is expressed more apparent in Table 3.17.

Table 3.17: The Standardized Relation of Reporting in Sample Hotel

Stage 4: Decision Reports prepared: General Manager’s Reports and Summary Financial Reports
Participants: Executive Committee

Stage 3: Control Reports prepared: Verbal Reports and Digital Reports based on needed information
Participants: All head of departments

Stage 2: Analysing Reports prepared: Particular Department Reports presented in Table 3.16
Participants: Executive Committee

Stage1: Planning Reports prepared: Budget Reports and Business Plan Reports
Participants: All head of departments

The theme and codes that were obtained from the statements of the

participants are presented in Table 3.18.

Table 3.18: Theme and Codes Related to the Different Types of Managerial Reports Utilized by the

Departments

Theme Codes Description Interview Extract

Types of
Managerial
Reports

General
Manager’s
Report

General Manager’s Reports
are aimed to utilize for
external parts and prepared by
Director of Finance.

‘‘The Director of Finance is preparing the
contents (almost 20 reports) of this report as
an Excel file and presents it to me. I am
controlling and adding some changes to
these reports.’’ (M1)

Budgetary
Reports-
Actual
Figures
Reports

The Director of Finance is
responsible for preparing
budget reports and the actual
result reports of budgetary
targets in the entire hotel.

‘‘I am preparing 14 budget forms and two
particular reports additionally which are
Actual Figures that represent the actual
results of budgeted figures on Budget
Reports.’’ (M2)

Business
Plan Reports

Business Plan Reports are very
diverted and complex reports
file.

‘‘I am preparing Business Plan which is a
complex Microsoft Excel file of the
managerial reports that consist of almost 32
types of particular reports for each
department.’’ (M5)

Departmental
Reports

Departmental Reports are
prepared by department
managers.

‘‘I am preparing some particular reports
about the F&B operations and directly
report to the General Manager. I am utilizing
two budget reports and some of the
particular reports at all.’’ (M3).
‘‘I prepare S&M department expenses
budget and variance report related to budget
goals every month.’’ (M4).
‘‘I am also responsible for the budget of
rooms and housekeeping departments related
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To sum up, four basic reporting files that have a very important role in the

entire hotel; (1) Business Plan Reports File, (2) Budget Reports File, (3) General

Manager’s Reports, and (4) Departmental Reports. Business Plan Reports File and

Budget Reports File are prepared by all manager’s contributions. After, data on these

files are followed and updated by the particular and/or Departmental Reports such as

Actual Figures Reports, Food and Beverage Reports, STR (Smith Travel Research

Analytic) Reports, Daily Performance Flash Reports, etc. General Manager’s Reports

are a summarized version of data on other three report files and external-oriented.

The reporting time is based on daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly.

The statements of one participant are as follow:

‘‘I prepare the managerial reports dividing by two criterias; past data

(history) and future data (forecast) in my department. I am only responsible for

reporting to the General Manager and producing data for the executive committee. I

utilize trend reports and comparison reports to update data that are already included

in Business Plan reports. A business plan is a complex Microsoft Excel file of the

managerial reports that consist of almost 32 types of particular reports for each

department. We need Business Plan to understand the methods to maximize our

profit. Business Plan is like a statement of our activities from beginning to end of

next year. As a revenue manager, I am the one who provides most of the data to the

executive committee in preparation for the Business Plan. The sense of a Business

Plan is to compare the current year against last year and forecast the next year by

following market trends. Specifically, I prepare the revenue and production reports

that are presented in Business Plan. Furthermore, I prepare STR Reports (online

travel reports). My job is basically about finding the best revenue and profit

segments to optimize the capacity of the hotel.’’ (M5)

Due to the document analysis of the sample hotel, it is summarized the

contents of Business Plan by navigating with the segments:

 Set-Up

to financial figures. The particular reports
are very important for forecasting and
analysing.’’ (M6).
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 Parameters (Appendix 1): It presents the data for Business Plan year (next

year) and current year month by month in terms of working days in a month,

the capacity per day (available number of rooms), number of out of order

rooms.

 Introduction

 Hotel Details (Appendix 2): It includes location quality, room inventory,

room quality, planned refurbishment, number of F&B outlets with seating

capacity, meeting and banqueting capacity and inventory, and other facilities.

 Organization Chart: It is given in Figure 3.2.

 General Market Conditions (Appendix 3): It provides information on GDP

and Inflation rate in time series, political outlook, economical environment,

social and tourism development, and general market trends in the country.

 Local Market Conditions (Appendix 4): It provides information on the

number of hotels and rooms in the market, major openings for the future,

refurbishments program of other hotels, comments on market, supply,

demand, and future market assumptions.

 Positioning Segment (Appendix 5): It gives an idea about the position of the

hotel within others in the market and unique selling points differently from

others.

 Objectives Budget Year (Appendix 6): It includes the objectives of the next

budget with an action plan clarifying who will take action, when, and how

this action will be measured.

 Competitive Analysis

 Competitive Analysis-Rooms (Appendix 7): It exhibits a compared

Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) analysis of all hotels

for rooms in the market and also some specific measures as shown in

Appendix 7.

 Competitive Analysis-F&B (Appendix 8): It presents a compared SWOT

analysis of all hotels’ key food and beverage outlets in the market and also

some specific measures as shown in Appendix 8.
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 Competitive Analysis-C&B (Appendix 9): It demonstrates a comparison

SWOT analysis of all hotels’ conference and banquet halls in the market and

also some specific measures as shown in Appendix 9.

 Revenue Generation Index (RGI) Performance (Appendix 10): RGI is

calculated by dividing the hotels’ revenue by all hotels’ revenue in the

market. The chart shows the improvement of the hotels’ revenue by years

and its rank in competitive set (other hotels).

 Revenue Input

 Revenue KPIs (Appendix 11): It presents the hotels’ performance based on

revenue performance indicators such as occupancy rate (OCC), ADR, rooms

revenue, F&B revenue, gross operating profit (GOP).

 Rooms-Monthly Comments (Appendix 13): It demonstrates the projected

changes comparing to last year about OCC, ADR, and revenue per available

room (RevPar) by each month in a year and allows the managers to put key

comments per month.

 Revenue Analysis

 Rooms-KPI Comparison (Appendix 12): It indicates the three metrics (OCC,

ADR, RevPar) and the changes in time series. Also, it assits the managers to

predict next year’s rates of them.

 Rooms Budget (Appendix 14): It allows the managers to have the budget

based on revenue, average rate, staying nights by segmenting all customers.

The customer segments are; (1) Transients: Transient Business Contracted

(TBC), Transient Business Non Contracted (TBNC), Transient Leisure

Contracted (TLC), Transient Leisure Non Contracted (TLNC), Transient

Other. (2) Group: Group Business and Group Leisure. (3) Airline and Others.

 Pricing

 Rate Information (Appendix 15): It demonstrates the proposal prices for

which segment of the customers should pay for a room including breakfast

or room only for one night. Each group is priced according to the market

segment, commission terms, bedroom and meeting space required, length of

stay, and daily forecast.
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 Competition Pricing (Appendix 16): It discloses which price is available for

which segment in low and high seasons by considering room type and meal

plan in a competitive set.

 Business Tracking

 Nationality Statistics (Appendix 17): It provides the information about the

nationalities of hotel guests.

 Channels (Appendix 18): It involves the reservation channels of the hotel for

room selling.

 Rooms Strategy: These reports point out the strategy per market segment in

terms of revenue, average daily rate, room pricing objectives, room nights,

and minor segments. It is concluded that the hotel uses several factors to

establish rate structures as follow: (1) primary competitors rates, (2) age of

the hotel, (3) value of the products and services delivered by the hotel, (4)

location, (5) competitive advantages that the hotel might have over its

competitive set, (6) actual rates for the previous year, (7) the expectation to

increase total room revenues. The room rate structure includes setting

particular rates for macro and micro market segments ranging from the

highest to the lowest rates.

 Rooms Strategy-Transient Business Contracted (Appendix 19)

 Rooms Strategy-Transient Business Non-Contracted (Appendix 20)

 Rooms Strategy-Transient Leisure Contracted (Appendix 21)

 Rooms Strategy-Transient Leisure Non-Contracted (Appendix 22)

 Rooms Strategy-Transient Other (Appendix 23)

 Rooms Strategy-Group Business (Appendix 24)

 Rooms Strategy-Group Leisure (Appendix 25)

 Rooms Strategy-Airlines(Appendix 26)

 F&B Strategy: It allows the managers to set strategic objectives related to

revenue, expense, and number of covers.

 C&B Strategy (Appendix 27)

 F&B Overall Strategy (Appendix 28)
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 Key Accounts

 Allotment Usage (Appendix 29): It is the list of how many rooms are

allocated to which reservation channel in a specific period.

 Key Accounts (Appendix 30): It is the list of corporative companies that use

the hotel in their conferences and meetings. They are very fruitful for the

hotel in terms of pricing and analysing the rate of staying.

 Prospect Accounts (Appendix 31): It is the list of corporative companies that

utilize the hotel in their conferences and meetings. Yet, they are not very

profitable for the hotel in terms of pricing and analysing the rate of staying.

 Planning

 Sales Action Plan-Monthly (Appendix 32): It includes the plan of sales

activities per week in a month, and annually in total. Also, target expenses

and revenue are examined in the report.

 Market Segment Forecast (Appendix 34): It is a summary table of all

customer segment sources with room nights, average daily rate, and revenue

in the entire hotel on monthly basis.

STR (Smith Travel Research) reports are the reports that give instant data for

the hotels’ competitive set related to average rate (Appendix 35) and daily

performance report (Appendix 36). These reports are online reports and can be seen

by other hotels for competition check. Daily segment tracking report (Appendix 37)

and daily pick-up summary (Appendix 38) allow the managers to have an idea about

the customer segment’s profile in terms of room night and average rate. These daily

reports are a great base for the next budget and forecast plans.

The statements of one participant are as follow:
‘‘As the General Manager, the most comprehensive report which I am

preparing is General Manager’s Report. Director of Finance is preparing the

contents of this report as an Excel file and forwards to me. I am controlling and

adding some changes to these reports at the end of each month. This report file

includes 11 reports and Business Plan and Budget Reports Files additionally. It also

includes firstly the hotels’ performance within the departments. Revenue centres like

F&B, Rooms, Spa are firstly compared with actual results to budgeted figures. After,
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cost centres like Human Resources, Engineering, Security are compared in terms of

departmental expenses and their share in entire expenses. I send this report file to

the owner, the head office, and the area president but each of them searches based

on the information needed. For example, the head office investigates the Energy

Analysis of the hotel so that they are calculating what is the rate of electricity usage

per guest in a day. So, they are keen on detailed information.’’ (M1)

Due to the document analysis of the sample hotel, it is summarized the

contents of General Manager Report by navigating with the authorities to be reported:

 The Reports Providing to Property Owner;

 Overall Performance Report (monthly) (Appendix 39): It is a monthly

analysis report of the revenue centres using key metrics such as revenue,

expenses, profit margin comparing month-to-date and year-to-date results

with actual and forecast-budget results, and also by considering last year

actual results. In the report, variance calculations are additionally

investigated. If the variance is +10% or higher and -10% or lower, it

requires comments for changes on each item if needed.

 Flow-Through Report (monthly) (Appendix 40): It measures how much

gross operating profit increased or decreased as a percentage of the change

in revenue within the departments. Shortly, it measures the share of profit

within the revenue.

 Capital and Key Controls Report (monthly) (Appendix 41): It indicates the

major engineering issues, capital changes, capital projects for investments,

and financial key controls related to internal auditing.

 Summary Statement of Cash Flow (monthly) (Appendix 42): It states the

cash flow of the hotel based on as per the current month and estimate next

month/s. Four cash sources in the sample hotel are cash flow from

operations includes funds to/from receivables, payables, pre-payments, taxes,

etc., cash flow from investing activities includes capital expenditures,

investments, etc., cash from financing activities includes debt paid/received,

dividends paid/received, etc., cash to/from owners, cash received from

owners or transferred back to owners.
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 The Reports Providing to Head Office

 Human Resources Report (monthly) (Appendix 43): It shows the employee

efficiency within the departments, employee engagement survey, employee

turnover rate, vacant positions, and new hires.

 Guest Satisfaction Report (monthly) (Appendix 44): It is the result of guest

comments based on online portals which draw the guest relations.

 LQA Report (twice a year) (Appendix 45): There is a company that is called

Leading Quality Assurance which is hired by luxury hotels in order to

evaluate their service quality based on the settled standards by LQA

company. One of the inspectors who comes from the LQA company visits

the hotel twice a year to check whether the employees serve their guests

with excellent standards or not.

 Business Plan Reports File: It is mentioned above. It is also shared with the

Head Office related to Financial Figures on Business Plan.

 Budget Report File: It is mentioned above. It is also shared with the Head

Office related to Financial Figures on Budget reports.

 The Reports Providing to Area Manager President

 Three Month Outlook (Appendix 46): It is the sum of three months version

of the overall performance monthly report.

 General Overview for F&B and Rooms Department (monthly) (Appendix

47): In the report, comments and figures of two revenue centres are

presented. For rooms, rooms revenue highlights, the customer segment

performance, variance figures, and competition performance are

demonstrated. For F&B, revenue highlights, food and beverage cost, payroll

cost, number of covers, and average check price within the outlets of F&B

are indicated.

 Other Income Departments and Expenses Performance Report (monthly)

(Appendix 48): It presents the revenue, cost, and profit figures of minor

operating departments such as SPA, Laundry, Telephone, etc. Also, the

expenses are highlighted for Rooms and Sales and Marketing. In the report,
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there is a second section that provides information about pending legal cases,

outstanding accounts receivable, and repair and maintenance expenses.

 Pacesetter Summary (monthly) (Appendix 49): It is a very complex report

that points out KPI analysis for the entire hotel, the customer segments

revenues, demand drivers in the market, rate parities, revenue opportunities,

etc.

The statements of one participant are as follow:
‘‘My job is tracking and reporting all financial cases in the hotel. In the

accounting department, we are keeping, sorting, and reporting all financial data.

Excluding financial statements, I am highly responsible for budget preparation and

control. The budget reports and drafts are delivered from the head office in Excel

version, we are operating data on these drafts and keep them as a database for

financial planning and control. I can sort out the budgets as; (1) Consolidated Hotel

Budgets which contains the summary financial information for the entire hotel and

present the key financial results for all of the hotel departments, (2) Department

Budgets that contain the detailed budget information for a specific department, (3)

Revenue Budgets include the market segments provide average room rates, number

of rooms sold, and total revenue for transient, group, and contract market segments.

In the F&B Department budget, the meal periods (breakfast, lunch, dinner) include

average checks, customer counts, and total revenues for breakfast, lunch, and dinner,

(4) Expense Budgets include payroll and operating expenses for each department, (5)

Profit Budgets include calculated department profits by subtracting total expenses

from total revenues. I am distributing all budget forms to related department

managers and ask them to fill the forms up and send them back to me on a timely

basis. On my own, I am preparing 14 budget forms and two particular reports

additionally, also, Actual Figures that show the actual results of budgeted figures on

Budget Reports. For example, I am giving F&B Budget Form to Director of F&B. Of

course, I am also giving him the historical data with details related to his department.

Director of F&B completes the budget lines by adding his verbal explaining and

send it back to me. After my permission and control, we are presenting it to General

Manager as a file (Consolidated Budget). After completing Budget Forms, we are

sending it to the Head Office as they must know all related financial figures. As a
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finance manager, my job is tracking historical data. I am presenting historical data

to the executive committee and we are strategically planning for the future together.

The revenue manager is very important in this case because future planning metrics

are very well presented by him.’’ (M2)

Due to the document analysis of the sample hotel, it is summarized the

contents of Budget Reports File by navigating with the segments:

 Daily Revenue Report (Appendix 50): It is not a budget form but a daily

departmental performance report that includes all departmental revenues the day

before. Also, the collected revenues month to date and year to date are

concluded in the report.

 Summary Operating Statement (Appendix 51): It includes the gross operating

profit along with total revenue and total expenses by each month. Also, it is

compared with the previous year and budgeted for next year. There is a proposed

line-by-line comparison of all figures in the operating statement to determine

issues and create potential solutions. In the operating statement, it is possible to

determine if the figures differ from past performance and industry averages.

Each line item requires specific questions to identify the causes of declining

operating performance.

 Departmental Profits Report (Appendix 52): It is a more detailed report than

Summary Operating Statement that allows the managers to point out the

department’s share in profitability.

 Master Layout (Appendix 53): It shows a complete form of all revenues,

expenses, and statistical data in one report monthly.

 Other Operating Departments Summary (Appendix 54): It demonstrates the

revenue and expenses by each month of minor operated departments. For more

details, Telecommunications Budget, Guest Laundry Budget, Business Centre

Budget, Recreation Department Budget, SPA, Gift Shop Budget, Other Income

Shop & Space Rental Budget are prepared.

 Summary Headcounts (Appendix 55): The headcount is the budgeted number of

employees within the departments in budget reports. The report indicates how

many headcounts (employees) have a department. For instance, if it is budgeted
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22 employees in the expense budget for F&B department, 22 employees are

called headcount.

 Summary Administrative and General (A&G) Reports (Appendix 56): The

report exhibits the departments (non-operating departments) with undistributed

expenses that mean not generating revenue such as information technologies (IT),

human resources (HR), Staff Cafeteria, Security, Transportation, Sales and

Marketing. This report is only a summary version.

 All Overhead Department Reports (Appendix 57): These reports are the detailed

version of Summary A&G Reports. Overhead departments operates as an only

cost centre and their expenses distribute to the revenue centres. These

departments are IT, HR, Staff Cafeteria, Security, Transportation, Sales and

Marketing.

 Energy Cost (Appendix 58): It presents the cost of energy utilities by each

month.

 Basic Gross Salary Accounts and Total Payroll (Appendix 59): It shows the total

amount of gross salaries in a department and the share in the revenue.

 Food and Beverage Cost Summary (Appendix 60): It is not a budget report but a

particular cost report including F&B revenues and cost shares by each month.

 Summary Repair and Maintenance (Appendix 61): It includes the repair and

maintenance expenses in the entire hotel with garden maintenance. This budget

report is prepared together with Director of Engineering.

 Furniture, Fixture, and Equipment Budget (Appendix 62): This budget is

prepared for purchasing fixed assets for all departments.

 Input of Revenue (Appendix 63): It is a brief statement of all revenue channels

with room capacity by each month. It also points out statistical data such as KPIs.

 Actual Figures: It is a complex and summary reports file. It includes detailed

income statement figures for each department and outlet in the hotel. It indicates

the actual figures compared to budgeted figures. It is prepared with the same

data structure and will be presented in the following findings.

The statements of one participant are as follow:
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‘‘In Food and Beverage Department, my first target is maintaining an

excellent service for our guests and keep my staff motivated. I am managing more

than 120 employees including kitchen, service, and stewarding. I have many

important responsibilities comparing to other department managers. The most

important targets for me are (1) obtaining the best score in Trust You (website for

the guest comments online) as F&B department, (2) obtaining the best LQA score

regarding my staffs’ service skills, (3) obtaining the best Hygiene Audit Score in all

F&B areas including kitchen, stewarding, and the restaurants, (4) obtaining the best

score in Employee Engagement Survey, (5) lastly, maintaining two important metrics

of Productivity. Productivity refers to relating to employees’ performance by

enhancing two metrics; daily revenue as per employee and number of covers in a

restaurant as per employee. Apart from these, I have to manage the financial targets

of my department. I am preparing the budget based on the department statistics and

forward it to Director of Finance. After, we present it to the General Manager. Also,

I am preparing some particular reports about the F&B operations and directly

report to the General Manager. I am utilizing two budget reports and some of the

particular reports at all.’’ (M3)

Due to the document analysis of the sample hotel, it is summarized the reports

using by Director of Food and Beverage:

 F&B Statistics Report (Appendix 64): This report indicates the last year’s

revenue and cost information by each month within all outlets of the department.

It presents the number of food covers (customers), average food cover revenue,

average food cover cost, number of beverage covers, average beverage cover

revenue, average beverage cover cost.

 F&B Budget (Appendix 65): The budget includes food revenue, beverage

revenue, food cost, beverage cost, payroll cost, and other operational expenses.

In conclusion, it presents the department profit by month. Also, previous year

performance and current year forecast and budget numbers are given.

 Menu Engineering Report (Appendix 66): It is the evaluation of the outlets’

menu in terms of popularity and profitability by considering the number of

dishes sold, dish food cost, selling price. It is prepared upon need.
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 Operational Feedback Report (Appendix 67): This report is prepared for huge

events such as Mothers Day, New Year Evening, Children Carnival, etc. This

report includes two parts; Action Plan (prepared before the event) and Feedback

Report (prepared after the event). The report is good at navigating the event

without any mistake and provides feedbacks for next years’ operations.

 Monthly Budget Variance Report-F&B (Appendix 68): This report evaluates the

monthly budgeted and actual figures with variance percentages.

 Operational Break-Even Report (Appendix 69): This report is prepared before

the huge events to calculate the amount of cost of sales and determine the

minimum revenue to be obtained for reaching the break-even point.

 Daily Operations Summary (Appendix 70): It presents the daily revenue, cost of

sales, total payroll with some key metrics. Also, discounts in F&B outlets could

be concluded in this report.

 Operational Profit and Loss Report (Appendix 71): It is prepared before and

after the huge event to analyse the revenue, cost, and profit from the event with

details.

M3 also stated a brief explanation of each cost item that is required to

represent to the General Manager as the example below. These explanations belong

to all-day dining restaurant. To complete the F&B General Budget, the outlets’

budgets should be prepared at first. The same budget report is benefited but should

be particular for each outlet. After all, they are merged in one form. Example of

budget explains are stated by M3:

‘‘(1) Linen Expense: There is no need for linens on the tables so no cost is

assumed. (2) Chinaware Expense: We need salt and pepper shakers in 2011.

Currently, We have 86 pairs to be used in the restaurant. Regarding the fact of being

broken and busy time, We need at least 100 pairs more. The cost of one pair is

almost 4,08 Euro. I think We can buy them in the first month of 2011. We also need

butter and bread plates. We have only 961 plates in the entire hotel and it is not

enough for all outlets. In the restaurant, We are going to use these plates for terrace,

private dining room, and wine lounge. There is a total of 300 covers capacity at all

and We need at least double of them in order to recover every table set-up. One plate
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is almost 3,80 Euro. We can distribute the purchasing of items in different months. (3)

Glassware Expense: There is a lot of glassware in the restaurant but the biggest

problem is with the tea glass (Turkish tea glass). They are fragile so that We have a

lot of breaking glasses. We need them mostly during Eids, Ramadan, and New Year

organizations. (4) Uniform Expense: Uniform was purchased for the restaurant in

2010 so We do not need any new purchasing for the new uniform. (5) Bar Supplies:

The bar We use in the restaurant is sufficient, and We do not need another bar to be

located inside the restaurant. Also, bar equipment for the restaurant is enough. So,

no cost is assumed for this.’’ (M3)

The statements of one participant are as follow:
‘‘Rooms division has a complex working area due to including the front office

and housekeeping operations. Our priority is to manage very well occupancy and

daily room rates since room division is the most revenue-oriented department in the

entire hotel. I have two primary targets; (1) obtaining the best LQA score for my

department, (2) obtaining very well guest comments on Trust You website. I am also

responsible for budget rooms and housekeeping departments related to financial

figures. Furthermore, particular reports are very important for forecasting and

analysing.’’ (M6)

Due to the document analysis of the sample hotel, it is summarized the reports

using by Director of Rooms:

 Rooms Statistics Report (Appendix 72): It shows the number of available and

occupied rooms with room segments, average rates for each room segment, total

room revenue, RevPAR, number of guests by each month. It allows the

managers to compare last year’s results with the current year’s forecast and

budget numbers.

 Rooms Department Budget (Appendix 73): It exhibits total room revenue,

payroll and other expenses, and department profit by each month as projected for

the next year and with last year’s results. This budget also presents the

housekeeping expenses included in other expenses.

 Manager Flash Report (Appendix 74): This report is the most comprehensive

report in the entire hotel that indicates a year’s performance by day and by

month with over 100 metrics at all.
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 Monthly Budget Variance Report-Rooms (Appendix 75): This report evaluates

the monthly budgeted and actual figures with variance percentages.

The statements of one participant are as follow:
‘‘Sales and Marketing (S&M) department is an overhead department. My

department seems like it does not obtain any revenue for the entire hotel. In fact, it is

wrong because all of the sales operations in the hotel are aroused from S&M

department. We sell rooms, banquets, and conferences, meetings, big events. Yet, all

the revenues that come from these events are penetrated in the related department.

Banquet revenue goes to F&B, reservations and selling rooms go to Rooms Division.

We do not create direct income but create indirect income for the hotel. I am

responsible to prepare sales performance reports on a daily, weekly, and annual

basis. Since Revenue Manager works as my assistant, I gave this task to him and he

prepares these reports for Business Plan Reports File. For example, competitive

analysis, tracking key accounts, market segment forecast is prepared by Revenue

Manager with my directive. Apart from these, I prepare the S&M department

expenses budget and variance report related to budget goals on a monthly frame.’’

(M4)

Due to the document analysis from the sample hotel, it is summarized the

Sales and Marketing Reports using by Director of S&M:

 S&M Department Budget: This budget includes payroll expenses and S&M

expenses by month. It is presented in Appendix 57.

 Monthly Budget Variance Report-S&M (Appendix 76): This report evaluates the

monthly budgeted and actual figures with variance percentages.

3.2.2. Provided Data on Managerial Reports

The key aspect to pose the question is to recognize data provided on

managerial reports and the role and importance of data. The findings reveal that each

report is prepared to evaluate the most suitable strategies and statistics for

operational and financial excellence. Besides, these reports mainly indicate all

departmental revenue-expenses figures and key statistics.

The theme and codes which were obtained from the statements of the

participants are presented in Table 3.19.
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Table 3.19: Theme and Codes Related to the Provided Data on the Managerial Reports

It is claimed that Business Plan Report File and Budget Reports File are the

primary data source for strategic goals in the short and long terms. It is also found

that one month refers to short term and one year is classified as long term in

hospitality enterprises. These files also provide a financial comparison by allowing

the managers to go insights into the departmental performance due to able to analyse

last year’s performance with budgeted and forecasted figures. Moreover, it could be

compared month to date and year-to-date actual results. Business Plan Report File is

mostly grounded on providing non-financial data figures, competitive market

analysis, market segmentation analysis, and critical performance figures. Budget

Reports include all budgeted revenue and expense figures within the departments.

The statements of one participant are as follow:

Theme Codes Description Interview Extract

Provided
Data on the
Managerial
Reports

Critical Performance
Factors

General Manager prepares
all summarized data to
monitor the performance
of the hotel with Director
of Finance.

‘‘I am the final decision-maker in the
executive committee. All the report files
are submitted to me, I consolidate the
figures on them in General Manager
Report File. Firstly, I am reviewing all
data for sending to the authorities.
Then, I am collecting and summarizing
these data with Director of Finance.’’
(M1)

Revenue and
Expense (Financial)
Figures

Last Year-Actual-
Budget-Forecast
Figures

Revenue and expense
figures are presented with
all necessary data for the
entire hotel by Director of
Finance.

‘‘In the Budget Reports, I am preparing
all estimated revenue and expenses
figures with departmental profits
annually. Then, I am presenting a
consolidated profit and loss statement
(or income statement) for each
department and the entire hotel on
monthly basis. It is called Actual
Figures reports.’’ (M2)

Strategic Goals

Competition
Analysis

Non-Financial Data

Market
Segmentation
Analysis

Director of Revenue is
highly responsible for
providing data due to the
importance of reports
prepared by himself.

‘‘I am not only making financial
estimates but also non-financial data
such as general and local market
conditions including the share of
tourism in GDP and inflation rate for
three years, political-social-economical
outlooks. We divided our customers into
macro and micro-segments and it allows
us to prepare rooms budget easier.’’
(M5)
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‘‘I am responsible for budget payroll and operational expenses in S&M

Department Budget. All of the sales strategies and competitive analysis are prepared

by Director of Revenue and Executive Committee together.’’ (M4)

The statements of one participant are as follow:

‘‘For the Budget Reports, I am preparing all estimated revenue and expenses

figures with departmental profits annually. After, I am presenting a consolidated

profit and loss statement (or income statement) for each department and the entire

hotel on monthly basis. It is called Actual Figures reports. Also, I am calculating

some statistical data and variance data as an addition to Income Statement. In the

hotel, our revenue centres (operating departments) are Rooms, Food and Beverage,

MOD (Minor Operating Departments such as SPA, business centre, park vale, gift

shop, etc.), and other incomes (rental incomes). These revenue centres have

departmental expenses that are payroll and operational expenses. Payroll expenses

include Salaries, Wages, Bonuses & Incentives, Vacation Pay, Service Charge,

Social & Health Insurance, Employees Meals, Employees Benefit. Operational

expenses depend on each departments’ operational flow. There are also overhead

departments. These departments do not provide any revenue, they have just

undistributed expenses. Undistributed operating expenses are administrative and

general (A&G), sales and marketing (S&M), repair and maintenance (R&M), and

energy costs. We also add the expense of Central Services Fee to Hotel Group to

undistributed expenses. After deducting all expenses from revenue, we find out gross

operating profit (GOP). After we deduct the amortisation and provision for fixed

assets from GOP, then we find Adjusted GOP. It is also called EBITDA (Earnings

Before Interest and Tax). While we mostly care about GOP, the owner cares about

EBITDA. I am operating these data for each month and each department. In Master

Layout, I am presenting a profit summary that exhibits how much we estimate the

profit for next year’s budget. Input of revenues shows the revenue amounts from the

operations. Besides, in every budget form, we calculate the last year’s figures to

estimate the budget figures. Budget figures are the basis for our strategies but we

calculate the forecast figures too. The forecast is a kind of budget estimation that

depends on the flow of operations. We mostly update budget figures by revising the

forecast. We can not change the budget figures but can change the forecast. We
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execute forecast modification by examining at Daily Revenue Report. In the

beginning, we budget and plan these figures based on our estimates, after we control

it on a timely basis and decide whether our operations increase or decrease

financially.’’ (M2)

Due to the document analysis of the sample hotel, there is an example of

Summary Income Statement for a month in Euro currency:

Figure 3.3: Summary Income Statement of the Sample Hotel

Source: Sample Hotel

The left part of Income Statement demonstrates the performance of the past

month with actual results, forecasted amount, budgeted amount, and last year amount

with percentages. The middle part of Income Statement presents the revenue figures

of operating departments. Next, it states the operating profits that the expenses are

already deducted from the revenue figures. There are non-operating departmental

expenses and GOP that is found by the non-operating departmental expenses are

deducted from the operating profit. Management fees (the fees for the Head Office of

the hotel) and the occupancy expenses are deducted from GOP and EBITDA is found

for the month. In the right part, year-to-date figures are given. The Income Statement
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indicates the August month results, year-to-date is the performance of from January

to August within the year. That column also presents actual results, forecasted

amount, budgeted amount, and last year’s amount with percentages.

As an addition to the Income Statement, variance (changes) percentages of all

of the figures are presented in Income Statement. It indicates the left and right parts.

The left part demonstrates the actual results to budgeted figures and actual results of

this month to the same month of last year. The right part shows the same structure

but it is year-to-date results and figures.

Figure 3.4: Summary Variance Report

Source: Sample Hotel

There is also an additional report to the Income Statement that indicates the

operational results and key statistics as shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Operational Results and Key Statistics

Source: Sample Hotel

This report presents the actual results comparing to the budgeted figures in

terms of each department’s revenue, payroll expenses, and operational expenses. It

also demonstrates non-operating departments’ expenses. At least, it indicates the

GOP and NOP (Net Operating Profit) figures. The right and left parts indicate the

month and year-to-date results with the same structure as mentioned above.

In the following key statistics part, the data are as follow:

 Rooms Base: It is a base room capacity (402 rooms).

 Total Rooms Available: Room capacity for the month and year to date.

 Rooms Occupied: The number of rooms sold.

 Occupancy: Number of rooms sold as a percentage.
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 Average Room Rate: It is the ratio of total room revenue in a month divided by

the number of rooms sold.

 REVPAR: It is a key metric that shows the possible average room rate for each

available room. It is calculated by dividing rooms available to room revenue in a

period.

 Average Length of Stay: It is the average stay of a guest found by dividing the

length of stay to the number of guests in a period.

 Food Covers: The number of guests in the restaurants.

 Average Food Check: It is found by dividing total F&B revenue to the number

of F&B covers.

 Total Payroll and Benefits: Total amount of employee salaries and wages along

with supplemental expenses (staff meals, bonuses, insurance).

 Total EFTE (Equivalent Full-time Employee): EFTE is a number of employees

who worked in a period. The counting of EFTE in a period is called ‘‘head

count’’ in the hotel.

 Total Revenue per EFTE: It is the result of total revenue divided by a number of

employees.

 Profit Retention: Retention is the other name of flow-thru (flow-through) and/ or

profit margin in a department. It is found by dividing the profit by the revenue at

a certain time. In the reports, Rooms Profit Retention, F&B Profit Retention,

GOP Retention, and EBITDA Retention are presented.

 Mix Percentages: It indicates the percentages of departmental revenue in total

revenue. The sales mix percentage refers to the share or amount of each

department’s sales contributions to total sales.

In the sample hotel, it was stated that the payroll expense has a huge share of

overall expenses. Due to document analysis, it is reported in Actual Figures as in

Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Total Payroll and EFTE’s Summary

Source: Sample Hotel

In Figure 3.6, it is concluded that the payroll is divided into salaries&wages

(S&W) and supplemental expenses. Also, it is indicated management payroll

(management level) and hourly (employees) payroll. The columns labelled with

‘‘amount’’ is the cost of payroll, EFTE is the number of employees. EFTE is

calculated by dividing the worked hours (management, hourly, overtime, leased

labour) to full-time equivalent time (day, week, month) of work. The detailed

Department Income Statement with Key Statistics is listed in the Appendices part

(Appendix 77). Budget Reports File and Actual Figures include the same data and

budgets are estimated while the actual figures show the real results. The key statistics

provided in Departmental Income Statements for the managers are listed in Table

3.20.
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Table 3.20: The Key Statistics Used in Reports by the Sample Hotel

METRIC NOMINATOR DENOMINATOR
Rooms Revenue per Room Occupied Rooms Revenue Room Occupied
Management S & W per Room Occupied S&W Paid to Management Room Occupied
Hourly S & W per Room Occupied S&W Paid to Line Employees Room Occupied
Total S & W per Room Occupied Total S&W Paid in Department

(Dept.)
Room Occupied

Supplemental Payroll per Room Occupied Supplemental Paid in Dept. Room Occupied
Benefits per Room Occupied Benefits Paid in Dept. Room Occupied
Total Payroll per Room Occupied Total Payroll in Dept. Room Occupied
Total Other Expenses per Room Occupied Total Operating Expenses in

Dept.
Room Occupied

Departmental Profit per Room Occupied Dept. Profit in Rooms Dept. Room Occupied
Total Covers per Occupied Room Total Number F&B Guests Room Occupied
Average Food Check Total F&B Revenue Total Number of F&B

Guests
Total F&B Revenue per Occupied Room Total F&B Revenue Room Occupied
FB RevPar Total F&B Revenue Available Room
F&B Revenue per Cover Total F&B Revenue Total Number of F&B

Guests
Food Cost per Cover Total Food Cost Total Number of F&B

Guests
Beverage Cost per Cover Total Beverage Cost Total Number of F&B

Guests
Departmental Profit per Cover Department Profit Number of Covers
Total F&B Square Footage Total Hotels Areas m2 Total F&B Areas m2
F&B Revenue per Square Footage Total F&B Revenue Total F&B Areas m2
F&B Payroll Costs per Cover Total Paid Payroll in F&B Total Number of F&B

Guests
F&B Rev per Hour Worked F&B RevPar Worked Hours in F&B
Total Employee Benefit Benefit Employees Total Payroll
Productivity Revenue Hours Worked
Productivity Room Occupied Hours Worked
Productivity Served F&B Guests Hours Worked
Efficiency Resources Planned Consumed
Utilization Resources Available Consumed
Yield Revenue Realised Revenue Potential
Rooms Yield ADR RevPar
F&B Yield Average Check Price RevPash
Accommodation Sales Mix Rooms Revenue Total Revenue
F&B Sales Mix F&B Revenue Total Revenue
Average Hourly Rate of Pay Daily Gross Rate of Pay Daily Worked Hours
Rooms Revenue per Hour Worked Total Rooms Revenue Hour Worked

The statements of one participant are as follow:

‘‘In my department, I am calculating all expenses and revenue figures based

on last year’s performance and next year’s sales estimations. In F&B department, it

is not easy to achieve the budgeted target for all time due to fluctuating sales but it is

easy to control the cost of sales. Managing costs contribute positively to the GOP. I

am mostly calculating food and beverage cost amount and percentage for each

month of next year. We try to keep food costs under 30%, beverage costs under 18%

comparing to the revenue. Payroll expenses are divided into two categories; (1) full-
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time staff and (2) casual (leased staff). If we have a busy operation flow, full-time

staff may not be enough to meet the required number of employees, then we recruit

casual staff on a daily and hourly basis. This situation is very changing. For example,

if Banquet outlet is very busy in the morning and Aquarium Restaurant is not busy in

the evening, I ask the outlet managers to figure out the needed staff substitution. Two

or three of the waiters work for BQT on the following day. We prefer it to decrease

the unnecessary payroll expense. Yet, payroll expenses are almost 50% of all

expenses. Daily Revenue Report and presents the daily, monthly, and annual

financial performance of F&B Operations in the hotel. Actually, it shows all the

departments in the hotel and is prepared by Director of Finance. There are three

critical performance factors for F&B department; revenue, number of covers,

average check price. Actual is the performance of the previous day. MTD Actual

refers to what F&B outlets have been performing from the beginning of the month up

to the day of the month. Monthly Forecast is what the management forecasted for

this month based on operational flow. For example, it is budgeted the BQT revenue

of 10.000 EURO for January 2021. But, the budget is prepared one year before, so

this amount was estimated one year ago. Sales and Marketing department could have

a sales agreement with a couple of companies for the business meetings In December

2020. Executive committee may change the budgeted revenue for January in forecast

part of Daily Revenue Report to 12.000 EURO. Monthly Budget is what the Director

of Food and Beverage budgeted one year before for next year. It needs to be

reminded that the budget figures are fundamental for the management, forecast

figures are just an implementation by the managers. Firstly, the budget figures have

to be actualized. Last Year presents the performance of BQT outlet the previous year.

Inflation Rate has to be considered while comparing the result to last year. I am also

preparing Menu Abstract Reports. Menu analysis is recording the sales history of all

items sold and calculating the item’s contribution to profit and evaluating customer

appeal. I am sorting each item according to the popularity index and profitability

index.’’ (M3)

The statements of one participant are as follow:

‘‘In Rooms Department, I am firstly presenting the expenses of the

housekeeping department. It just includes operational and payroll expenses. Also, I
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am giving some statistical data such as Housekeeping (HK) expenses in Rooms

Revenue and Total HK Payroll Expense in Rooms Revenue. For Rooms Department,

I am estimating the revenue based on market segments. Also, I am estimating some

critical performance indicators such as Room Occupancy for each month, RevPar,

ADR, Yield/RevPar Rate. Yield is the actualized ADR at a certain time. RevPar is

revenue per available room, not sold room. The most detailed report is Manager

Flash (Appendix 74) in Rooms Department. It exhibits everything at a glance in the

hotel. I am also tracking Daily Revenue Report (DRP) and make additional changes

to my department budget if needed.’’ (M6)

The statements of one participant are as follow:

‘‘As a Revenue Manager, I am providing most of the data to the management

for future operations. Revenue and expenses figures are presented in Budget reports

but I am not preparing the budget since working under the Director of S&M. I am

responsible to analyse the strategic matters for the hotel. It launches with

determining the capacity and room inventory of the hotel, finishes with estimating the

position of the hotel in the market. I am not only making financial estimates but also

non-financial data such as general and local market conditions including the share

of tourism in GDP and inflation rate for three years, political-social-economical

outlooks, comments on demand and supply, and future assumptions in the market,

apply the objectives to our operations. I have to look after these non-financial data to

set out strategies and objectives rationally. After, we decide in the executive

committee to make a competitive analysis in terms of rooms, F&B, C&B within the

competitive set (other competitors in the market). We benefit from SWOT analysis

but also specific measures such as Internet Daily Rate, Business Centre, Airport

Shuttle, Valet Parking, Valet Parking cost, Guest Parking, Parking Spaces, Executive

Club Concept, Live Music/Style, Ambiance/Style of Restaurant, Happy hour/length,

Food /Menu concept, Outdoor dining, Chef (ex-pat yes/no), Price Breakfast Buffet,

Average Price Starters, Main Courses, Desserts, etc. For financial competitive

analysis, I am utilizing three important metrics; Market Penetration Index (compares

our occupancy to competitors occupancy by dividing), Revenue Generation Index

(compares our revenue to competitors revenue by dividing), Average Rate Index

(compares our average rate to competitors average rate by dividing). Also, I am
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utilizing its ranks and changes in the market. I am preparing a set of key

performance indicators with my estimations for the next year. We set a target

number for each one and endeavour to achieve it. Some of them are Occupancy,

ADR, Rooms Revenue, F&B Revenue, OOD Revenue, Total Revenue, GOP, Net

Operating Profit, Revenue per Occupied Room, Spend per Occupied Room, GOP per

Occupied Room, RevPAR. These indicators are our strategic and financial targets.

We are also creating a monthly key comments list about rooms and F&B sales. For

example, during the low season of room sales, we are focused on selling conference

and meeting with special prices, also, we are increasing the ADR due to the low

season of sales. Executive committee is keen on aggressive room sales. We divided

our customers into macro and micro-segments and it allows us to prepare rooms

budget easier. We put different strategies for each market segment. We consider

which segment is more profitable by calculating their staying nights, average rate,

and total revenue in a specific period. Generally, I am reporting segments revenue in

monthly comparison. In our hotel, the prices are very dynamic. I use the rate

information chart for each customer segment by applying two metrics; meal plan

(including breakfast or not) and season. These are our basic pricing metrics but

depend on the commission, reservation contract, room type, special package, and the

number of persons. It is a very dynamic scale, so I am updating prices daily/hourly

for our reservation channels. We put C&B and F&B strategies to enhance revenue

and the number of F&B guests. Executive committee decides on the big F&B events,

menu changes, food promotions, food price changes, etc. and I am calculating how

these changes will affect our profitability at the end of the year. We are also

preparing sales actions plan weekly with Director of Sales for more selling out. For

example, in January month/ Week 1, we will be going to Istanbul for a sales call to

Hugo Boss company. I am tracking kind of these jobs as well.’’ (M5)
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Figure 3.7: Strategic Revenue Management System

Adopted from: Noone et al., (2017: 12)

Due to the document analysis, it is concluded the contents of macro and

micro-segments (demand) as follow:

 Transient Business Contracted (TBC): It is a macro segment that defines the

customers who travel individually and for a short period for business and has a

bilateral contract for a period. The customer may accommodate via his/her

working company as well. The room price is generally fixed due to the contract.

It includes three minor segments:

1-ICR (International Corporate Rate): It is the rate segment (dollar or euro)

for the customer who visits from abroad with a contract.

2-LCR (Local Corporate Rate): It is the rate segment for domestic customers.

3-GOV (Government): It is the rate segment for the customers who are

employed in governmental offices in the country.

 Transient Business Non-Contracted (TBNC): It is a macro segment that defines

the customers who travel individually for business but stays in the hotel with or

without a reservation, without a contract. It includes two minor segments:
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1-BBR (BAR on Business): BAR stands for Best Available Rate and defines

the best price for a night in the hotel sold to the customer. The best price depends on

the occupancy of the hotel, if the occupancy is high, the price may be higher than the

15%- 20% average room rate. This customer segment is also called walk-in guests.

2-BBP (BAR Pre-paid): This segment defines the customer who stays in the

hotel with a reservation. The price is paid previously.

 Transient Leisure Contracted (TLC): It is a macro segment that defines the

customers who travel individually for leisure by a bilateral contract. It has one

minor segment:

1-FIT (Fully Inclusive Tour): This price segment stands for given prices to

the customers with a contract. Fully means the customer stays in the sample hotel by

taking breakfast and dinner without drinks. The customer may visit via a travel

agency.

 Transient Leisure Non-Contracted (TLNC): It is a macro segment that defines

the customer who travels individually for leisure upon the offerings of the hotel

with a reservation, without a contract.

1-PKG (Packages): This rate is applied for special offering packages such as

Valentine’s Day, Weekend promotions, etc.

2-LBR (BAR on Leisure): This rate is given to the customer upon his/her

arrival with the best rate available in the hotel.

3-LPP (BAR Prepaid): This segment defines the customer who stays in the

hotel with a reservation. The price is paid previously.

4-OPA (Opaque): Opaque inventory is the unsold room inventory at a

discounted price. It is called opaque because the room type is remained hidden until

the reservation is completed. They allow hotels to sell additional rooms while still

protecting rate and brand image.

 Transient Other (TO): It is a macro segment that defines the customer who

travels individually for other reasons upon their needs. It has five minor

segments:

1-LON (Long stay): This rate is offered to the customers who stay for more

than one month.
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2-SOD (Staff on Duty): It is applied to the staff who work in the same hotel

chain. It is paid for by the hotel where the staff works.

3-SOV (Staff on Vocation): It is applied to the staff who work in the same

hotel chain, with a special discount.

4-DAY (Daylet): The term day use refers to those customers who do not

intend to use the room for a full day. They pay the rate for the hours they stay.

5-FFT (Friends, Family & Trade): This rate is applied to the hotel employees’

relatives with a special discount.

 Group Business (GB): It is a macro segment that defines the customers who

travel with a group for business and has a bilateral contract for a period. The

customers accommodate via his/her working company or a company meeting as

well. Besides accommodation in the hotel, these customers are likely to benefit

from the Conference and Banquet facilities as well. The customers of this

segment are generally called MICE (meetings, incentives, events, corporate)

guests. It includes four minor segments:

1-GFA (Fairs & City Events): This rate is applied to the groups who visit the

hotel for a fair and event in the city.

2-GIN (Incentive): This rate is applied to the groups who stay with a

company, paid by the employer for the employees’ motivation.

3-GME (Meetings): It is the rate for group meetings with accommodation.

4-GCO (Corporate): It is the rate for the group only for a company

accommodation.

 Group Leisure (GL): It is a macro segment that defines the customers who travel

with a group for leisure and has a bilateral contract for a period. The customers

accommodate via a travel agency or a wholesaler. Besides accommodation in the

hotel, these customers may benefit from breakfast and dinner facilities as well. It

includes three minor segments:

1-GTS (Tour Series): This rate is applied for the groups who accommodate

via the same agency back to back.
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2-GIT (Fully Inclusive Tours): This price segment stands for offered prices to

the customer staying in the hotel having breakfast and dinner without drinks. The

customer may accommodate via a travel agency.

3-GLE (Leisure): This rate is applied to the groups who travel on their own,

not via a travel agency.

 Airlines: It is a macro segment that defines the customers related to the airline

business as a staff or airline passenger. It has three micro-segments:

1-CRE (Air Crew): It is the special contracted rate applied to airline crews

staying in the hotel.

2-LAY (Layover): It is applied to the customers who stay in the hotel staying

through delayed or cancelled flights.

3-ATR (Airline Training): This rate segment is applied to the airline

companies who stay in the hotel for the complex trainings.

The statements of one participant are as follow:

‘‘As the General Manager, I am the final decision-maker in the executive

committee. All the report files are submitted to me, I consolidate the figures on them

in General Manager Report File. Firstly, I am reviewing all data that are sent to be

the authorities. Then, I am collecting and summarizing these data with Director of

Finance. I am presenting the critical performance factors within the different report

drafts but the factors generally include Total Rooms Revenue, Rooms Service Charge,

Rooms Inventory, Rooms Occupied, Paid Rooms Occupied, Paid Occupancy, Paid

ADR, RevPAR, RGI, Rooms Payroll Expenses, Rooms Other Expenses, Department

Profit, Food Revenue, Beverage Revenue, Other F&B Revenue, Cost of Sales,

Payroll & Other Expenses, F&B Department Profit, Flow-Through, Total Payroll

Expenses, GOP, EBITDA, Basic Management Fee, Incentive Fee, A&G Payroll,

A&G Expense, S&M Payroll Expenses, S&M Other Expenses, R&M Payroll

Expenses, Energy Expenses, R&M Other Expenses. I am presenting these financial

figures and performance factors on monthly basis. I am also presenting the variances

report within the departments. Variance to Revenue in Rooms and Variance to

Expenses in Rooms are an example sense of reporting the variances by percentages.

Apart from these, I am also reporting some non-financial data; (1) LQA; Hotel
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Overall Performance (%), after we are looking for departmental performances based

on Swissotel Branding Standards, (2) we are keen on employee engagement survey,

this survey is done once a year and report to the head office, (3) employee turnover

rate monthly, (4) EFTE's and Productivity within all departments, (5) guest

satisfaction reviews.’’ (M1)

Consequently, there are two types of customers; group and non-group

(transients). These customers travel for business or leisure. Transient customers stay

short compared with the groups who stay longer. So, transient rates are relatively

higher than group rates. These segments are available for rooms department. There

are F&B customer segments as well. These segments are based on Meal Plan that has

three minor segments; Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. It allows the managers to

determine the number of customers who benefited from F&B outlets. The basic

purpose of segmentation in F&B department is maintaining average sales by high-

available prices. In F&B department, suggestive selling, average check price, number

of covers, and menu engineering are the primary tools for maximizing revenue.

However, Kimes & Ho (2019: 5) conducted a contribution related to the tools of

maximizing revenue in F&B outlets that is called RevPash (revenue per available

seat-hour). It is a measure that points out to RevPar (revenue per available room)

commonly used in the hotel industry. This measure shows how well a restaurant is

using its seating capacity. The basic way to calculate is to divide the revenue earned

by the number of seat-hours available. Yet, the sample hotel does not use RevPash

due to its operational flow of F&B areas. For rooms department, the basic reason for

segmentation is giving the right price to the right customer for maximum revenue.

The sample hotel mostly takes advantage of the customer-driven pricing since it is

the leading and luxury hotel in the market so the others are likely to follow in terms

of pricing. Managerial reports play an important role in terms of controlling financial

and non-financial matters in hospitality enterprises. Improving service quality and

employee satisfaction are the key areas within the hotel and proposed to have a strict

control on a timely basis.
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3.2.3. Preparation of Managerial Reports

The key aspect to pose the question is to reveal the technological methods

utilized in preparing these reports. The findings indicate that the common method to

prepare the managerial reports by benefiting from the hotel information technologies.

The required skills are to review and analyse data on these reports by implementing

the managers’ abilities such as using Excel program, analysing the numbers, and

creating solutions toward departmental productivity.

The theme and codes that were obtained from the statements of the

participants are presented in Table 3.21.

Table 3.21: Theme and Codes Related to the Technological Methods Used in Preparing the

Managerial Reports

The participants stated that the sample hotel utilizes the information

technologies widely for reporting. The head office provides the required report drafts

Theme Codes Description Interview Extract

Technological
Methods Used
in Preparing
the
Managerial
Reports

Property
Management
Systems (Opera
Software)

Microsoft Excel

Netsis Accounting

Hyperion Software

Director of Finance
enables a few of
information
technologies most
frequently in the
entire hotel.

‘‘We utilize Netsis to prepare financial
statements but also take advantage of
Hyperion Software to report very
comprehensive data. For instance, Budget
Reports File seems Excel-based, that is true,
but we get the Budget data in Hyperion, then
it is transferred to Excel documents. Opera
PMS is the primary data source as well. It
allows us to understand the big picture.’’
(M2)

Oracle Database

Micros Point of
Sales System

Material Control
(MC)

Director of Food &
Beverage takes
advantage of Oracle
Database by
enabling two
information
technologies.

‘‘Micros is the biggest data source in Food
and Beverage Department. We can control
daily revenue, daily number of covers
(customers), average check price, food and
beverage sales with details. Due to Oracle
Database, we can review the daily financial
results of each outlet. We use Material control
as well, it is good for tracking the cost of
materials in my department.’’ (M3)

Ideas Software

STR Reports

Travel Click
Reports

Director of Revenue
especially utilizes
three information
technologies.

‘‘I am utilizing online competitive reports that
are called STR Reports. These reports allow
us to control our ADR and occupancy in a
competitive set. For revenue management, I
am using Travel Click Portal Reports. It
presents the revenue by segments, and I am
transferring these data on Excel Pivot Tables.
I am having the biggest data from Opera.’’
(M5)
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based on their reporting structure, the sample hotel uploads these drafts to soft wares,

and launches to determine the reports easily upon needed. Yet, all reporting

structures are based on the requirements of hotel management for achieving the key

strategies.

Firstly, Opera Property Management System (PMS) is very useful in terms of

check-in and check-out operations, guest information recording, following

reservations, following occupancy and ADR, able to present room revenue by

segmenting the customers, able to track F&B financial operations in the guest

accounts. Opera PMS is the beginning point of all transactions in the entire hotel. For

instance, Manager Flash (Appendix 74) report is prepared due to Opera PMS.

Secondly, all transactions flow to Netsis Accounting software online instantly. Netsis

allows the accounting team to keep and report all transactions obtained from Opera.

Thirdly, F&B department utilizes the Micros Point of Sale (POS) in all transactions

of F&B outlets. The customers pay their bills in the restaurants and Micros POS

records it. All of the recordings are flashed to Opera PMS by Oracle Database.

Oracle Database is common within all information technologies in the hotel and

transfers all information gathered from Opera PMS and Micros POS to Netsis for

financial recording. Oracle is so wide that Director of F&B can control the daily

revenue of restaurant with every detail such as payment types, discounts, employee

information, etc. Oracle Database also enables Hyperion Reporting Segment that is

very functional and provides very highly formatted multidimensional reporting.

There is also Material Controls software that is utilized by cost control, purchasing,

inventory control, F&B, and related departments for material demanding, tracking,

and determining material cost share in operational expenses. There is also STR

Market Report published monthly by the Smith Travel Research Company. It

provides rate, occupancy, and RevPAR information for a specific hotel and its

competitive set. The report recovers one year and provides a hotel with information

to compare its monthly current operations with its competitive set and its previous

year’s operations. It provides valuable trend information as well as the opportunity to

compare a specific hotel’s performance with its competitive set. The competitive set

only includes the hotels considered as a primary competitor. Other hotels that are

considered as a secondary competitor are not included in the competitive set.
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Moreover, there are Global Distribution Systems (GDS) reporting systems that are

Travel Click Demand 360 and Agency 360. These reports indicate which hotel has

the biggest share of reservations delivered from GDS for each hotel in competitive

set. Travel Click is an intelligence platform that offers revenue management

solutions; Rate 360 and Guest View360, Ideas Software are also utilized in revenue

management.

The statements of the participants are as follow:
‘‘I am just checking the daily operations in Opera PMS. Otherwise, all

department managers report to me, after we consolidate them with Director of

Finance in Excel. So, I can say that I am preparing my reports in Excel mostly. Yet,

using the software is very important and provides easiness. The case is controlling

the numbers and measuring them.’’ (M1)

‘‘Micros is the biggest data source in Food and Beverage Department. We

can control daily revenue, daily number of covers, average check, food and beverage

sales with details. Due to Oracle Database, we can review the daily financial results

of each outlet. Opera PMS is presenting the data every time we need it. We use

Material control as well, it is good for tracking the cost of materials in my

department.’’ (M3)

‘‘We utilize Netsis to prepare financial statements but also take advantage of

Hyperion Software to report very comprehensive data. For example, Budget Reports

File seems Excel-based, it is true, but we get the Budget data due to Hyperion, then it

is transferred to Excel documents. Opera PMS is the primary data source by the way.

It allows us to understand the big picture.’’ (M2)

‘‘I am utilizing online competitive reports that are called STR Reports. These

reports allow us to control our ADR and occupancy in competitive set. For revenue

management, I am using Travel Click Portal Reports. It presents the revenue by

segments, and I am transferring these data on Excel Pivot Tables. I am having the

biggest data from Opera.’’ (M5)

To sum up, there is an internal and external source of data. The participants

utilize the data in their reporting affairs by preparing their own reporting sets by

mostly using Excel to analyse the strategies and market trends. The key point is using
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the data at right time and right place so the managers can achieve the cost and profit

targets efficiently.

3.2.4. Presentation Process of Managerial Reports

The key point to generate this question is in order to find out the presentation

process of these reports. The findings reveal that there are two dimensions of

reporting structure related to the time and method of reporting. The reporting is

handled in daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and end-of-year periods. The reporting

method is realised in live meetings and teleconferencing that depends on to whom

are reported. The reporting within the hotel is operated in live meetings. However,

the reporting to external parts is handled by teleconference meetings. The meeting

time is related to which data and what kind of data are reported.

The theme and codes that were obtained from the statements of the

participants are presented in Table 22.

Table 3.22: Theme and Codes Related to the Presentation Process of Managerial Reports

Theme Codes Description Interview Extract

Presentation

Process of

Managerial

Reports

Daily Routine
Briefing

Weekly General
Meeting

Monthly Budget
Comparison
Meeting

Monthly Owner
Meeting

Monthly Head
Office Meeting

Quarterly Meetings

Teleconferencing

Live Meetings

The reporting is
handled in daily,
weekly, monthly,
quarterly, and end-of-
year periods. The
reporting method is
realized in live
meetings and
teleconferencing that
depends on to whom
they are reported.

‘‘I am reporting to the owner and the head
office on monthly basis with the
teleconference method. Also, we are setting a
meeting in three months with Area Manager
but it is a live meeting. At first, I am sending
them the reports by e-mail as an Excel file
with all details but using the Powerpoint
dynamic presentation when we are having the
meeting. I have already talked about what I
am reporting to them. Apart from these, we
are setting a briefing every morning in a live
meeting before we begin working day. In
these meetings, the department managers talk
about the daily routine operations, issues,
and pending issues. We are also reviewing
Daily Revenue Report if there is no big issue
to be solved. Every Friday, we are setting a
meeting for monitoring Budget Figures and
also next week operational matters. Every
end of a month, we are making a Budget
Variance meeting that we compare budget
figures with actual results. To sum up, we are
meeting to update our situation, share
information, make decisions, solve the
problems, and develop innovative
strategies.’’ (M1)
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It is stated that the Head Office of the sample hotel is the primary and final

authority regarding the reporting objective. The hotel chain (the head office of the

sample hotel) operates more than 5000 hotels all around the world. Also, it has

segments such as luxury, mid-scale, budget hotels. The sample hotel belongs to the

luxury segment. There are 150 hotels in the luxury segment of sample hotel and the

Head Office controls the performance of these 150 hotels separately. Each hotel is

evaluated in its category related to the reporting structure. For instance, luxury

segment hotels utilize different reports while mid-scale hotels utilize more different

reports. The reporting launches with individual property. The next step is obtaining

the reports from all properties that are located in the same region. Then, the regional

hotels are merged on the continental scale. Lastly, data from all hotels in the same

segment are consolidated continentally in the head office and reshape the financial

view of the hotel group. The head office may look for data in each property, the

market conditions of the property, the accounts (Key and Prospect Accounts) of

property, etc. if needed. The reporting is like a standardized structure as mentioned.

The top of the figure stands for summary data but the reports must provide flexibility

to go for details. Otherwise, it is not possible to achieve the targets without knowing

the details. Consequently, it is proposed that the presentation of the reports are

navigated in the method 5W; (1) What-What do we have to report? (2) Why-Why do

we have to present this report? (3) Who-Who will report and to whom? (4) Where-

Where and how will we report? (5) When-When do we have to prepare which report?

3.2.5. The Reasons to Utilize Managerial Reports

The key aspect of asking this question is to find out the reasons to utilize the

managerial reports by the managers. The findings reveal that all participants agreed

with the ‘‘high importance’’ of preparing the managerial reports. Also, there are

several reasons to utilize the reports in the sample hotel. The reports prepared by

Director of Finance also allow the managers to monitor activities such as a

comparison between actual results and budgeted amounts to determine the level of

variance.

The theme and codes that are obtained from the statements of the participants

are presented in Table 3.23.
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Table 3.23: Theme and Codes Related to the Reasons to Use the Managerial Reports

The statements of the participants are as follow:

‘‘We think that if we want to grow our businesses and make more profit, we

need to implement a set of measurement tool to measure our performance not only

against our competitors but also against our own. In this way, we can understand

Theme Codes Description Interview Extract

Reasons to
Use the
Managerial
Reports

Improving
Business

Managerial reporting
allows the management
to improve the business
by enabling strategic
goals for short and long
terms, forecast for the
future by controlling
market trends.

‘‘We think that if we want to grow our
businesses and make more profit, we need
to implement a set of measurement tool to
measure our performance not only against
our competitors but also against our own.
In this way, we can understand our
position in the market with the help of the
right performance metrics. So, we can put
our strategies for the future. This is what
the managerial reports give us.’’ (M1)

Financial Planning
and Control

Managerial reports are
very useful for financial
planning and control by
giving information for
the future statistics as
apart from financial
statements which report
the historical data at all.

‘‘It allows us to modify our figures with
the updated information. Managerial
reports provide us a big picture for
making diagonal decisions for the entire
hotel. Then I can analyse what is better
practice for a higher profit and what
actions we can take to develop our
business or avoid any obstacle.’’ (M2)

Monitoring the
Performance

Managerial reports
provide monitoring the
overall and/ or particular
performance by
evaluating critical
performance metrics.

‘‘In Rooms Department, the managerial
reports are very important for us in terms
of monitoring the performance indicators,
enhancing the rooms revenue based on
market segments, and predicting future
seasons for demand and competitors.’’
(M6)

Cross-disciplinary
Decisions

Making
Assumptions for
Future

Managerial reports
allow the management
to make reliable
decisions by considering
many facts related to the
business also predict the
future with different
perspectives.

‘‘The managerial reports allow utilizing
time periods, historical data, and future
assumptions. We can revise the data
changes over time when we want. For
example, I can compare room revenue in
January 2020 to room revenue in January
2019 by some different performance
metrics. Also, I can compare the actual
results with the target results in January
2020. With all of these reporting best
practices, we can make effective and data-
driven decisions. The managerial reports
are the primary data source in decision-
making. There is too much data that is
gathered from our operations but these
reports are very visual so we can easily
understand what we need to focus on. So,
it provides the most important tool to
check out the best results by us. All of
these features provide us easiness to
control past and future performance
without wasting our time in front of the
computers.’’ (M5)
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our position in the market with the help of the right performance metrics. So, we can

put our strategies for the future. This is what the managerial reports give us.’’ (M1)

‘‘Due to providing very wide information for us, managerial reports are a

very useful tool for tracking both operationally and financially. As I told you before,

I am preparing Budget Reports File for the entire hotel and I am learning and

reproducing about our financial strategies by checking last year’s performance,

monthly performance, year to date performances day by day. It allows us to modify

our figures with the updated information. Managerial reports provide us a big

picture for making diagonal decisions for the entire hotel. Then I can analyse what is

better practice for a higher profit and what actions we can take to develop our

business or avoid any obstacle.’’ (M2)

‘‘In Rooms Department, the managerial reports are very important for us in

terms of monitoring the performance indicators, enhancing the rooms revenue based

on market segments, and predicting future seasons for demand and competitors.

Meanwhile, I have a Guest Relation Supervisor who has a critical duty. Her duty is

to report the guest feedbacks from Trust You (online channel) to me and I am

presenting feedbacks to General Manager. This practice is very essential because the

General Manager is reporting the feedbacks to the Head Office. Guest feedback (as

a managerial report) plays an important role in the overall performance and allows

us to make our service skills better. It also states what we are doing right or wrong

and what we can do to increase our guest satisfaction. When we consider these

outcomes, we improve our business by benefiting the managerial reporting.’’ (M5)

‘‘The managerial reports allow utilizing time periods, historical data, and

future assumptions. We can revise the data changes over time when we want. For

example, I can compare room revenue in January 2020 to room revenue in January

2019 by some different performance metrics. Also, I can compare the actual results

with the target results in January 2020. With all of these reporting best practices, we

can make effective and data-driven decisions. The managerial reports are the

primary data source in decision-making. There is too much data that are gathered

from our operations but these reports are very visual so we can easily understand

what we need to focus on. So, it provides the most important tool to check out the
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best results by us. All of these features provide us easiness to control past and future

performance without wasting our time in front of the computers.’’ (M5)

‘‘We are remained actionable and relevant to our operations due to having

the managerial reports. In our hotel, both room and F&B sales are mostly high but

the market may show volatility in uncertain times. We need to adapt to changes,

goals, and strategies to our market. These reports allow growing our operational

excellence. The competition is constantly increasing so that we must regularly

analyse our reports, making changes or customizations to figure out any changing

data.’’ (M3)

It is concluded that the reports are useful and crucial to the sample hotel for

success in the operations. Moreover, the participants claimed some common reasons

to indicate the importance of managerial reports. The reasons to utilize the reports

are allowing the managers to make holistic decisions within the department, monitor

the overall and/ or particular performance by evaluating critical performance metrics,

conduct competitive analysis in competitive set, improve the business by enabling

strategic goals for short and long terms, forecast the future by controlling market

trends, and lastly, very useful for financial planning and control by giving

information for the future statistics as apart from financial statements.



CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, the results and recommendations are delivered through the

findings about managerial reporting in hospitality enterprises. The research emerged

with the problem of identifying and contributing some detailed and different

techniques (skills) and tools in respect of financial planning and control both for

hospitality enterprises and academia need today. Regarding the problem, the research

question is arranged to discover types of reports utilizing to evaluate the performance

of an organization, and support top management to oversee the situation of the

hotel’s financial and non-financial performances with details. These reports support

the managers in terms of analysing, predicting, forecasting, budgeting and

strategically planning for now and future.

Managing hospitality enterprises is diverse, complex, and highly affected by

external factors in a market although it is feasible to take control of internal factors.

Financial management is only a component in the organizational restructuring of

hospitality enterprises for operational excellence. Thus, financial management

deserves high attention by the management whereas it is applied for hospitality

enterprises considering the unique features of these enterprises as mentioned in the

first chapter. The basic differences in hospitality enterprises rather than other

industrial firms are high running costs (particularly payroll), slim profit margins, and

sensitivity to economical turn downs and demand volatility, as a result, hospitality

enterprises heavily rely on financial accounting and managerial accounting practices

to predict the future upcoming. Managerial accounting has a very essential practice

that is called managerial reporting, and is considered with high importance by

hospitality enterprises. Managerial reporting allows the managers to plan and control,

data-driven decision-making, monitor the performance, set strategies, predict the

future, analyse productivity and efficiency, analyse the competition. Moreover, the
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reports are created by utilizing widely-used information technologies during the

reporting to internal (within the departments) and external (the owner and head office)

parts. Also, managerial reporting allows the managers to merge historical and current

data with future assumptions to forecast and optimize the sales, pricing, demand, and

capacity predictions.

Going insights into the background of managerial reporting in hospitality

enterprises merely indicate very rare studies related to the subject. Moreover, there

are rather basic missing points related to understand the benefits of reporting.

Previous studies presented managerial reporting with several report types and only

within the departments. The study is an obvious attempt, especially, to the

modernized reporting flow in hospitality enterprises related to (1) finding out the

managerial reporting should be handled not only within departments but also external

parts, (2) a wide range of managerial report types and rich data on these reports. Thus,

a wide range of managerial report types and rich data on these reports are determined

based on qualitative research design. Over the decades, some theoretical studies are

presented in terms of managerial reporting activities. Managerial reporting is a broad

concept of managerial accounting and practised in a wide scope in hospitality

enterprises (Downie, 1997: 306; Cruz, 2007: 580; Georgios & Marios, 2008: 62;

Pavlatos & Paggios, 2009: 267). USAH (1946) described managerial reports into

General Reports, Structural Reports, and Cost Statements. Moncarz (1988: 33)

defined Annual Reporting as a managerial report. In some studies, preparing forecast

and budget reports, and controlling budget/actual results are involved in managerial

reporting (Koç, 1986: 4; DeFranco & Lattin, 2007: 27). Kaplan & Norton (1992: 72)

developed Balanced Scorecard as a managerial accounting practice. Graham (1995:

85) defined reporting as a component of management. Walsh (1996: 514) developed

a model of performance measure and argued that once process measures of an

organization are assumed as a performance indicator. Hales (2005: 111) provided a

theoretical study about the reports that allow the managers to understand actual

operating results, financial information for previous periods, and detailed planning

for future periods. Harris & Mongiello (2006: 226) in their theoretical study

criticized the management reports. DeFranco & Lattin (2007: 25) introduced

managerial reports providing guidelines to read and analyse these reports as a
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theoretical study. The study identifies the managerial reports that are Daily Revenue

Report, Daily Payroll Cost Report, Rooms Revenue Forecast, and Food and

Beverage Menu Abstract. Parmenter (2010: 155) conducted a theoretical study on

managerial reporting and emphasized Key Result Indicators (KRIs). Ricaurte (2011:

12) proposed sustainability reports should be considered as a managerial report as

generated by an interrelation of the managers in a hotel. Persic et. al (2012: 32)

suggested Segment Reporting as a practice of managerial reporting. Okutmuş &

Uyar (2014: 43) described managerial reporting as the detection of departmental

fraud. Özdemir & Yılmaz (2016: 77) observed the processes of determining,

evaluating, and comparing the factors are required a management collaboration.

During the processes, it needs a set of interrelated reporting between each department

in a hotel. Doğan & Altınkaynak (2019: 1901) assumed hospitality enterprises have

some reporting issues about cost of sales. The enterprises would have the advantage

to predict the next cost findings by improving a basic reporting structure apart from

financial statements. The current study is more comprehensive than previous studies

unveiling 80 managerial reports according to different types, provided data,

technological methods used in the preparation, presentation process, and reasons to

use for managerial reporting in line with the research questions. The main reason to

utilize managerial reports is financial planning and control. The reports allow the

managers to investigate every detail by segmenting all businesses periodically. The

reports include a very professional set of performance indicators.

Besides, the concept and scope of managerial reporting also present a crucial

role in hospital institutions. Hospital managers operate the reports based on the

characteristics of hospitals but the common reason to utilize the reports is decision

making. The managers in public hospitals are proposed to utilize them to reduce

operational costs and optimize patient satisfaction. The managers in private hospitals

already consider the reports with high attention in terms of budgeting, planning,

control, and performance measurement. Even though hospital institutions have

different types and amounts of managerial reports in their operations, hospital

managers may take advantage of implementing managerial reports by adapting the

results of the current study into their informative needs in delivering administrative

services, particularly while managing hotel services. Managerial reports utilized by
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hospitality enterprises can be applied by hospital managers in the reporting of

managerial activities, in providing financial and non-financial information, and

measurement of patient outcomes in the hotel services within the hospitals. For

instance, Rate Information (Appendix 15) is a comprehensive report which

demonstrates the proposal prices for which segment of the customer should pay for a

room including breakfast or room only for one night. This report may be applied in

hospitals when determining the proposal prices for each treatment service for patients

including patients’ hospital stay with or without nutrition package. Additionally,

Market Segment Forecast (Appendix 34) is a summary table of all customer

segments with room nights, average daily rate, and revenue in the entire hotel on

monthly basis. Market Segment Forecast in hospitals may refer to reporting all

patient segments with hospital stay, offered medical services, average paper revenue,

and determining the most profitable patient segment in the entire hospital. Another

example is Daily Operations Summary (Appendix 70) presents the daily revenue,

cost of sales, total payroll with some key metrics. Hospital managers can utilize this

report by changing hotel terminology on the report into their own hospital

information.

The purpose of research is to identify managerial reports utilizing in

hospitality enterprises, recognize data on these reports, reveal the process of creation

and presentation, lastly, to reveal the importance of these reports for hospitality

enterprises. Research questions are generated with the line of research purpose, the

research problem, and the interview transcripts and records are examined through

thematic analysis. The first research question posed to the participants to reveal the

types of managerial reports which are used in the related departments. The reports

could be merged into four main titles. All of them are related to each other. Also, 80

types of particular reports are found under the four reports files. These reports mainly

have three variables; reporting period, data to be reported, the authority to be

reported. The hotel has a functional organizational chart and is a part of a corporate

hotel group. It is also operating in a range of hotel operations with best-quality

service abilities. It has a standardized reporting flow from the bottom to the top.

Executive committee members report to the General Manager with high assistance of

the Director of Finance. The General Manager reports to the owner and the head
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office of the hotel group. The report types that are used by department managers are

named Departmental Reports and each one has a specific purpose. The General

Manager uses General Manager Reports file which was created by data on

departmental reports. Each report summarized data but may give detailed

information upon needed. Director of Finance is charged in Budget Reports File

beside Actual Figures Reports. Director of Revenue provides data for Business Plan

Reports File. The second research question is posed to the participants to recognize

data presented on these reports and the role and importance of these data. The

findings reveal that each report is prepared to depict the most suitable strategies and

statistics for operational and financial excellence. Besides, these reports mainly

indicate all departmental revenue-expenses figures and key statistics. Financial

information is used to create effective monitoring and controlling tools in the hotel

organizational structure, as each department manager is responsible for financial

control in his/her specific area. Head of departments implement and critique on these

reports. These reports include strategic goals, general market conditions, pricing

objectives, last year and budget figures, revenue and expense figures, market

segment analysis, performance factors, etc. Business Plan Report File and Budget

Reports File are the primary data source for strategic goals in the short and long

terms. It is also found that one month refers to the short term and one year is

classified as long term in hospitality enterprises. These files also provide a financial

comparison for managers to go insights into the departmental performance enabling

them to analyse last year’s performance with budgeted and forecasted figures.

Moreover, month to date and year to date actual results are compared. Business Plan

Report File is mostly grounded on providing non-financial data figures, competitive

market analysis, market segmentation analysis, and critical performance figures.

Budget Reports include all budgeted revenue and expense figures within the

departments. The third research question inquires about the technological methods

used in preparing these reports. Accounting information technologies enable

managers to make inventory decisions, income statement decisions, investment

decisions, cash-related decisions, and dividend decisions, and information systems

should be developed enough to the optimal need of accounting and learned by senior

managers. The findings indicate that the common method to prepare the managerial
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reports is by benefiting the hotel information technologies. The skill is to review and

analyse data on these reports by implementing the managers’ abilities such as using

Excel program, analysing the numbers, and providing departmental productivity. At

least, it is stated that evaluating the data is the most important case. A variety of

technological methods are benefited in the process of managerial reports. The next

research question investigates the presentation process of managerial reports. The

findings reveal that there are two dimensions of reporting structure related to the time

and method of reporting. The reporting is handled in daily, weekly, monthly,

quarterly, and end-of-year periods. The reporting method is realized in live meetings

and teleconferencing that depends on to whom they are reported. The reporting

within the hotel is operated in live meetings. However, the reporting to external parts

is handled by teleconference meetings. The meeting time is related to which data and

what kind of data are reported. The last research question queries the reasons to use

the managerial reports by the managers. The findings reveal that all participants are

agreed with the ‘‘high importance’’ of preparing the managerial reports. Also, there

are several reasons to use the report in the sample hotel such as making cross-

disciplinary decisions, monitoring the performance, improving business, making

assumptions for the future, and financial planning and control. The reports from the

Director of Finance also enable the managers to monitor activities such as comparing

the budgeted result with actual to determine the level of variance. Managerial reports

must be applicable along with the operational requirements. Otherwise, the reports

would become the bulk of numbers and work for no purpose. Also, the managers

should be able to analyse the numbers related to the market and property figures, and

provide solutions for higher profitability. Lastly, it is all about maximizing revenues,

minimizing expenses, maximizing profits, and using numbers to measure and

improve financial and non-financial performance. The practical implications and

recommendations are as follow:

 Managerial reporting activities are vital for financial and non-financial planning

and control. Revenue management practices allow managers to optimize revenue

and profit based on the seasonality of sales. It is a statistical data provider

ranging from the most profitable period to the lowest operational period.
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 Director of Finance, General Manager, and Director of Revenue are highly

responsible for reporting in the hotel rather than other heads of departments.

 Rooms Department and F&B (including C&B) generate most of the revenues

and profits in the hotel. Rooms Department mainly focuses on maximizing

revenues since it has very slim operational expenses (total expenses per total

rooms revenue is 21%). F&B is vital cause of the complexity and detail of its

operations. F&B has to focus on minimizing expenses in addition to maximizing

revenues since its operational expenses are 43% per total F&B revenue.

 Budgets have a critical role in the success of the hotel. Director of Finance

consolidates all revenue, expense, and profit budgets based on departmental

budgets. Budgets mostly link to the actual operations with targeted financial

needs and results. Actual performance is evaluated against the budgeted

performance to determine if expected results were achieved through Actual

Figures Reports. Budgets are prepared one year before month by month and

merged in one file that is Operating Consolidated Budgets. All heads of

departments are involved with the preparation of budgets and each one

contributes particularly in planning their department operations.

 Forecasting is very important for the sample hotel. It is the process of reviewing

current performance and combining it with present trends to estimate the

budgeted figures for the period. Volume (rooms sold and customer counts) is the

beginning point of all forecasts.

 Business Plan Reports File is very essential in terms of providing data about

revenue, occupancy, efficiency, productivity, competitive figures by each

department, market segment, and competitors in the market.

 Market segmentation is crucial to obtain maximum revenue. There are

consequently two types of customers; group and non-group (transients). These

customers travel for business or leisure. Transient customers stay shorter than

group customers. So, transient rates are relatively higher than group rates. The

F&B customer segments are based on Meal Plan that has three minor segments;

Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. It assists the managers to determine which guests

visited F&B outlets for which reason. The basic purpose of segmentation in

F&B areas is maintaining average sales by high-available prices. In F&B
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department, suggestive selling, average check price, number of covers, and menu

engineering are the primary tools for maximizing revenue. For rooms

department, the basic reason for segmentation is giving the right price to the

right customer for maximum revenue.

 The price optimization upon the market segments (demand) is significant since

the sample hotel enjoys the high occupancy with best prices as being leader hotel

in the market related to customer-based pricing. Brand loyalty is relatively

higher than other competitors.

 There are some different keys to consider while pricing; segment, season (low or

high), distribution channel (online travel agencies (OTA), hotel website, hotel

direct, contracted business), meal plan (room only or bed and breakfast). The

sample hotel mostly takes advantage of the customer-driven pricing since it is

the leading and luxury hotel in the market so the others are likely to follow the

pricing. Transient customers are the most profitable segment owing to their

relatively higher pricing rates than other segments.

 During the low season, the sample hotel uses opaque channels to sell the rooms

without decreasing any rate for the public to create the perception of value in the

eyes of the customer.

 The hotel maintains higher prices rather than the competitors even in the low

seasons because of having a big share of luxury-class customers. The reason is

the hospitality industry in Izmir does not pose a challenge with the high room

capacity. The common rule in revenue management is (1) if the demand is low,

the prices become lower in order to achieve higher occupancy, (2) if the demand

is high, the prices become higher in order to achieve higher revenue. Yet, the

hotel does not apply the common rule because it always maintains higher rates

than competitors.

 The hotel has three main competitive metrics in its competitive set. Competitive

set was created along with ADR, RevPar, and Occupancy statistics. They

compare each other by asserting these three metrics.

 Director of Revenue computes loss in unsold inventory to predict the cost of

available rooms and its contribution to revenue if they were sold.
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 The hotel widely launched to benefit from social media (especially Instagram)

for announcing the promotions and events.

 The hotel applies for three different loyalty programs. One is called LCC

(Loyalty Club Card) that provides special discounts mainly in F&B outlets,

accommodation as well, within one year for mostly local people. Second is SPA

Membership, it is also for local people, apart from SPA discounts it provides

special prices in F&B and accommodation. The third one is hotel chain’s Feel

Welcome membership which is international and gives special offers in all

branches of hotel chain.

 Obtaining high revenue and maintaining the revenue only work in a good and

certain times (not in low or high season). Unless there is business, there is no

tool to help for obtaining revenue to consider in the economical weakness and/

or global crisis. (After having a chance to interview by phone with the Director

of Revenue, it was derived from Covid-19 pandemic).

 Reporting flow enhances the communication and collaboration among the

department managers, the owner, the head office, and colleagues. The

participants agreed that being informed about the position of the hotel and

sharing it with employees motivates all levels of employees to achieve the

targets.

 The hotel management keeps following all levels of profit but mainly stands for

GOP since it is an actual metric accepted by the head office for success.

Meanwhile, the owner keeps aiming for a better amount of EBIT (earnings

before interest and taxes). All profit levels are measured by a flow-through

percentage which disclaims profit share in total or departmental revenue.

 Profit and Loss (P&L) Statement, Summary Operating Department, Summary

Statement of Cash Flow, Input of Revenue, and Department Strategies are the

most important reports in the sample hotel that the managers need to completely

understand and be able to utilize in operating his/ her specific area.

 The accounting team offers support and assistance to Executive committee.

Accounting team obtains the operational information from the departments and
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prepares accounting reports for all managers to apply as a management tool and

to measure financial performance.

 The Consolidated P&L is a summary statement that reports total revenues, profit

levels, and expenses for the departments in a hotel.

 The Department P&L provides detailed operational information for each

department in the hotel.

 Daily Revenue Report is very important that summarizes the previous day’s

results and include revenues and statistics.

 Managing S&W expenses is critical to maintaining productivity and maximizing

flow-through.

 Planning EFTE through the output of the hotel counts on logical manpower

planning even in high seasonal operations.

 REVPAR and REVPASH are the most valuable measurements for measuring

efficiency in rooms and F&B. However, the hotel does not use RevPash very

frequently. They give the potential revenue per room occupied and per served

customer. Also, they allow the managers to compare the results with average

daily rates and average check prices to understand how efficient the hotel

operates.

 Sales and Marketing team is responsible for managing sales operations with

maximum profit under the market strategies implemented by Director of

Revenue.

 It is very important to utilize ratios and formulas in variation analysis. Variation

analysis is the process of examining the difference in actual results to expected

results.

 Understanding external and online reports such as STR Reports and Travel Click

is essential for revenue management. These reports provide valuable information

about the hotel’s competitive set.

As the last finding from the interviews, the participants stated that the

accounting team in the sample hotel are mostly hired from business administration

(B.A) graduates because hospitality management graduates have lack of required

financial knowledge, skills, and interest. This issue seems even in the high-level
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department managers excluding Director of Finance. It was observed that none of

Director of Finance has worked in the sample hotel is graduated from hospitality

management programs. All of them graduated from B.A. Moreover, the entry-level

managers and supervisors who graduated from hospitality programs with strong

financial management knowledge mostly advanced in their careers as head of the

department. The participants suggested that financial management skills are crucial

for career success and suggested improving the primary objects such as budget

planning, operational analyses, forecasting techniques, productivity evaluation,

explaining revenue and expense, comparing actual results to budgets and forecasts,

and making an adjustment to improve operations. Lastly, it is recommended to those

who want to promote as a financial manager should learn cost and profit control,

cash management, revenue management, capital management, financial planning,

cost accounting, and financial accounting.

Limitations of the current study encompass that research was conducted in a

five-star hospitality enterprise operating in Izmir city in Turkey between 10-14

February 2020. The participants of the study are the six managers that operate

departments as known ‘‘revenue centre’’. First, future research can contribute to the

study including the managers that are employed in the departments known as ‘‘cost

centre’’. However, future research can include all five-star hospitality enterprises as

well as four-star ones in the same location and conduct a comparison of the

implications of managerial reports. Second, a methodological improvement of the

present research can be applied by implementing a different research methodology

such as data envelope analysis which is commonly utilized in financial performance

researches measuring the productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of each

department to derive strategic implications.

In summary, the present study attempts to ascertain a wide range of

managerial reports and modernized reporting flow in hospitality enterprises utilized

not only within departments but also in external parts. This study sheds some

important findings on managerial reporting that are vital for hospitality enterprises in

many aspects such as decision-making, controlling overall performance, conducting

competitive analysis, enabling strategic goals, monitoring critical success factors.

The sample hospitality enterprise determines both financial and non-financial critical
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success factors and benefits these reports for planning and controlling these factors.

Thus, managerial reporting comprises management accounting practices and all of

the participants of the sample hotel highly agreed with the intended purposes of these

reports that is the primary reason is financial (also non-financial) planning and

control. The study also enlightens qualitative study methodology enriched with

thematic analysis on finding out the managerial reporting practices in hospitality

enterprises is quite promising. The research is hopefully the natural avenue for (1)

hospitality managers and (2) hospitality students (future managers) to learn and

improve some soft skills based on the requirements of financial management, needed

information technologies, and understanding numbers. It is also humbly

recommended as a final phrase that one who has a chance to read the thesis, is

supposed to look for each report given in Appendices and effort to understand the

items on the reports, the drafts, the contents through applying the same structures in

Excel by their own.
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